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DRAFT
GENERAL MANAGEMENT PLAN
DEVELOPMENT CONCEPT PLAN .
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT
PECOS NATIONAL HISTORICAL PARK• SAN MIGUEL AND SANTA FE COUNTIES, NEW MEXICO
This Draft General Management Plan I Development Coricept Plan I Environmental Impact Statement describes and analyzes alternatives for the management and use of
the Pecos and Glorieta units of Pecos National Historical Park. A proposed .action and a no-action alternative have been developed for each unit; two additional
action alternatives have bee.n developed for the Pecos unit and one additional action alternative for the Glorieta unit. Pecos National Historical Park which was
established in I 990, consists of th~ Pecos and Glorieta units. Under alternative A (no action) for the Pecos.unit present use and management would continue; the
primary interpretive focus would continue to be at the Pecos Pueblo I mission ruins complex; and no new visitor facilities vvould be developed . Under alternative B
(the proposed action) for the Pecos unit two visitor staging areas would be developed ·-the Fogelson visitor center area and Kozlowski 's Stage.Stop; new visitor
facilities would include trails, trailheads, and interpretive exhibits. Under alternative C for the Pecos unit three visitor staging areas would be developed - the
Fogelson visitor center, Kozlowski's Stage Stop, arid the Gateway overlook; staging a.reas and associated facilities wou !d have easy vehicle ~ccess. Under alternative D
for the Pecos unit visitors would enter the park from the south , and a new visitor center would be developed at the Gateway overlook area; other visitor facilities
would continue to be provided at Koz.lowski's Stage Stop and the ·Fogelson visitor center. Under alternative I (no-action) for the Glorieta unit no new facilities would
be provided. Alternative 2 (proposed action) for the Glorieta unit would incorporate a staffed visitor contact facility and interpretive trails and exhibits at Pigeon's
Ra~ch and an interpretive exhibit at a pulloff overlooking Caiioncito. Alternative 3 for the Glorieta unit would incorporate the same fac i!ities as alternative 2;
however, the staffed contact station·would be at a different location . The major impact topics assessed are cultural and na·ru ral resources, scenic resources, and the
socioeconomic environment, including the local economy and NPS operations. This document was prepared to evaluate and to assess the impacts of a range of
alternatives and to provide the public with an opportunity to comment. This document will be on. public review for 60 days. Comments on this document should be
received no later than November 17, 1995. Comments should be submitted to
Superintendent
Pecos National Historical Park
P.O. Drawer 418
Pecos, NM 87552
For additional information, or to arrange for a tour of the park (through October 15), please contact the park at the above address or by telephone(SOS) 757-6414.
United States Department of the Interior• National Park Service• Denver Service Center
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BORRADOR
PLAN GENERAL DE MANEJO
.
PLAN ·pE DESARROLLO DE CONCEPT'OS
EVALUACION DEL IMPACTO AMBIENTAL
PARQUE .NACIONAL HISTORICO DE PECOS

CONDADOS DE SAN MIGUEL V·SANTA FE, NUEVAMEJICO
Este borrador del Plan General de Manejo, del Plari de Desarrollo de Conceptos y de la Evaluaci6n del lmpacto Ambiental describe y analiza alternativas para dos
unidades, Pecos y G!orieta, del Parque Nacional Hist6rico de Pecos. Para cada uriidad se presenfan una acci6n o propuesta y alternativas que no requier:en ninguna
acci6n. Ademas se presentan otras alternativas adicionales, dos para Ja unidad Pecos y una para la unidad G!orieta. Estas alternativas propo~en opciones para el future
manejo y uso de1 Parque Nacional Hist6rico de Pecos. Bajo la Aiternativa A (ninguna acci6n) para· la unidad Pecos el presente uso y manejo del parque continuarfa sin
cambio. El foco de interpretaci6n principal seguirfa siendo el complejo de ruin as misioneras del pueblo de Pecos, y no se construirfa un nuevo· centre para visitantes.
Bajo la alternativa B (la acci6.n propuesta) para la unidad Pecos se construirfan dos estaciones para visitantes..,-el centre de visitantes Fogelson y el hospedaje (de
diligencias) Kozlowski. Nuevas mejoras para el uso de visitantes incluirfan senderos y exhibiciones interpretativa.S. Bajo la alternativa C para la unidad Pecos se
tonstruirfan tres estaciones para visitantes--el centre Folgelso.n, el hospedaje Kozlowski, y el mirador Gateway.·Estaciones para visitantes y.estructuras asociada:s con
las mismas tendrian fa.cil acceso automobiHstico. Bajo la alteniativa D para la unidad de Pecos los visitantes entrarian al parque desde el sur y un nuevo centro de
vistantes se construir[a en la zona de\ mirador Gateway. Se c:ontinuarian los servicios para visitantes en el hospedaie Kozlowskiy en el centro Fo\ge\son. Bajo la
alternativa 1· p~ra la unidad de Glori eta (ninguna acci6n) nose harfan nuevas c.onstrucciones. En la alternativa 2 (acci6n propuesta) se edificarfa una .estaci6n de
contacto para visitantes dotada de guardarpaques, senderos interpreptivos y exhibiciones ·en el rancho Pigeon (Paloma), y una exhibici6n interpretativa al lado del
camino con vista a Canoncito. La alternative 3 para la unidad Glorieta incorporarfa .las rnismas estructuras que la a!ternativa 2, per'o la estaci6n de contacto estaria en
un lugar distinto. Los t6picos de mayor impacto en las propuestas y las alternativas incluyen recurses natura!es y culturales y el ambiente socioecon6mico, como asf
tambien la economfa local y las operaciones del Ser:vicio de Parques Nacionales. Este documento fue preparado para pod er evaluar Ona gama de alternativas, los
impactos de estas alternativas, y para proveer at publico la oportunldad de comentar sobre las propuestas. Este.docuinento va a estar bajo examen publico par 60
dfas. La administraci6n del parque agradecerfa comentarios u observaciones soqre estas alternativas u otras cuestiones que afecten el manejo·y ta administraci6n del
parque durante los pr6xirnos 15 anos. Comentarios sobre las propuestas y la evaluaci6n ambiental deben redbirse antes de 17 Noviembre de 1995. Los comentarios
deben presentarse al
Su peri ntende nt
Pecos National Historical Park
P,O. Drawer 418
Pecos, NM 87552
Si necesita informaci6n adicional, por favor, p6ngase en contacto con el parque a la direcci6n ya indicada o hagalo por telefono al (~05) 757-6414. Si lo desea y silo
solicita, se pueden hacer recorridos del parque o reuniones con el intendente. ,
·
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HOW.TO USE.T .H1s· PLAN • • • • •
This document is organized in four main sections, The first section, called "Purpose of and Need for the Pf an, "
introduces the plan, describes why it is necessary, and vvhat it will'accomplish. This section prov.id~s background
informatiqn about the park, including a brief description of the park, its purpose, and its significant resources. Planning
objectives are identified; along with issue:S and concerns facing .the park. This section also summarizes the park's
establishing legislation. Finally, this section describes how the p!an relates'to other planning activities associated with t he
park and surrounding are~.
·
·
The second section, "Alternatives, Including the Proposed Action," presents alternatives for each -of the two. park
units·- the Pecos unit and the Glorieta unit~ as well as alternatives that were proposed but rejected for various
reasons. Certain federal laws and policies dictate the management of the park and its resources, and many resource
management actions would be con:imon to all alternatives. The nocaqion alternative describes what would occur at the
park without an approved general management plan. Certain minimal attion5iwould be undertaken to ensure that the
park's resources would be adequately protected and that park operations would remain functional. The proposed action
presents the National Park Service's· preferred actio(ls to best guide future management for each u~it. The other
alternatives pr:eserit other feasible options.
·
The third major sect.ion is called the ·"Affected Environment" and presents a comprehensive description of the park and
the surrounding area as a context.for analyzing the impacts of the proposed action and alternatives. This section
describes cultural, natural, and sceni_c resources, as well .as soda.I.and economic factors and visitor. use patterns.
The last major section, the "Environmental Consequences" describes in detail the effects each alternative would have on
the resources described in the "Affected Environment."
·
·

XVil

HOW TO USE THIS Pl.AN

The public review of this docui:nent allows. individuals, .organizations, and agencies who are· interested and concerned
about the future of this park to consider the benefits and drawbaci<s ofthese alternatives and to have an opportunity to
express .their comments. In evaluating the alternatives, the actions may be considered together or as ihdividual
components. In other words, individual actions from various alternatives may be repackaged as a new alternative (for
example, some actions from alternative B plus same actions from alternaf1ve C or D). Al\ comments and opinions will be
considered before concluding the planning process. Comments are strongly encouraged because they assist the National
Park.Service in making its final decision,·
·
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PURPOSE AND NEED

..... ..., ... .., ......... , ................ .
-

_

The purpose of this Draft General Management Plan I Development Concept Plan I Environmental Impact Statement
for Pecos National Historical Park is foguide c·ulturaland natural resource management, visitor use, and park
administration for the next l Syears. This plan will balance the protection of park resources with the needs of
park visitors and park administration in a comprehensive approach.
This plan is needed because the 1975 Pecos National Monument Master Plan I Environmental Assessment is
obsolete. The l 975 plan provided only management guidance for the original monument area and is insufficient
to provide adequate guidance for the newly designated national historical park, which includes 6,305 additional
acres. This additional acreage was authorized by Congress in 1990 and includes the Forked Lightning Ranch and
the Glorieta battlefield sites. Many new management concerns resulted from the 1990 legislative actions, and
Without a new General Management Plan, adequate guidance would not be available for making informed
management decisions. There might also be conflicts when addressing resource management, visitor services,
and park development concerns.
·
This plan presents proposed actions and several alternatives for each of the two park units - the Pecos unit an·d
· the Glorieta unit. The· plan a(so analyzes t.he consequences of implementing these action.son natural and cultural
resources, visitor use, nearby lands, andthe socioeconomic environment.

_••><•••>••·········:······:············ ··············-················ ··························································

INTRODUCTION • • •• • •
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE PARK
Pecos Nationai Historical Park is 28 miles s~utheast of Santa Fe, New Mexico (see Region map). Most of the park lies in
the upper Pecos River valley. This narrow valley is bordered by the 13,000-foot Sangre de Cristo Mountains to \h e
north, the rugged hills of the Teq:>lote Range to the east, and the steep Glorieta Mesa to the west. Th'2 8,200 foot
Glorieta Mesa escarpment is the most prominent geographic feature in the area, rising abruptly above the 7,000-foot
valley floor.
The upper Pecos River basin is part ofa bro?d pass through the Sangre de Cristo Mountains. This passageway skirts the
south end of the Tecolote Range and extends up the Pecos valley before traversing t .he gentle slopes of Glori eta Pass
west to the Apache Canyon area and the Rio Grande valley. Glorieta Pass can be seen fr.om the.Gateway overlook,
which lies in the southern part of the park near the Pecos River.
Historical!y the Pecos Riv~r valiey was a diverse area, with successive pop.u lati;ns funneling through the vailey. The
Pa!eo-lndia1)s, Archaic peoples. Basketmakers, and Puebloan peoples all left evidence of early use and settlement iri the
valley. At Pecos a fortress-like pl,leblo was·est.abllshed during the 15th century and became a trading center for the
region,
Two generations after Coronado's visit in 1542, the Spanish established a mission at Pecos, and the economic contacts
continued . By the late 1700s Hispanic settlers occupied ·most of the land in the Pecos valley. Inhabitants saw commerce
increase again with the development of a trade route from St .. Louis to Santa Fe , which became known as t he Santa Fe .
Trail.
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This route to Santa Fe was also used for military expeditions during the Mexican War and the American Civil War. The
two areas now included in the Glorieta unit (Pigeon's Ranch and Cafioncito) were the setting for one of t he Civil War's
. most important southwestern battles~ the Battle of Glorieta Pass. With the advent of railroads, the gateway provided a
natural passage through the basin. Over time, almost all of the trails, roads, railroads, and highways fol!oit.'.ed the ancient
~rade and travel routes from the Great Plains to the Ric;i Grande valley. Today the park contains outstanding remnants of
the area~s history set in a·20th century ranch backdrop . Over the years, despite the advent of modern towns and
the scene has remained virtually unchanged.
.

~anches,

·1

PARK PURPOSE AND SIGNIFICANCE
.

.

.

The fi.rst step in planning for Pe~os National .Historical Park was to define the park's purpose a~d significance based on ·
the legislation that established the park. The park's purpose identifieswhy the area was set aside; t he park's significance
identifies the iiTlportance of the area to· our cultural heritage and ou·r natural resources. Park purpose and significance
statements are basic to all of our assumptions about the area and the ways it should be used and managed .
.

Pecos Unit
The purpose of the Pecos unit is to preserve and interpret an exceptional cultural and natural area t hat has had a long
human historr.
The significant elements of the .Pecos unit are listed below.
.

.

.

.

The Pecos area _served as a strategic cultural crossroads .and frontier fOr at least I 0 centuries.
There are few modern _intrusions visible from the park, so visitors can still experience a view similar to w ha·l people
of prehistoric times saw.
·

The Pecos area contains a variety of cultural resources that represent the cultural heritage of the Southwest from
4500 B.C. to the present.
Pecos Pueblo was occupied fr.om prehistoric times to the 19th century and is an excellent example of a place stifl
valued and us~ by descendants of the people who lived there.
Landmark excavations at Pecos provided a basis fOr modern southwestern archeology.
The Pecos River is one of the longestfree-flowing rivers in New Mexk:o. The river .in
undisturbed areas inhabited by a large variety of plants and animals.

~he

I .

park has scenic values and

PURPOSE OF AND NEED FOR TH£ PLAN

. .

·

Glorieta Unit
The purpose of the Glorieta unit is to preserve and interpret areas where the Civil War Battle of Glorieta Pass took
place.
·
.
·
The Battle of G!orieta Pass· is significant because it effectively ended the Confederate attempt to conquer the West. The
Pigeon's,Ranch and.Canoncito areas contain natural.landmarks and historic resources associated with the battle.

PRIMARY PARK RESOURCES
In the process of developing alternative concepts and direction.for managing the park, primary park resources WE!re
identified. The f<:>llowing phmary cultural and natural resources represent
• major archeological or important historical resources that relate to the purpose and significance of the park
• heritage of ethnographic values
.
.
• outstanding examples ·of natural or scenic values
A brief description of the; primary park resources is provided below (see Existing Conditions map). A more thorough
description ofthese resources is included in the "Affected Environment" section.

G.lorieta Pass (Gateway Views and Connections).

•·
· GJorieta Pass is a traditional link through the Sangre de Cristo Mountains betv1een the Rio Grande valley and the Great
Plains. For centuries Indians, Spanish explorers, early settlers and traders; and Civil War soldiers have followed this
common corridor; railroads and modern highways take present-day travelers along the same route. While the pass itself
· is not in the park, it can be seen from various. vantage pointS, which provide ari important historical context and
connection. ·Glo~ieta Pass has a distinctive outline when looking northwest from the Gateway ove~look.

·Gateway Overlook
The location of the Gate:wayoverJook is a former quarry site and is significantly d.isturbed. However, this site overlooks
the Pecos River and offers spectacular views to Glarieta Pass. From this vantage paint a visitor can take in many of the
primary resources of the park, including the Pecos Pueblo I missions ruins cornplex and ranch house. La Plac:ita, a
Hispanic frontier settlement, can.also be seen from this site.
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PURPOSE OF AND NEED FOR THE PLAN

Pueblo Sites
The Pecos Pueblo was one of the largest protohistoric and histo.ric communities in the Southwest becaus.e it centrali:zed
populations and interrelated sociopolltical and trade systems in one major region·a1 center. As a trading power Peeps
Pueblo was instrumental in developing and increasing Plains Pueblo trade systems between the. early 1400s through the
late 1700s~ Pecos .has a direct association with almost every s·1gnific<tnt phase
Sp.i.mish h"1~tory in New Mexico - .
exploration, missionization, colonization, Pueblo revolt and reconquest, and Colonial resettleme.nt.

of

.

.

.

.

The park contains extraordinary archeological remains. Most notable is North Pueblo, which is built oil a small mesa
(mesilla) above Glorieta Creek. When the Spaniards first encountered PecQs in 1541, the pueblo had 2,000 inhabitants
living in a huge rectangular block of more, than 600 rooms, reaching four to five stories. Also on the mesii.la is South
Pueblo, a linear block of rooms that was once t.No to three stories.high. Today visitors can walk through the remains of
North and South Pueblos, as well as a boundary wall and restored kivas. The ruins trail, which accesses the Pecos
Pueblo I mission ruins complex, is the most frequently visited feature in the park~ Many other Pueblo sites preserved in
... the park ~re important for their archeological and ethnographic value; dates range from AD. 1100 to AD. 1350. These
sites are not open to. the public.
·

Spanish Coloni;d.Sites

of

The mission ruins are made up of an .extensive complex
structures and archeological remains dating from the I SOOs
through the late-I 700s. Three churches and two conventos were bµilt on the site of the partially standing 18th century
church and convento ~uins. The massive adobe walls of the.mission of Nuestra Senor~ de Los Angeles de Porciuncula
near the Pecos Pueblo are still prominent today. This church, built in 1717 by the Franciscan missfonaries after the
Pueblo revolt, Was the third at this: site. Associated with the missions was a convento, whose foundation walls have also
been excavated and s.tabilized for exhibit. The earlier two churches have been partiaily excavated.

Hispanic Sites
The remains of several small Hispanic ranches exist along the Pecos River. The most notable ofthese, La Placita; is an
early f9th century Hispanic ·frontier settlement, possibly the only one of its kind pres.erved by the National Park Service.
The ruins of the late I 9th/early 20th century grist mill a~d an apple orchard are on the Pecos River near the ranch house.
The mill was likely started by Hispanic residents who.milled fiour for the Pecos valley. The mill's last owner was an. anglo
named Cattenach.

Introduction

Santa Fe Trail I Kozlowski's Stage Stop
Several visible Santa Fe Trail ruts are found in the park. Associated with the trail is a way station and hostel established
by Martin Kozlowski in 1858. These early facilities offered travelers food. sbe!ter, and stables and corrals for horses and .
livestock. While the str.uctures have been extensively modified," remnants of the original stage stop are encompassed in
the existing buildings, .which still represent an important feature of the Santa Fe Trail era.

· PLANNING OBJECTIVES
In the process of developing alternative
concepts and direction for the
man·agement of the park, the following
planning objectives were identified.
These ob1ectives are based on the
direction provided in the park's
authorizing legislation.

Forked Lightning Ranch .
In the 1920s Tex Austin, a producer of exhibition rodeos, established the Forked Lightning Ranch as a dude and cattle
ran.ch .. The ranch encompassed 5,500 acres along the Pecos River. Austin built a noteworthy ranch house, designed by
John Gaw Meem, an.architect renowned for creating the Pueblo Revival style of aq:hitectur·e associated with the
Southwest. The ranch operated for only seven years and was eventually sold to Texas oilman E. E. Fogelson and his wife,
movie actr~ss Greer Garson. The Fogelsons owned the ranch until it was sold to the R. K. Mellon Fo~ndation, which
donated it to the National Park Service in 1993.
·

Recognize the mu/cl-theme history
and multicultural diversity of Pecos
Notional Historical Park
Recognize che gate~ay role of Pecos·
Preserve and protect significant
cultural resources
Preserve and protect significant
natural resources

Glcrieta Battlefield

Interpret resources for public
understanding ond appreciation

· The Battle of Glorieta Pass was a significant strategic victory by the Un.ion forces over the Confederates during the Civil
. War, preventing Confederate troops from advancing further west. The battle took place in March 1862 at various
locations near Glorieta.Pa.Ss. Some of the heaviest fighting of the battle took place near Pigeon's Ranch. The ranch,
similar to Kozlowski's,
a trading post and hostel/saloon. The adobe structure seen today near New Mexico Highway
(NM) SOwas the main hostel and saloon facility. During the war it served as a Union and a Confederate hospital.
· Canoncito served as the staging area and supply camp for Confederate troops.

was

Determine the number of visitors
and types ~fuses the park could
accommodate

Identify developmem needs and
facilities

Encourage cooperation with the local
community. traditionally associated .

Pecos River

groups, and other organizatio'ns

The Pecos River is one of only five year-round, free-Rowing rivers in New Mexico and is one of the longest in the statec
The Pecos begins in the Sangre de Cristo Mountains and flows approximately 926 miles before it joins the Rio Grande in
Texas.· The Pecos River sustains valuable riparian corridors that support important wildlife habitat and ecosystems. This
prominent natural feature is·als,0 a vital part of the cultural landscape.
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PECOS LEGISLATIVE l11STORY ANP LEGAL REQUIREMENTS
Pecos· N;;i.tional

lI
I

i
NATIONAL PARK

SERVICE ORGANIC ACT.
On August 25, "/9 ( 6, Congress.created
the Notion al Park Service in the
Departmenc of the Interior to
promote and regulate the use of tr1e .

federal areas known as na tional
·
parks, rii~muments, and re5e1Vations .
. . by such means and measures as
conform to the fundament al p·urpose
of S'aid parks.. monuments, ond .
reservations, which purpose is to
conserve the scenery and the natural
and historic objects and the wild life
therein and to provid,e for the ·
enjoyment of the same in such a
manner and by such means as will
leave them. unimpaired for the
enjoyment of future generations ( 1.6
U.S.C I et seq.)

I
I

I
I

1·

Monum~nt

Congress established Pee.cs National Moi1ument on.June 28, I 965, to
·set apart and preser¥e for the benefit ~nd enjoyment of the Americar:i people a site of exceptional historic and
archeological importance ... including.the remains and artifact5 of the seventeenth century Spanish mission and
ancien t Indian pueblo (PL 89-54, June 28. 1965; 79 Stat. 195)
Furtherm ore, the legislatici ri directed the secretary of the 'interior to admin'1ster, protect! and develop the nat'1ona\
monument in accordance with the provi~io ns of the National Park Service organic act.

Pecos National Historical Park
On j'une 2 7, 1990, Congress· repealed the act to establish Pecos National Monument and .aL:Jthorized.the establishment of·.
Pecos N atio nal Historical Park to include the former Pecos National Monument and 5,500 acres of the Forked Lightning
Ranch. This new park was established.to
·
recognize the multitheme history, including the cultural interaction among diverse groups of people of the Pecos
area and its " gate~ay " role between the Great Plains and .Rio Grande valley
.
provide
the preservation and interpretatiori of ~he cultural and natural reSources of the Forked Lightning Ranch
(PL IOl-313,June27, 1990; 104Stat, 279)

for

.

.

.

.

.

·,

On November 8, 1990, Congress expa~ded the park to include the 682-acre Glorieta unit. This unit was added to
preserve and interpret .the Battle of Glo~iet~ Pa.Ss and to enhance visitor u·nderstanding of the Civil War and the Far
West (PL 101-536, November8, 1990; 104Stat. ?368)
The enabling legislation for Pecos National Hfstorical Park stipulated the preparation of a general management plan for
the park that would include' but not be limited to
. ·
.·

a general visitor use and interpretive pr.ogram tm;t fu11y considers the prehistori.c and historic aspects of the national
historical park, including the gateway theme and early Spanish settlement of Ne.:,., Mexico

.

. a statement of the number of visitors and types of public uses in the par:k that could be reasonably accommodated
in atsordan.ce with the protection of pa'rk resources
·
·
·
a generai development plan for the park, including estimated costs thereof'

I

PLANN.ING-ISSUES AND CONCERNS • • • • •
.

ISSUES CONSIDERED IN THE DRAFT PLAN
Incomplete Archeological Data .
Unknown or unevaluated.resources cannot be managed effectively. Past archeo!ogical fnvestigations have focused on the ·
larger sites such as the Pecos Pueblo I mission ruins complex. Most of the archeological work was done before rnodern
technology was available, and information is often limited. Smaller, less visible sites have not "had the same level of
attention or recording·as larger sites, and surveys of recently added lands are incomplete. This draft plan recommends
strategies and studies needed to deal with this issue.
.

National Register Records
Although the entfre park is listed on the National Register of Historic Places, nomination .forms include only the core
area
the former monument and the Glorieta unit. Evaluations ofthe significance and integrity of additional cult~ral
resources, including the cultural landscape, ranch structures, Civil War battle sites, and other archeological sites are
needed to determine. contributing and noncontributing· structures and features ..This draft plan makes recommendations
regarding national register forms and the process to deter.mine the integrity and eligibility of sites and features critical to
protecting these cultural resource~.
·

of
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Collections ·.
The park has an extensiv.e ~ollectioh of cultural and natwal resources but lacks ~ppropriate storage facilities to safely
care for and store these resources.. As a result, some of the.collections are stored in various .other locations, and these
artifacts and archival materials do not receive.consistent treatment, and studies are often in.sufficient. This draft plan
explores ways to improve the storage of culturaf and natural resources in the park, enhance the preservation of these·
resources, and·improve research opportunities.

Protection of Cultural Resources
Strategies are needed to protect ar~heological resources f~om looting and vand~iism, particul~rly in l!nsurveyed areas or
lo~ations vulnerable to damage (near roads and trails). The proximity of NM 50 and unstructured visitor use are
adversely impacting the Pigeon's Ranch building and its setting. Preserving features of the cultural landscape while
providing for the development ofvisitorfacilitiesJs needed to maintain the overalj integrity oftl:ie landscape. Ways to
· protect ttJese resources are explored in this draft plan-,
The Pecos ruins continue tb deteriorate because of both natural and human erosive forces .. Often past stabitization
'treatment and repairs Were not well documented, and inappropriate preservation techniques obscured the form and
outline of the existing sites and structures. Less emphasis was placed on !)reserving elements of individual walls and
features or on sampling archeologica\ materials. Pastpr\orities focused on the amount ofvisitat\on, interpretation
available, or immediate repair needs instead of long~term management. This draft plan addresses preservation priorities
and the comprehensive management of cultural resources .

. Traditional Use Areas
Through con.sultation with Indian tribes who have long-standing ties to the park, some areas have. been identified as
, significant to them. These tribes have expressed concerns that visitor activities and development in these ar~as would
adversely affect their values. The draft plan addresses their concerns.
Hispanic groups also have a long-standing tradition of use in the area. Their concerns are also addressed in this draft plan.

· Riparian Areas
The riparian a~eas along the F'ecos River and Glorieta Creek are integral to the overall health of the Pecos River valley:
These areas prOvide important.habitat for wildlife tn the park and are a significant part of the cultural landscape. The
riparian area is particularly sensitive to heavy use by park visitors, who trample vegetation and compact soils. This
prohibits the soils fror:1 supporting plant growth and absorbing water. Water absorption capadty is needed to moderate

Pla~ning Issues and Concerns

the negative impacts of flooding. The local public and visitors· have expressed strong desires to access these areas in the
park for fishing and other recreational activities. This plan evaluates the im.pacts of visitor use in these areas and includes
provisi_ons for protecting these resources from degradation.

Threatened, Endangered, or Sensitive Species
The park contains suitable habitat for the southwestern wi!!ow flycatcher {Empidonax traillii extremus). This species has
been _listed as a federally endangered species with critical habitat. Potential critical habitat for the southwestern willow
flycatcher exists in the park. A decision about official designation of critical habitat is si::hedu!ed for July 1995. In 1992 a
pair of the flycatchers was observed nesting 3 miles north of the park. Visitor use in the ripa_rian areas in the park may
adversely impact the ability of these birds to nest and reproduce.
Dwarf milkweed (Asclepias uncialis) has been found inthe park. This is a categor-Y 2 species, meaning it is bei_ng
considered for listing as federally threatened or endangered but there is riot enough information available to justify
listing. This species is also on the state's list ofsensitive plants. Visitor use and development cou!d adversely impact this
species.

Potentia!-habitat has also been identified for several 0th.er species that an~ listed by the state or federal.government or
that are candidate species being evaluated for listing. Visitor use arid development in these areas may adversely impact
these species.
'

.

Exotic (Nonnative) Species
There· are several exotic species present in the park, including rainbow trout, brown trout, feral dogs and cats, European
clovers and grasses, Russian thistle_, Siberian elm, and salt c;edar. Kochia or Mexican fireweed is growing on the ruins, and
an old ap.ple orchard is present near the Pecos River.
Some of these exotic species, like the apple orchard near the ranch house, are significant to the cultural landscape and
may have few or no impacts on native species; however, others may be extremely disruptive to native species and
habitats or to historic resources, as in the _case of the kochia damaging the ruins .

. Scenic Resources
The contemporary scene surrounding Pecos National Historical Park still retains scenic eleme:its that were present at
the time of the ancestral Pueblo Indian and Spanish occupation, and some elements reflect later Hispanic and Anglo
ranching periods. Changing land uses outside the park are affecting the scene. The high cost of living in Santa Fe is.

13•
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· causing more and more people to live in nearby areas like the village of Pecos. Interstate 25 is capable of handling
. .increased commu.ter traffic, making it less than a 30-minute commute for most .people. Pecos National Hi~torical Park
was partially set aside because of its scenic resources. These resources could be impacted by developments outside park
boundaries because··nearby structures could be seen from inside the park ..
Additionally, several existing NPS facilities intrude on the Pecos Pueblo /mi~sion ruins complex scene. These include the
ruins stabilization area, the existing picnic area, a parking area for visitors with disabilities, and park administration
bu.ild\ngs ~ all located at the top of the access road near the complex.

Conflicts between Cultural and Natural Resource Management
Many of the park's resources can be categorized. as both cultural and natural resources. For example, the ranch pastures
require management considerations as a cultural resource of the historic ranch. and as a natural resource with vegetation
management needs. Balancing the dual nature of mariy of the significant resources in the park is a concern·for park
operations . Often there are conflicting values when balancing these dual needs, creating difficult management deCisions.
This plan addresses the mechanisms needed to. resolve these ·conflicting management decisions.

Visitor Experience and Education
.

.

Since the park has been expanded to \nc\ude the Forked Lightning Ranch and O"il War battlefield sites, in addition to the
Pecos Pueblo /mission ruins complex, there are new opportunities for visitors. These opportunities can be expected to
extend the curre~t length of stay for visitors at Pecos National Historical Park.
Existing facflities~ programs, and staffing are in~dequate to provide visitor services for the.larger park. New park
resources are not interpreted by existing programs and exhibits, and the existing Fogelson visitor center is not large
enough to accommodate an expanded educational program and to provide orientati.on·.
·
lffthe Pigeon 's Ranch subunit the proximity of NM SO to the historic stage stop and the amourit of noise from traffic
creates difficulty in. trying to provide a quality visitor experience.

Circulation and Access
· Since the park has .expanded to include additional lands, new visitor circulation and access should be addressed to
provide visitors access to these new resources. All park units are ·currently accessible by existing state highways - the
Caiioncito and Pigeon!s Ranch subunits by 1-25 and NM 50, resp~ctively, and the Pecos unit by NM'SO and NM 63 off of ·
1-25. The state highways now run through the middle of park lands, effectively dividing them. Steadily increasing

• 14
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through-traffic and related road improvemen.ts mad~ by the state '«ill impact visitor circulation and experience. Acc.ess
to tands on the east side of the Pecos River is currently limited because no bridges cross the river in the park .
At Pigeon's Ranch the highway nms immediately next to the historic stage stop structure and other site resources. The
narrow road corridor leaves very little space to develop visitor access or facilities. The proximity to the high-spE')ed road
creates a hazardous situation for park visitors . The state is currently exploring the potential for a new interchange with · ·
1-25. The interchange would divert traffic from NM SO in the Glorieta unit and would be dosed to through-traffic. There
is no federally ow.ned land at Canoncito to provide visitor access.
·
Access to the ranch house is a problem for both park staff and .large delivery trucks. The existing one-lane bridge across
Glori eta Creek is unsafe for vehicles traveling -in two d irections and has a life expectancy of only a few.more years. The
roads. traveling through the ranch do not meet·any public roaq standards .. Parking at the visitor center is congested
because it does not adequately accommodate parking needs on high visitation days, nor does it provide spaces for buses .
and other large vehicles. The current size of the parking area will not accommodate the anticipated increased visitation
or longer stays. Additionally, there is no separate staff parking area. Staff parking issues will persist if staff is increased and
parking facilities are not expanded.
·

I
I

I
)
)·

Visitor Service Facilities
. ·:
.
.
.
... ·
Even at current program and visitation levels, some problems with existing trails, buildings , and other.facifities exist.
Most qf these problems are related to providing opportunities for visitors to comprehend park resources and the
resuiting quality of visitor .experiences . .

Visitors do not receiv~ enough of an initial orientation about what the park has to offer and how to experienc~ park
resources. New visitors arrive at the .parking area, enter the visitor center, and are faced with extensive exhibits that tell
an in·depth chronological story, but do not provide an overvie~. Park staff have observed that many visi~ors only stop at
the visitor center and do not even visit the mission ruins. Lack of awareness of what the park has to offer may be t he
reason for this. This draft plan addresses the need for a good introductory orientation, which will be even m ore critical
when the other areas of the park are opened to the general. public.
The exhibits ';n the visitor center are fixed and do not allow for rotation, nor is there adequate space to design for this
function . The park has mariy. archeological and historical co!!ections that have not been shared w ith the public due to the
lack of adequate exhibit space.
.·
The current missions trail route is unclear, and the end of it lacks a sense of closure for park visitors. There is one tra·i1 to ·
lead visitors to and from the Pecos Pueblo I mission ruins complex. Often visitors prefe'r not to retrace their steps to
return to the visitor center and choose to walk back on the park adrni~istrat \ve road ; which is narrow and unsafe for
pedestrians .

I

I

I
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Recreational Use
Fishing in the Pecos River appeals to visitors and many local area residents. Other groups expressed inrerest in horse use
on park trails and camping facilities inside the park boundary. The Park Servicf:'! is concerned about resource impacts
associated with the above activities and whet~er these acti~ities are in accordance with the purpose and significance of
the park as identified in the legislation. This draft pran develops a framework for the future evah-;1ation of these potential
activities to identify ;:ippropriate limitations and restrictions for protecting park resources.
·

Water Quality·
Results from· water qua"i"1ty tests in the Pecos River in 1992 arid 1993 indicated that there are elevated levels of heavy
metals and PCBs in fish that inhabit the Pecos River. This is potentially·ahealth concern for both hurnans and animals.

Management and Administration. Space
Office space t.hat is adequate for current staff levels.will not be adequate for anticipated staffing levels identified )n the
most recent proposed park organizational chart. Preliminary investigations demonstrate that the ranch house and other
structures on NPS lands do not meet space and other requirements, such as accessibility for accommodating all
administrative functions.
The visitor _center currently lacks office space for' park staff to condu.ct administrative duties. The bui.lding also has
inadequate storage space for books and equipment.

Staffing
Due to t'ne addition of 6,305 acres of the Fogelson Ranch and the Glorieta Civil War battlefield sites, the need td protect
cultural and natural _resources from human and natural processes has increased. Additional staff is required to ensure_ the ·
adequate protection and maintenance of these resources, including those in isolated are_as of the park.
The existing interpretive staff is also not large .enough to provide a quality visitor experience and handle the additional
lnterpref1ve program requirements. Additional staff ls requlred to provide quality service to the visiting public. ·

•16
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· Park Housing
Two .staff members are required to live onsite to provide resource protection. Currently staff is being housed in
temporary accommodations that do not meet N PS standards. Existing structures will .be fun:her evaluated for use as
permanent housing.

Adjacent Land Uses
.

.

.

The Pecos unit is bounded on the east by the Santa Fe National Forest, which is ·managed by the Forest Service. Forest
Service management in general is ~onsistent with Park Service management. However, some activities are· not allowed in
the park, such as producing forage and firewood, and providing for dispersed recreation, which consi~ts offirewood and
pirion nut gathering, hunting, and recreational driving. Therefore, boundary identification measures such as fencing and
providing signs need to be evaluated and considered;
Both Glorieta Creek and the Pecos River are affected by the septic systems of private development upstream of the
· park, and there is no way of knowing how extensive the effects may be.
Both the Pigeon"s Ranch subunit and Cai'ioncito subunit are surrounded by private land and some Santa Fe National
Forest land. Residential development continues to increase outside the boundaries, and there are some agricultural .uses
nearby. NM SO runs through the Pigeon's Ranch subunit and has a major negative effect on its natural and cultural values
and resources. l-25 also affects the Carioncito subunit with visual and noise intrusions and air pollution .

Fee Collection
Fee c.ol!ection is an NPS mandate. Currently fees a.re collected at the Fogelson visitor center . 0pening new park areas to
visitors requires fee collecting operations to be reevaluated.
·

ISSUES CONSIPERED BUT BEYOND THE SCOPE OF THE DRAFT PLAN
_
N M SO links the village of Pecos with 1-2S at an interchange near the town of Glorieta. There is currently construction
occurring to widen and improve NM 50. A portion of NM 50 bisects the Pigeon's Ranch section of the Glorieta unit.
Widening the highway through the Pigeon's Ranch section is discussed in this document and the impacts are analyzed.
However, the New Mexico Highway Department and the Federal Highway Administration are preparing an
environmental impact statement that analyzes alternatives, which include removing highway 50 through this area and
rerouting it. Although the National Park Service supports aiternatives that would remove NM 5.0 from the Pig~on's
Ranch area, this document does not analyze the impacts of all the alternative locations for NM 50. The National Park

17•
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Service is a cooperating agency in the envlronmenta! Impact statement being prepared by the Federal Highway
. Administration.

A long-range goal for the National Park Service would be to reroute NM 63 around the park and retain the existing road

as a park road. Removing NM 63 would allow visitors to enjoy a leisurely sightseeing experience, remove high-speed ·

was

vehicles, and ailow for better protection of adjacent park resources. This issue
determined to .be fa~ enough into the
future and require analysis and resources beyond which could be reasonably obtained for the· fife of this plan. It is not
discussed further in this document.

•18

·RELATIONSHIP OF THE PLAN
TO OTHER PLANS AND PROJECTS • ••• •• •
RESOURCE MANAGEMENT PLAN
_-

.

.

.

.

.

The Park Service is developing a resource ~anagement plan for Pecos National Historical Park that would addre.ss both
naturaJ and cultura} resources. Tl'le plan would identify park prob.Jems and needs and would recommend f~rther studies
required to address them. Research needs and baseline studies would also be integrated into this comprehensive
resource management plan.

SANTA FE NATIONAL HISTORIC TRAIL COMPREHENSIVE MANAGEMENT AND USE PLAN
Santa Fe National Historic Trail was established in 1987. A Comprehensive Management and-Use Plan for the trail was
completed in 1990, Which seeks to balance resource preservation and visitor use along the trail. The National Park·
Service administers the trail but has to rely on the cooperative efforts ancl support of state, local , and private interests, as
weJJ as other federal land-managing agencies, to ensure the protection of trail-related resources, to provide outdoor
recreational opportunities, and to accomplish the objectives of the irite~pretive program. At orie time remnants of Santa
~e Trail r~ts in Pecos National Monument were difficult to reach and were not available to the public. Witp the addition
of the Forked Lightning Ranch and the Gl.orieta unit and the establishment of Pe.cos National Historical Park: additional
significant Santa Fe Trail featu.res are potentially available to the public : This draft plan explores ways to provide access
to and interpret these features.

19•
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NEW SANTA FE TRAIL. FEASIBILITY STUDY AND ·coNCEPT PLAN
In January 1992 a Feasibility Study and Concept Plan was completed by the Cons!;!.rvation Fund to explore development of·
a .new Santa Fe Trail. The trail, a program mtegrated with the Santa Fe National Historic Trail, is intended to be a linear:
recreational g-reenv:ay connecting th~ cit'-/ plaza at Santa Fe -..vi th Peco_s f'.~ational Historfcal .Park. Part of ~he pr:-opos~I
suggests.routes betWeen the Cafloncito and Pigeon's Ranch sections of the Glorieta unit and the Pecos unit of Pecos
National Historical Park.
·
·
If the New Santa Fe Trail proposal was implemented, ·the park would work with trail organizer.s to identify specific sites·
for trail heads and other facilities to link the trail with park features and visitor developments. The park would also
coordinate in partnership with trail organizers ~o devefop pedestrian trails within the park boundaries to connect these
facilities. If horse use was allowed as part of the New Santa Fe Trail, the horses would need to be left at staging areas
outside the park boundary while visitors are in the park.

INTERPRETIVE PROSPECTUS
This draft plan addresses the overall goals and primary themes of the park education program. However, there are more
·detailed issues related to specific media requirements, programming strategies, and thematic outlines that must be
·
addressed. A detailed education plan (or interpretive prospectus) will be prepared.

LAND PROTECTION PLAN . ·
Approved in I 99~, the Pecos National f-listarica/ Park Land Protection Plan describes land protection strategies for the
Glorieta unit.The Pecos unit was not covered because there are no nonfederal lands in the unit. The plan .recommends
fee acquisition f~r all lands within the boundaries
the G.lorieta unit .

of

..

WATER RESOURCES SCOPING REPORT
The National Park Service's Water Resources Division is presently developing a water resources scoping report for
Pecos National Historical Park, which should be· completed iri '1995. This report will identify water-related issues,
summarize existing hydrologic information, and establish management objectives for water resources and
water-depend~nt environments.

•20

Relationship o( the Plan to

O~her

Plans and Projects

SANTA FE NATIONAL FOREST PLAN
The area of the Santa Fe National Forest bordering Pecos National Histerical Park is managed for habitat protection,
habitat improvement, and forage and firewood production_ Recreation opportuni.ties consist of firewood and pifion nut
gathering, hllnting, and re.creational driving. This draft p·lan considers the opportunities and cohstraints of these nearby
uses on the park boundary.
.

INTERIM OPERATIONS PLAN
.

.

.

.

.

.

The Interim Operations Plan 'was approved in 1992 to provide the new park with management direction until a general
managen:ient plan could be prepared. The plan called for adding staff to maintain and manage the new park, adapting the
ranch house for office space •. prohibiting public. access to the ranch except special guided tours by reservation, and
continuing the existing programs at the former monument. The Interim Operations Plan will be superseded by the general
management plan when it is completed and approved.·
·

NEWMEXJCO HIGHWAY 63
NM 63 js a long-standing link between the communities of Ro.we and Pecos. With the addition of th~ Forked Lightning
Ranch to the former monument, the highway now bisects the park. The New Mexico Highway Department has plans
·underway to improve the s;i,fety of this highway, which includes straightening some sections, relocating a bridge over
Glori.eta Creek, and elevating portions of the roadbed near Kozlowski 's Stage Stop and at the entrance to the visitor
center area. The state of New .Mexico has prepared an environmental assessment for this work in cooperation with the
National Park Service to avoid adversely affecting park resources. Portions of the impact analysis fro.rn the state's
environmental assessment are induded in this draft plan.
·

NEW MEXIC(> HIGHWAY SO
-

-

--

.

-

.

.NM SO links the village of Pecos with 1-25 at an interchange near the town of Glori eta. A portion of the highway b.isect s
the Pigeon's Ranch section of the Gloriet.a unit. Construction is currently underway to widen and improve NM 50. Due
to the sensitive resources i:n the Pigeon's Ranch area, the New .Mexico Highway Department is studying aiternatives for
. removing NM 50 from this area and locating a new interchange southeast of the park boundary. The National Park
Service would support any alternatives that relocate NM 50 from the Pigeon's Ranch area.
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ACTIONS COMMON TO ALL ALTERNATIVES.
.
•·
.

CULTURAL

-

.

RESOURC~S

The goal of cultural resource management is to develop long-term monitoring programs for significant cultural sites,.
landscapes, and structures, including archeological and ethnographic sites· and cultural resource collections. The plan
identifies cultural resource concerns and steps needed to address these concerns. Natural resour.;;:e considerations
would also be taken into account when evaluating cultural resource concerns.
Unknown resources cannot be p~otected or managed effectively. The park's database would be periodically evaluated
. 'and updated, information void.s would be identified, and positive.steps would be taken to ensure development of
accurate, up-to-date information on. cultural resources.
Information from p.:U.t and ongoing inventories would pe synthesized and evaluated. in accordance with the National
Historic Preservation Act of 1966, as amended (PL 89-665), National Register of HistoricPlaces criteria, and NPS-28:
Cultural Resource Management Guideline. Eva.luation would be based on historic contexts as Identified in th~ NPS
document History and Prehistory in .the National Park System and National Historic ·Landmarks Program. Surveys 'and s.tudies,
relevant state plans., and unique ·park themes could also provide a basis for identifying historic themes. The cultural
landscape 9f the area would be managed as necessary for interpretation and resource protection.
Cultural and natural ·resource plans (archeological treatment plans and fire, fuel, pest, and exotic species management
plans) would be integrated to eliminate conflicts among management actions and to preserve resources.
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The condition and integrity of the park's cultural resources would be reevaluated periodically so priorities for. their
protection and preservation might be established. The park's resource management plan would include actior;i programs .
to ensure monitoring, preservation~ and appropriate use of the. area'sr~sources.
· ·
.
The park staff would systematically document original construction methodology and materials, design, and technology
involved ir'! past repairs and stabi-lization at the ruin.s. This information would be used to develop management strategies
and techniques for future preservation and stabilization projects. Such stabilization programs would also include sampling
for archeo logical research , 1nc\uding soils, mkroflo ral niateria!s an<i pollens, de ndroch rono,ogy , and carbon 14.
Determinations of eligibilityfor the National Register of Historic Places would be sought for all histork properties,
including cultural landscapes, archeological resources , ~nd other cultural resources. N.ational register forms for Pecos
National Monument and.ind ividual properties would be revised and resubmitted to reflect these de~erminations . ·
Archeological sites are vulnernble to unauthorized collecting, ·vandalism, and trampling, as well as to insects, erosion, and
plant growth. The par k's cultural resources wou.ld
managed to prevent their inadvertent destruction from natural or
human-induced causes. Resources vulnerable to natu ral pro:cesses, looting, vandalism , and visitor use wouldbe
identified . App rop riate protective management programs, including restricting the type and extent of use, patrol~ . and
pub\ic education , would be \nstltuted. Also, close coord\nat\on w\th ·natural r esource management programs would be
necessary to cont rol pl ants and anir:nals that damage sites.

be

Razi ng stru ctu res or constructing ne•..v facilities might compromise histo ric properties and destroy site features and .
.co ntext.. During planning and before the final design of new facilities, including the expansion of parking, roads, trails , and ·
.accessible facilities , approp riate archeological investigations would be conducted , and designs would consider results so
significant resourc es co uld be avoided during construction. Where sites could not be avoided, strategies to mitigate
impacts on sites .and features would be developed and implemented. These strategies would also examine treatments
for sites that cou.ld be impacted by later visitor use.Treatment plans ,;.,,ould be developed for the La Placita and mill sites
and other arc heological sites as needed. Recommend ations in the treatment plans would help guide site stabilization ,
in!erpretation, ·protection , and preservation.
.

.

Landscape modifications would follow recommendations in an approved cultural landscape report. Certain actions ·
proposed in this pla n are based primarily on a pre.liminary cultural landscape overview (NPS 1995). These interim
strategies might need.to be revised once the cultural landscape.report has been completed . Because the par k's. cultural
landscapes are viewed. as a historical. continuum from prehistoric t imes to 1993, the preservation of the form, materials,
and featµres of these landscapes as they have evolved over time would be a high priority. This approach would
acknowledge growth and change while allowi~g for rehabilitation and compatible additions for contemporary and futu·re
use, Some tre;atment of this landscape might be needed in selected areas to remove more recent, incompatible
developments and to reintroduce historical elemen~ . Generally, to preserve landscape elements that define the
character of Pecos National Historical Park and give ~vidence of significant historic. periods, these .elements would be
changed as little a.S possible. To ens.ure th at new developments would not intrude on the .landscape and wou.ld b~
compatible with previous d~velopment clusters. (e.g., kozlowskr's and the.ranch house complex) , the structural forms, · ·

Actions Comm on to All

textures, colors, and materials used in construction (including structures , trails. and roads) would_ b~ characteristic of but
not identical to existing developments.
Appropriate and sustainable facilities would be developed for cu ration and storage of the park's extensive collectio11s.
Collection management plans and other related programs would be developed and/or updated to ensure collections
would be treated in accordance with NPS Management Policies an9 the Mu.seum Handbook.
Research that emphas·1zes the preservation and interpretation of cultural features would be encouraged. Wherever
possible, nonintrusive archeological techniques would be used. Research would be conducted in consultation with
concerned traditiona11y associated groups to ensure that important ethnographic resources would not be affected.
In compliance with section .1I 0 of the National Historic Preservation Act, rhe Park Service would provide adaptive and
compatible uses for historic structures where possible. Minimal altering of historic structures and the surrounding
cultural landscape would take place. No irreversible changes.to historic structures would be made that would impair
their integrity until the structures and nearby landscape features had been fully documented and their integrity and
significance for the national register assessed. No potentially historic propert'f would be ina!terab!y changed without.
consultation with the state historic preservation office and the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation . Treatments
and actions would be consistent with the Secretary of the Interior's Standards and Guidelines for Archeology and Historic
Preservation, NPS Management Policies, and NPS-28. ·
The design of new facilities, including trails, structures, and roads, would be compatible with the park's cultural
landscape. Additions to or adaptive use of historic structures and the visitor center would also follow the guidelines
mentioned above, .and NPS staff would ensure that developments were compatible with the landscape .
The existing cultural resource management facility would be relocated out of view from the Pecos Pueblo I mission rnins
complex.
·
Various )aws, rules, regulations , and guidelines for the National Park Service dea.1 with the concerns of traditionally
associated groups. The American Indian Religious Freedom Act (PL 95-34 ! ) provides for the preservation of Indian rights
to practice their traditional beliefs. The National Environmental Polic:y Act provides for consultation with Indian groups
in planning and management activities that affect them. The Park Service would develop and accomplish its program~ in
a way that would respect the traditions and other cultural values of Indian groups who have ancestral t ies to the park.'
To ensure that proposed plans would not affect ar~as of~piritual significance in any of the above areas, the Park Service
would consult with concerned cultural groups with long-standing ties to this area. This consultation would occur during
the drafting of this plan, before the implementation of specific development or interpretive proposals, or' if sensitive
resources were inadvertently discovered. Consultation would be needed to determine what treatments traditionally
associated communities consider appropriate . Consultation wou\d also be needed for traditionally associated
communities to clarify access to park lands for traditional uses.
.

Alternati~es

ALTERNATIVES. 1NCLUDING THE PROPOSED ACTION

NPS training programs would covenhe etiquette to be followed when park staff encounter religious activities or sites
and offerings, Consultation with traditionally associated groups would be expected
be mutually beneficial to the
groups and to the park and would continue in the future, helping improve understanding and achieve common goals.
Consultation would be especially critical to reach mutually acceptable solutions to questions regarding archeological
excavations, resource preservation, and visitor use in sensitive areas. All possible measures would be taken to reasqnably
resol.ve differences. to ensure that park plans and actions respected the cultural ·and ethnographic context of sites.

to

The discovery of significant archeologica\ resources would be followed by protective measures. NPS actions would be
guided by provisions of the Native American Grayes Protection and Repatriation Act, NPS management at Pecos
National Historical Park would establish a prompt and effective notification system to contact and consult with
concerned groups. The Park Service would also comply wjth tlie discovery provisions of the Advisory Council° on
Historic Preservation's regulations (36 CFR 800. l I) if national register eligible properties were discovered during the
implementation of the plan.
Other ethnographic groups, such as those in the broader Hispanic community, also claim historic ties to land in the park.
Through consultation with these groups, the Park Service would work out mutually satisfactory provisions for' continued
tradftiona! uses.·
The 1992 amendments to the National Historic Preser-iation Act outline provisions for protecting confidential
information about cultural .resources. These amendments provide that information about archeological or ethnographic
resources may not be made pub(ic if t_his might risk harm to the resources.

NATURAL RESOU R( ES
The long-term goals of natural resource management are to maintain healthy native plant communities and animal
populations in .coordination with cuitural management and vis"itor protectron.
NPS Management Policies serve as the basis for determining where management actions" are required and how they are
to be carried out. The park's natural resources wou!d be managed in accordance with NPS policies and regulations. The
.objectives of natural resource management under the alternatives would be to
• maintain the park's natural ecosystems as much as possible
• establish programs to monitor the condition of natural resources
• promote and conduct scientific study of natural resources
• minimize impacts of h.uman use
• integrate with cultural resource management
• develop a resource database capability that can be used to analyze and correlate park data
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Many of the vegetation communities in the Forked Lightning Ranch and the original monument have been altered by
human actions: NPS Management Policies direct that native vegetation be allowed to naturally restore itself as long as it
does not impact cultural resources, including the cultural landscape. This means that most existing pastures and open
areas would return to pifion/juniper forest. In some areas, however, open pastures would be maintained. Specifically,
under all alternatives vegetation would continue to be cleared near administrative facilities, the Pecos Pueblo I mission
ruins complex , the Santa Fe Trail ruts, the field east of the ruins and north of the visitor center that was used by Plains
Indians, the formerly cultivated area near the apple orchard, and along boundary fence lines. These areas would be
cleared by hand or by mowing; cattle grazing would not be permitted. The apple orchard by the Pecos River would be
maintained if it was determined to be a significant element of the cultural landscape.
The Pecos River within the park would be managed in accordance with established wild' and scenic river management
guidelines. While the stretch of river within the park boundaries does not qualify on its own as a designated wild and
scenic river, the guiding management principles would be adhered to. The National Park 'Service would be an active,
supportive partner in any effort to designate or cooperatively manage longer sections of the Pecos River inside and
outside the park as a national wild and scenic river.
The management goal for both the Pecos River and Glorieta Creek is to maintain arelative1y natural riparian zone. The
Park Service would pay spe(:ial attention to .the Pecos River and Glorieta Creek riparian areas. These areas support the
most diverse vegetation and animal populations in the park and are more susceptible to human disturbance. Visitor use
would be monitored, and appropriate management actions would be taken to ensure that disturbances (e.g., trampling
vegetation, streambank erosion, littering) would be minimized. Several action_
s would need to be taken to rehabilitate
the Glorieta Creek riparian zone near Kozlowski's Stage Stop and to restore it to natural conditions. The National Park
Service would work with owners of nearby properties to address the issue of nutrient loading.
·
There are several areas along Glori'eta Creek, primarily southwest of the pueblo ruins, where erosion along arroyos is
threatening cultural resources. The National Park Service would investigate the severity of the problem and identify
erosion control measures, such as revegetation, soil bioengineering, or stabilization of the cultural resource sites.
Exotic plant species are widespread in portions of the original monument and the ranch . In particular, the majority of the
Pecos Pueblo ruins are covered by kochia. Besides aesthetic concerns, this plant's roots are damaging the ruins. NPS
policy is to manage exotic plant species whenever they threaten park resources and when control is prudent and
feasible. Under all alternatives the Park Service would set a high priority for eradicating· kochia on the ruins and would
work.with researchers to identify and test effective control methods in accordance with NPS integrated pest
management policies. The removal of aJI other exotic plants would be coordinated with cu!ti.JraJ resource staff to ensure
evaluation of impacts on the cultural landscape.
In general the Park Service would maintain native animal populations in the park-and mi_nimize human impacts on the
populations. Natural processes would be relied on to control the animal populations to the greatest extent possible.
Animal populations or individuals would be controlled when they presented a direct threat to visitor safety and health
and when necessary to protect cultural resources or landscaped areas.
·
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The water resources scoping report under.Vay for Pecos National Historical Park has identified water-related issues,
summarized existing hydrologic information. and established management objectives for water resources and
water-dependent environrJlents. All studies identified in that report would be carried out.
To address concerns regarding water guality in the Pecos River, additional studies are being conduc.ted to determine the·
nature, extent, and source of water pollutants. The Park Ser•ice would.work •.vith the New Mexico Environment
Department, the· New Mexico Department of Game and Fish, the U .S. Environmental Protection Agency, theU.S.
Forest Service, the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,. the village of Pecos, and nearby landowners to collect this data and
control any water pollution problems. This interagency cooperation would specifically evaluate and address problems at
the Terrero Mine and the E1 Molino sites , whkh may be impacting the water qual.ity of the Pecos River.

VJSIT01\ USE
The park would be managed for
. day use, and no camping would be. allowed. in the park; however, camping facilities are
available nearby. The Park Service would encourage private entities to develop additional facilities outside the park as
the rieed arose. Selected special events, such as the Feast Day Mass, cultural demonstrations, and other relevant
activities , would continue at the discretion of the park superintendent.
Fishing would be ~!lowed by permit only and would be strictly managed t0 preserite and protect this sensitive riparian
habitat, cultural resources, and public health. Management strateg[es might include restricting certain equipment and
fishing methods and implementing catch limits.
·
·

Interpretive Themes and Visitor 'Experience
There a~e many stories and educational themes that visitors could learn about while visiting the park.Visitor use, .
facilities , and programs wou1d be developed to present this information under all the alternatives with the exception of
the no-action alternative. Visitors would have opportunities to
·
. • learn about the natural gateway and how it influenced the human and natural history of the valley
• learn about the ebb and flow and the interaction· of various cultural groups who came to Pecos
• learn that landscapes ar:e the sum of human and natural actions over time
• learn about the nature and importance of Southwest river systems and threats to them
~ learn about historic; preservation and cultural refource management
• learn about the role Pecos Pueblo played in the history and development of southwestern archeology
• learn about the Civil War Battle of GlorietaPass and how it relates to the story of the Civil War in the region and
in the country
• learn ~bout natural landforms and how they influenced the outcome of the Battle of Glorieta Pass
• learn about the role and mission of the National Park Service at Pecos
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•

leave the park with a sense of the value, significance, fragility, and nonrenewable ,nature of the cultural resources
of the Pecos area
• leave the park with a greater understanding and appreciation ofother cultures
In order to meet the objectives, the park interpretive program would interpret the following primary themes and
related subthemes:
Geologic events resulted in a natural gateway that_ drew people for thousands of years.
The Pecos River valley was a major focus of travel, trade, and cultural interchange.
•

Interaction between Spanish explorers and colonizers and the people of the long-established Pecos Pueblo
alternated between coexistence and confrontation.
• The gateway drew Plains people to trade and raid at Pecos from prehistoric times to the 18th century.
• As Pecos Pueblo's strength began to decline, and in response to ·increasing population pressure and the need
for more land, Hispanic ranchers and farmers began to _settle farther up the Pecos Rivervalley.
• The Santa Fe Trait followed ancient trading routes and brought a new culture to the Pecos River valley . .
The development of the railroad brought new tools, a new economy, and tourism to the Pecos River valley.
Land use and settlement patterns in the Pecos River valley area reflect the different social; civic, religious, and
economic needs of the different peoples who have lived in the valley.
Pecos Pueblo is still alive~ the place and the people have simply parted company. The land and its sites have
special meaning to descendants of Pecos' former residents, who still return to µse the area.
Surface water. is rare in the Southwest, which limits the occurrence and abundance of many plants and animals.
People are drawn to water and have changed the natural streamside environments to satisfy their cultural needs~
The park played a significant role in the development of American archeology in the Southwest.

• AV, Kidder shaped the modern science of southwestern archeology by developing and implementing
systematic techniques of excavation.

·

· The Battle of Glorieta Pass played a significant role in ending Confederate plans to control the West.
The geography cf Glorieta Pass and the Pecos River valley influenced the outcome of the Battle of G\orieta Pass.

I

I.
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A variety of interpretive media would be incorporated to convey these themes. A separate interpretive prospectus
would be developed to further guide themes and media. ln general programs and media would be presented in English
and Spanish, with selected exhibits geared toward children and special groups, such as the hearing and visually impaired.

·Visitor Carrying Capacity
Although most of Pecos National Historical Park does .not receive a high level of use, with the opening of the ranch and
Glorieta unit to the public and the developme.nt of visitor programs, use is expected to increase. As visitation increases in
the park, 'thepotential also increases for visitors to intentionally and unintentionally harm both cultural and natural ·
resources and to alter the experiences the park offers. It is important to address the concept of carrying capacity in
planning park infrastructure and visitor management programs. Jn addition, both the General Authorities Act of" 1978
(PL 95-625) <ind the NPS Management PoJicies require that general management plans address the issue of visitor
carrying capacity.
The Park Service is currently developing a process for addressing carrying capacity based on the Forest Service's limits of
acceptable change system, the National Parks and Conservation Association's visitor impact management framework;
and the NPS Management Policies. Under the process the Park Service is developing, carrying capacity is defined as the .
type and level of visitor use that can be accommodated while sustaining the desired resource and social conditions that
complement the purposes of the park units and their management objectives.
·
Carrying capacity would be integrated into visitor use planning and management through a series of steps. Briefly, the
management zones would be the basis for desired resource .and social conditions for different areas of the park.
Management strategies would be devised to achieve the desired conditions. Key impact !ndicatorswould then be
identified for each zone, which could determine if desired conditions were being met. Next, existing conditions would
be analyzed with respect to desired conditions, and probable causes o.f discrepancies would be identified. Based on this
analysis, management strategi.es would be refined. A program of continuous monitoring and eva.luation would then be
implemented to e.nsure that desired conditions continued.
Implementing a carrying capacity methodology is several years away. However, this draft .plan provides a basis for
beg.inning to address the park's carrying capacity . The plan identifies general management goals, management zones , and
management strategies. When the Park Ser1ice completes its development of the proposed carrying capacity process ,
monitoring and evaluation procedures would be integrated into park administration.
In the interim park staff would monitor park resources and visitor use and decide if carrying capacity, as presently
understood, was being exceeded in any zone: The existing level and types of visitor use and facility developrnen·t are not
believed to have .resulted in unacceptable impacts on the desired visitor experience or on the original monument's
natural and cultural resources. However, should .carrying capacity be exceeded, the Park Service would take actions,
sucb as restricting visitor use or removing facilities, to r~store conditions to acceptable levels.

Actions Common

PARK OPERATIONS AND

~ENERAL

co All Altern~tives

DEVELOPMENT

Facility Design
.The natural beauty and cultural significance of the park would be complemented by the built environment (roads, trails,
and other facilities) to direct visitors' attention toward park resources . Design consistency and visual quality would
communicate a sense of place, including a reflection of existing historiC structures and natural landscape patterns. AH
new facilities would have a common theme that would be repeated in all developed areas to link the overall visual image
of the park.
Facility development would incorporate sustainable design principles, including using locally available labor skills and
materials where possible, timers and sensors for lighting, high-efficiency insulation, passive solar heating and maximum
use of sunlight, and fresh air ventilation .
·

Accessibility
Provisions would be made to accommodate the needs of special p·opulations who visit the park . Speci al populations
incl ude those with sight; hearing, and mobility impairments, as w ell as the elderly, children, and vis itors who do net
speak English.
·
Visitor facilities and park administrative areas would be designed or rehabilitated for appropriate access to comply with
the Architectural Barriers Act and the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990. Sufficient access to visitor facilities would
be provided to ensure that visitors with disabilities have. an equal opportunity for safe and meaningful visits to the park .
• Historic structures would require special treatment, and any proposals for modifications would be done by a qualified
historical architect and would meet the Secretary of the Interior's Standards and Guidelines for Arc.heo/ogyand Historic

Preservation.

Adjacent land Uses and Protection of Park Resources and Viewsheds
The National Park Service would continue to work cooperatively with park neighbors to protect park value~. T he Park
Service would maintain fence lines along the park boundary ?nd would provide appropriate signs to minimize
inappropriate uses in the park. Limited administrative horse use would be employed to protect park resources in
remote areas in the park. Existing stable facilities for administrative operations at Koz\owski's Stage Stop would be
upgraded.
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Fee Collection
Fees would continue fo be collected from park visitors at the visitor center and visitor contact facilities. As visitation
increased. other means of fee collection would beconsidered, such as an honor system based on pipe-safes at vehicle
entry points. A fee collection system based on entrance stations was once considered ·but rejected because the levels of
visitation and quantity of fees would not warrant the cost of staffing this type of facility.

Ranch Roads
.

.

Existing ranch roads would be evaluated for continued use and maintenance. As much as feasible, existing ranch roads
·would be incorporated into proposed trails and administrative access to minimize adverse,impacts on undisturbed·soils
and vegetation from new construction ; Roads would be evaluated considering cultural and natural· resource factors when
deciding .to maintain any ranch road for continued use and maintenance.

Land Acquisition
.A considerable perceritage of land in the Glorieta unit is nonfederal land. To adequately protect resources and for .
visitors to fully appreciate the Battle of Glorieta Pass, non federal lands in the boundary would ,be acquired in fee simple .
Purchase w·1th appropr'1ated or donated funds would probably be the most common method of land acquisition,
although land donations, exchange, reserved use and occupancy, and condemnation ( which would be unlikely and
would be used only as a last resort) . More detailed information is contained in the 1993 Land Protection Plan, which will
continue
ser¥e as a guide for acquisition of private land remaining in the Glorieta unit. Copies of this document are
available from the park on request.
·

to

ACTIONS CONSIDERED BUT REJECTED
A variety of recreational activities were considered for the park such as camping, swimming, boating, and horseback
riding. These activities were evaluated for their appropriateness toward achieving the primary goals of preserving and
interpreting the exceptional cultural and natural area at Pecos National Historical Park. While these uses might allow
visitors to enjoy park resources, they would also stress the park resources and the ability for park managers to protect
the park. Park planners and managers must balance v]sifor enjoyment and park protection in a manner that is beneficial
to all. Therefore these activities were not incorporated in any of the alternatives.

il3 4

MANAGEMENT ZONING

•••••

The 1988 NPS Management Po/ides state.that general management plans are to prescribe a system of management
zones to designate ·where various strategies will be implemented to achieve the purposes of the park. Management
zones indicate how resources. visitors, and development are to be managed in different parts of the park . . ·
Pecos National Historical Park would be divided into six management zones: developed, Pecos Pueblo ( mission ruins,
' rural, cultural/natural, backcountry, and river/stream (see Management Zoning maps). While the management zone
des.ignations would be the same for each alternative, the locations of certain zor:ies would differ between the
alternatives. The proposed management zones in this document would not restrict or regulate private lands in anyway.
The following is a description of each management zone, including considerations for cultural and natural resource
management. Throughout the park cultural and natural resource management would be integrated to coordinate
decision-making and resolve conflicting needs. In this manner, specific considerations would be addressed in the context
of overall resource management.

DEVELOPMENT ZONE

The development zone would accommodate all major visitor and park administrative facilities. Development such as
buildings, r.oads, and parking would be prominent in this zone, and the natural environment would be viewed as a
backdrop to these facilities. Although development could cause major alterations to natural resources and possibly
impact cultur:al resources, sensitive planning and design would be employed to preserve cultural resources and
perpetuate natu.ral processes.

j
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ALTERNATIVES. INCLUDING THE PROPOSED ACTION

Visitor Experience

I

This zone would have a predominantly social atmosphere , with a high concentration of visitors and park staff. Frequent
contacts with people woul!'.t be expected, with little opportunity for solitude. Orientation and information would also be
provided to help guide visitors. Most facilities and information would be. accessible to visitors with disabilities. ·

I

Facilities
All· major developments would be confined to this zone. Existing and potential modifications might include the visitor
center, administrat.ive facilities, surfaced parking areas , roads, maintenance facilities, resi.dential areas, sewage treatment,
and other support facilities.

· Access
All roads would be paved to facilitate year-round access for most vehicles. People could reach primary park resources
from high sta.ndard trails that would provide access for everyone, including visitors with disabilities.

I·
Cultural Resource Considerations
Any introduced structures or facilities would be .designed to blend with the cultural landscape and existing historic
structures. Wherever possible previously disturbed sites would be used for new or expanded development to prevent
damaging archeologicalsites. An investigation of archeological resources would be conducted before flnal site selection
and before designing new or expanded facilities to determine if any resources would be affected. Site selection would be
modified or designed based on the presence and location of s·1gnificant resources . There would be a high pdority for
conducting thorough cultural resource inventories and evaluations.

Natural Resource Considerations
The natural character of the landscape in this zone would be maintained as much as possible, while accommodating high
levels .of visitor use. Inventories and the evaluation of sensitive natural features s.uch as wetlands and unstable soils would
be conducted . Wherever possible, previously disturbed sites would be used for new. or e)(.panded development. Native
plant materials would be used for revegetation . More intensive methods for maintenance such as m.owing, pruning, and
fertilizing would be acceptabl~ procedures for this zone, recognizing that cultural landscape values may need to be
considered before selecting maintenance techniques . A relatively high level of resource degradation would be tolerated
to meet the needs of high visitor use.
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Management Zoning

PECOS PUEBLO/ MISSION RUINS ZONE
The outstanding cultural resources in this zone are critical to the significance of the park and its primary interpretive
themes. This zone is undergoing active preservation to protect resources from degradation. The Pecos Pueblo I mission
ruins zone has accommodated high levels of use and would continue to do so. Strict regulation and monitoring of this
use would be required to protect cultural resources .

Visitor Experience
This zone would provide the primary experience for understanding th~ prehistory and early settlement history of the
park. There would be frequent contacts with other visitors and park staff in this zone because of the importance of this
resource for interpretation and education. Park staff would be eaiily accessible.

Facilities
No major visitor or administrative facilities would be built in this zone. Only thos~ minor facilities and structures that
support the interpretation and preservation of the resource would be provided, such qs-low-profile interpretive panels.
Minor support structures would be allowed such as small comfort stations, benches, and shade structures. All new
support structures would be designed to meet.the needs of visitors with disabilities;

A(:cess
Vehicle access would be -provided for visitors with disabilities and administrative personnel. Roads and parking would be
located to minimize visual and physical impacts on cultural resources. Trails would be designed to a high standard and
would also provide access for visitors with disabilities.
·

Cultural Resource Considerations
The highest level of intervention to preserve and stabilize resources in this zone would be employed. The extensive
study and research of resources would continue to offer information for both interpretation and resource management
decisions. Intensive monitoring and evaluation would also be conducted to protect resources fro m degradation
associated with visitor use. There would be·a h_igh priority for conducting thorough cultural resource inventories and
evaluations.
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Natural Resource Considerations
The natural character of the surroundings would be maintained. Mowing and clearing would be allowed .to prevent
damage an<;J preserve the cultural setting. Only native plant materials, consistent with the cultural lancfse:ape, would be
used for revegetation.

RURAL ZONE
The rural zone would b.e critical to introduce visitors to the character of the Pecos landscape as it evolved from a natural
environment to one that was changed by h~mans over time. While areas historically left to natu·ral processes would be ·
·perpetuated, those areas commonly used might be maintained using contemporary or historic methods. The rural zone
would bring the visitor closer to the cultural/ natural landscape but still offer some conveniences such as restrooms ,
water, trails, and interpretive exhibits. There would be a moderate number of other visitors and park staff; but some
solitude might be found here especially during off-peak hours. Visitors would need to commit some time and energy
use this area.
·

to

Visitor Experience
In the rural zone there would be a sense of remoteness and seclusion but ~ot of isolation from other people. Contact
with other visitors would be expected intermittently. NPS staff would be available primarily for law enforcement
furrctions ; interpretive staff would typically not be present in this area. Interpretive media would be simple interior and
exterior exhibits. Orientation and safety information would be prominently displayed at designated trailheads.
·

facilities
Moderate facility development would provide visitors with comfort stations, interpretive exhibits, parking, and minor
structures .such as shelters and benches. Comfort stations would be designed to eliminate the need for septic fields and
tanks. All faciHties would be designed to meet the needs of visitors with disabilities.

Access
Pedestriah access would be emphasized in. this zone. Limited gravel roads would.direct visitors to key staging areas. No
offroad vehicles or bikes would be permitted. Gravel or stabilized gravel trails would provide access to features and
destinations in the zone. Trails would vary in length and be designed to medium stan_dard, offering range of hiking
experiences. Some trails in this zone might not be.accessible to visitors with disabilities . .
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Cultural Resource Considerations
Preserving the cultural landscape of this zone would be a critical part of its management. The significant resources

associated with the historically used landscape, especially the pastures from the ranching era, would be maintained.
Other character-defining features would be preserved using conservation, stabilization, restoration, and rehabilitation
methods as outlined in NPS-28. Treatment of archeological resources would also be guided by NPS-28. The key
features will be identified in this draft pfan and in future resource studies to evaluate the extent and specific means of
preservation. Emphasis would be on preserving the cultural resource components and adaptively using historic
structures. Key landscape components might require more intensive management, bui: full-fledged restoration would not
the goal. Some resources might be appropriate for future study. As in the development zone, inventories would be
conducted prior to the design of new or expanded facilities.

be

Natural Resource Considerations
Natural processes in this zone would be preserved to the extent possible while balancing needs for cultural resource
preservation and visitor use. Disturbed areas would be allowed to r~turn to natural conditions. Active intervention, such
revegetating or repairing erosion hazards,' might be required to restore damaged areas . In general , however, natural
processes would be relied on to reclaim most areas. New facilities would be.situated to minimize damage to natural
features, especially sensitive water resources. Resource-damaging activities from visitor use or park maintenance would
be closely monitored to determine acceptable levels of resource degradation.

as

CULTURAL I NATURAL RESOURCE ZONE
This zone would not be managed to accommodate general visitors but rather would function as an area .for general
r~source protection. This zone would contain cultural and natural resources that are too sensitive to open to the public.
Some areas lack adequate information regarding these resources. Many of them would have research potential and have
particular interest to specialized scholars. Also, some of these resources might be of importance to traditionally
associated groups . Other than research and minimal stabilization , few other activities would 'take place in this zone.

Visitor Experience
Visitors would benefit from this zone primarily through distant views and offsite interpretation . There would be no
direct .interaction in this area for general visitors. Researchers, scholars, and visitors with special interests would have
access to this area with· permission from the park superintendent. Traditionally associated groups would have access to
this area, and park management would work with these groups to ensure privacy during their activities .
·
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Facilities
No facilities would be developed in this zone.

Access
Administrative access roads would be maintained where necessary. Roads would be gravel surfaced and designed for
low-volume traffic.

Cult!Jral Resource Considerations
Conservation and minimal stabilization would be the primary means of preservation. Resources listed on or eligible for
listing on the National Register of Historic Places would have prlority for preservation treatment..

Natural Resource Considerations
This zoriewould include ecologically sensitive .resources that would be preserved to the ex.t ent possible, while the .zone
would accommOdate \ow-density uses such as research and use by traditionally associated groups. Naturally occurring
species would be maintained or reestablished . Natural processes that do not impair significant !=Ultural resources would
be allowed to perpetuate the environment.

BACl«'.OUNTRY :ZONE
This zone ls do.m inated by ponderosa pine and Douglas-fir and has been relatively undisturbed by human use. The zone
would provide a sense of being immersed in a naturaJ landscape, away from comforts and conveniences. Except for
primitive trails,. few modifications would be evident. There would be infrequent contacts with other visitors or with NPS
personnel. Natural processes and conditions would be perpetuated in this zone.

Visitor Experience
The backcountry zone would provide opportunities for solitude in a natural environment. Opportunities for
independence, closeness to nature, tranquillity, and the application of ou~door skills would be moderate to high. The
probability of encountering other visitors woul(j be low.
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Monagemenc Zoning

Facilities
Offsite interpretation and education would be emphasized. No exhibits or signs would be provided. All rules and
regulations would be explained to visitors before entering the backcountry.

Access
Access would be challenging. Trails would be lightly maintained , composed of native materials, and might have moderate
to·significant variations in grade. No vehicle access for visitors would be developed. Access might be regulated for ·
resource protection and safety.
·

Cultural Resource Consid~rations
Cultural resources listed on or eligible for listing on the National Register of Historic Places would have priority for
preservation treatment.

Natural Resource Considerations
The natural environme·n t would be preserved while accommodating low-density use. Monitoring would be carried out,
and tolerance to resource degradation due to visitor use would be low in this .zone. Natural processes would be the
primary means of restoring natural conditions to.damaged areas.

RIVEIYSTREAM ZONE
This zone would contain sensitive riparianenvirnnments. A primary management concern for this zone would be
preserving, monitoring, protecting, and studying the riparian ecosystem. The zone would allow visitor use with certain
areas restricted based on the sensitive nature of cultural and natural resources. The boundaries of this zone would be
defined by the I 00-year floodplain.

Visitor Experience
This zone would provide a sense of entering an oasis .in an arid landscape. The environment would offer opportunities
for a relatively high degree of physical exertion, challerige, and adventure. Opportunities would also exist for
independence, closeness to nature, Md tranquillity. The probability of encountering other visitors would be low to
moderate.
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Facilities
Facilities would be limited to trails and small interpretive signs. Designated tr~ils would be constructed to minimize
resource degradation.

Access
Access to the river{strearn zone would be extremely limited, and some areas would
trails, which would protect soils and riparian vegetation.

qe only be accessible by boardwalk

· Cultural Resource Considerations
Management .of cultural resources in this zone wo.uld be similar to management in the cultural/natura! resource zone.

Natural Resource Considerations
This zone would necessitate a very high level of management to protect resources and -provide for public safety; for
example, fences, boardwalks, special fishing access, and· permit requirements. Re5ource modification would be minimal.
Tolerance .for .natural resource degradation due to visit9r use would be.extremely low.
.

\

\_

·STUDIES AND PRODUCTS NEEDED TO
·IMPLEMENT THE ALTERNATIVES
The following is a summary list of resource management studies and products that the Park Service would fund once the
resource management plan was completed. These are not listed in order of priority.

Cultural Resources
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Prepare a cultural landscape report.
Survey the Baca mine/cave for archeologica! and historic resources, evaluate any resources located, and integrate
appropriate management strategies into a cave management plan.
Prepare historic structure reports for the ranch complex (historic structure reports for Pecos Pueblo, Pigeon's ·
ranch, and Kozlowski's are currently underway by the Southwest System Support Office).
Develop historic resources study for the ranch, including a determination of eligibility for the national register (a
historkresources study is underway for the Civil War battlefield).
Conduct ethnobotanical studies.
Prepare a speciai study to identify treatment recommendations for threatened resources, such as ruins that could·
be backfilled.
·
Update collections management and storage plans.
Develop a treatment plan for the historic milt site and La Placita to address stabilization' requirements and other
protective meas\jres.
Conduct a cadastral survey, and mark all park boundaries.
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Natural Resources
•

•
•.
•
•

Develop a vegetation management plan that would include an approach to vegetation restoration; in the interim,
in areas w'1thout developments, natural processes would generally be depended on to remove alien species and
replace them with native species.
.
·
Develop an integrated pest management program to reduce exotic plant populations; initiate a program to test
the effectiveness of controlling kochia growing on the rui~s .
·
Develop a fire management plan.
Develop a revegetation plan for disturbed areas that identifies appropriate seed mixes and plant species.
Develop a fishing management plan.
·

Cultural and Natural Resources
•

Prepare a carrying capacity study to develop a park program for monitoring and evaluating park resources
(cultural and .natural).
.
• Prepare a ranch road treatment plan to evaluate all ranch roads for required administrative use, and develop
recommendations for rnaintenance, .dosure, or re-routing of existing roads; evaluate impacts on cultural and
natural resources.
.
• Develop a sewage treatment study of alternatives for visitor and park facilities .

RESOU~EMANAGEMENT.ACTIONS
The following is a summary list of resource management activities the park would conduct on an ongoing basis . These
activities would include resource inventories, research, , resource management ptograms, and consultation. The park's
resource protection and management program would be primarily based on these efforts.

· Cultural Resources
Inventory and collect .baseline data on cultural resources , including roads, tr~ils, and bridges in all park units.
Prioritize survey needs.
• Evaluate ne\'V and previously known resources for eligibility for listing on the National Register of His~oric Places.
Prepare nomination forms and update as necessary.
.
.
• Conduct ethnobotanical surveys, in consultation with Jemez Pueblo and Other concerned traditional use groups
to identify plants that are part of traditional use and/or have special medicinal or religious significance.
• Conduct historic water use and water rights research.
• Inventory and .evaluate cultural resource collections in ani:J out of the park.
•
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Management Zoning

•
•
•
•
•

Develop a resource database capability that could be used to analyze and correlate park data, and monitor
cultural resource conoitions in all park units.
Work cooperatively with local communities and traditional use groups to prot~ct cultural resources that are
associated with Pecosbut situated outside park bo\,lndaries.
.
Work cooperatively with local communities and rieighbor.s to preserve the landscape integrity.
In consultation with concerned traditional u.se groups, review park education programs and resource
preservation programs to ensure sensitivity to ethnographk: concerns.
Develop outreach programs for local communities to educate schoolchildren and their parents regarding the
protection and appreciation of cultural resources .

Natural Resources
• Collect baseline resource information on soils, geology, plants, animals, and paleontological resources.
• Collect information on plants in the park that are listed as sensitive by the state or federal government.
• . Continue to update the park's bird, amphibian, reptile, mammal, invertebrate, and plant inventories.
• Identify and monitor the· effects of exotic plant and animal species on native populations.
• Conduct a comprehensive survey to determine the status and co.ndition of the Pecos River iishery.
• Collect base!!ne data on the present beaver population and its effects on the Pecos River's ripa rian area.
• Monitor the water quality of the Pecos River and Glorieta Creek.
• Collect baseline air quality data and establish a monitoring system.
• Initiate !Ong-term monitoring of the park's natural resources, using the protocol of the long-term ecological
research program.
• Identify indicators to be used to monitor resources in areas of visitor. use, and use information to determine
carrying capacity .
. • Monitor activities outside the park that could threaten park resources.
• Coordinate cultural and natural resource management
·
• Develop a geographic information system (GIS) database.
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PECOS UNIT

ALTERNATIVE A

OVERVIEW: PECOS UNIT
ALTERNATIVE A (NO ACTION)

PECOS UNIT ALTERNATIVES
ALTERNATIVE A (NO ACTION)

U~der the no-action alrernotiv·e for the
Pecos unit. there would be no signifrcant

changes in present management and L1se
of Pecos Nmionol HistoricoJ Pork (see
Alternative A (No Action) - Pecos Unit
map). Existing park management
strategies and programs. as ouilined in
the 1992 Interim Operations Plan.

Development Zone

.

The development zone would include the foge1son visitor center, the ranch
house, and Kozlowski's Stage
Stop. The
.
.
other development areas identified for the Pecos unit - the northern boundary and the Gateway overlook -- would·
not be developed under this alternative (refer to the Pecos Unit map in the "Management Zoning " section).

Pecos Pueblo I Mission Ruins Complex

would continue without any.major
changes. The only other actions the Pork
S~rvice would toke would be. those
necessary ro comply with state and
f< 'era/ laws. protect natural and cultural
rc,.:-,irces. and address health and sa fety
issues. Under this alternative the actions
ofthe.1992 Interim Operations Plan
would become permanent facilities and
practices.

Under the no-act.ion alternative the Fogelson Visitor center and the Pecos Pueblo I mission ruins complex would
continue to be the only interpretive stops for most visitors. Visitors would receive general orientation and an overview
of the pl)rk's story.

to

Visitor access would be limited
developed sites and trails or to special tours guided by park staff at the Pecos Pueblo I
mission ruins complex area . Access would be limited to minimize the potential for visitors to affect sensitive cultural
resources, and out of respect for the wishes of Pueblo people with ties to Pecos Pueblo. Most people would continue to
reach this area by walking up the tr'ail from.the yisitor center; veh.icle access to the mission ruins would continue to be
available for visitors with disabilities who are unable to use the trail system. A field near the existing administrative
building would continue fo be used for special events, such as traditional festivals and cultural demonstrations.
Under the no-action alternative most of the existing administrative facilities in the Pecos Pueblo /m ission ruins complex
area would remain in their present locations. No changes would be made to existing vis.itor facilities. The existing picnic
fa,cility, parking area, and restrooms would remain near the mission.

The primar y focus of visi(or activity
under the no-action alternative would
<oncinue to be at the Pews Pueblo I
mission ruins complex. The interpretive
emphasis would be on che hisroric
continuum of the Pecos area from
prehistoric times to the 20th century.
No new areas of the park would be
opened to public use. and no. new·visitor
facilities would lie provided. The Forked
Lightning Ranch additions surrounding
the former national monument would
serve primarily to protect the viewsfrom
the Pecos Pueblo I mission ruins complex
and to preserve the hiscoric scene .
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PECOS UNIT

,

ALTERNATIVE A

Kozlowski's St.age Stop
The interpretation ofKozlowski's Stage Stop and its relationship to the Santa Fe Trail and Civil War era would continue
to. be provided at the Fogelson visitor center,

Forked Lightning Ranch
The existing roads on the Forked Lightning ~nch addition do not meet NPS safety standards for public use and would
remain closed to visitors.The· ranch house would be used for park administration and operations·.

Gateway Overlook
No facilities or visitor access would be developed in this area. Natural processes would be allowed to gradually vegetate
d\sturbed areas.

Park Administration and Operations
The exis.ting park administrative facilities are intruding on park resources .• are dilapidated, or do not have enough space
to meet the increase in park operations and staffing. In addition; many existing facilities present employee health and
safety concerns. The ranch house is now in the process of being modified to meet building standards. Under this
alternative the ranch house would become the permanent headquarters for park administration and operations. The
existing administrative building at the ruins would continue to be used for cultural resource management and would
serve as a curatorial facility.
A low-volume gravel access road would be developed from the northern park boundary to the ranch house to provide
access. The access road would follow an existing ranch road with some variations in alignment to avoid sensitive cultural
and natural resources. The existing one-way bridge would be used for pedestrian access.
Because of health and safety concerns, the existing temporary maintenance building would be removed, and a new
4, 750-square-foot facility constructed on a previously disturbed site near Kozlowski's Stage Stop. This facility would
include work space for maintenance activities as well as office space, materials and equipment storage, and a
lunchroom/lockers/shower area. Careful design and siting of this facility would help reduce visualintrusion on the
cultural landscape and help prevent the destruction of archeological resources. The existing trading post would be used
for part of the maintenance function.·
.
All other park ~dministrative facilities would remain in their present locations and would not be significantly expanded or.
improved. The existing trailers, which were recently removed, would be replaced by two housing units. The casita near
the ranch house would also be converted to park housing. · .. ·
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PECOS PUEBLO I MISSION RUINS C.OMPLEX
• Visitor center remOins unchanged
• Picnicking
• Cultural resour~e management facility

KOZ.LOWSKl'S STAGE STOP
• Adaf!tive use !or staff offices and employee ho~sing
• N-ew administrative gravel access road

+ lo,daptive use of ranch h6use:
+ ~-.:r:.w gravel access road

+· ·"': '2.'vV maintenance facllitJes be ween ranch house
an_d Ka~laws.ki''S.
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ALTERNATIVES, INCLUDING THE PROPOSED ACTION

PECO$ UNlt .

.

ALTERNATIVE B (PROPOSEP ACTION)

,'

AL'IERNA?IW B"
OVERVIEW: PE(OS UNIT
ALTERNATIVE 8 (PROPOSED A(TION)

Under the proposed action for the Pecos unit development would be located at the northern park boundary, the visitor
center •. Koziowski's Stage Stop, and the ranch house areas. The Gateway overlook would not be deveioped under this
alternative (refer ta the Pecos Unit map in the "Management Zoning" section).

Under the proposed action for the Pecos
unit visitors would have an opportunity
to learn about the continuum of use in
the Pecos .area from prehistoric times
through the 20th century. New visitor
fa<;ilitie:r would emphasize trail
·
·development and direa visitors to
interpretiVe opportunities at traifheads
and overlooks. Two primaiy staging
areas would be provided - the existing
Fogelson visitor center and Kozlowski's
Stage Stop (see Alternative 8 (Proposed
A<::tion) - Pecos Unit map), Both
staging areas would include parking,
orientation, trailheads, and other
support facilities. The existing visitor
"nter would be expanded to provide
more office space and inaease parking
capacity. Kozlowski's Stage Stop would
be adapted to provide a staffed visitor
interpretive facility. A network of trails
would be .developed from these staging
areas to other points of interest.

Pecos Pueblo I Mission Ruins Complex

Providing visitors with opportunities to enjoyviews similar to what early inhabitantS may have seen has beeri identified as
an important part of the park's significance. For this reason, a primary goal of the proposed action would be to remove
or minimize all contemporary intn.1sions from the Pecos Pueblo I mission ruins complex area (see Pecos Pueblo I Mission
Ruins Complex map).
The Fogelson visitor center was designed to minimize intrusions on views from the Pecos Pueblo I mission ruins
complex and continues to provide a critical interpretive and orientation function in the park.
General orientation would be expanded to include new park facilities, and an overview of the park's story would
continue to be available there. The interpretive objective at the visitor center would be to provide visitors with a
comprehensive explanation of the. historical continuum. Only a few modifications would be proposed for the building.
The visitor center would be enlarged by 500 square feet to include an office for three employees and storage for.
equipment and sales. Architectural additions would be in keeping with the existing character and design of the building
and the landscape. The Fogelson visitor center Would be one of two visitor staging areas iri the Pecos unit and would
coil.tinue to be the primary ~top for most visitors. Since visitation tould be expected to increase, the visitor center
parking area would be expanded to accommodate approximately 50 cars and 5 oversized vehicles. There would also be
4 spaces for visitors with disabilities. All improvements to the parking area and future parking activities would not be
seen or heard by park visitors at the Pecos pueblo I mission ruins complex. The existing sewage treatment system would .
be replaced with a more efficient system.

A new pork administrative ond

operotions(acility would be developed
near the village of Pe<;os at the northem
park boundary. This facility would
include offices, curatorial space, a
maintenance fa<::ifity, and employee
housing, and it would provide parking
and storage areas. The existing facilities
near the Pecos Pueblo I missfon ruins
<::omplex would be •removed.

Because of the sensitivit)' of cultural resources in Pecos National Historical Park, visitor access throug. hou.t the Pecos
Pueblo I mission ruins complex area would be limited to developed sites and trails or to speci~I tours guided by park
staff. Visitors would continue to walk from the visitor center to the Pecos Pueblo I mission rufns complex. The existing
trail would be reconfigured to provide a return loop back to the visitor center and would help ensure that visitors would
see all of the site. New signs would be erected, and/or a map would be distributed to provide a more logical progression
for interpreting the Pueblo and Spanish colonial period story, to help ensure that visitors see all of the site, and to
eliminate confusion along.the route. Limited vehicle access and parking at the mission ruins complex would continue to
be provided for visitors with disabilities. Vehicle access would be rerouted to move the road out of view of the mission
ruins complex and away from the return trail to the visitor center.

The rand! house would be adapted for
use as a resource education facility for
schools and other groups, including the
possibility for overnight use for special
programs. Primitive trails would be
provided in the rugged terrain east of the
Pecos River.
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PARK ADMINISTRATION ANO OPERATIONS
• Construct new facilities (includes administration,
maintenance, curatorial racility, and housing)

PECOS PUEBLO I MISSION RUINS COMPLEX
• Enlarge visitor center for office space and storage
• Relocate pi ~nicking to vi5itor ·c enter area

• Improve trail clrculadoo
• Enlarge p~lng area at visitor center
• Remove existing ~rite-nance and.
administration buildings
• Cultural resource · man~gement facility

RANCH HOUSE

KOZlOWSKl 'S STAGE STOP
• Staffed in.terpretation
• Trail to Santa Fe Trail ruts, and Pecos Pueblo I mission
ruins complex

• /...,dJ ptive use for re-source educ:atlon ·an d 1nterpretatton
• l 1~terpfet-ed tra\ls
.+ Re pli!ce footbridge
• New restricted graveJ access road, gravel

GAT!";WAY OVERLOOK
KOZlOWSKl'S STAGE STOP TRAILHEAO

+ Trails to st.age stop, ranch house, Gateway. overlook and river
• Orientation ·
• Picnicking

• New gravel access road

• Interpr eted trail
• Modify Colonia5 b<idge far footbridge
+ Trails east of river
+ Comfort st<tion
+ Picnicking

• Comf~ station

•

• Parki ng .
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Pecos Unit Alternatives

Park administrative, maintenance, cultural resource management, curatorial facilities, and employee housing would be
removed from the Pecos Pueblo/ mission ruins complex, and new facilities would be provided in a ·different location.
This would move NPS operations out of the view and reduce interference with the visitor experience at the mission
ruins complex. The disturbed area would be revegetated with native plant materials to blend in with the surrounding
scenery. Visitors would be provided with opportunities to enioy views closer to' what this area may have been during the
pueblo I mission period. Ruins preservation', storage, equipment, an_d work areas would remain near the ruins area but
wou Id be relocated out of view of vis itors.
The existing picnic area· by the Pecos Pueblo I mission ruins complex would be relocated to a site near the visitor center.
The new picnic area would be visually screened from the ruins and would have 20 picnic tables. Shade structures would
be built over several of the tables to provide relief from the sun. Restrooms and water would be available at the visitor
center nearby.
A new 0.75-mHe foot trail would be developed between the ruins area and Kozlowski's Stage Stop area. Access across
Glorieta Creek would be prov·1ded by a pedestrian lane on the new st~te highway bridge or a separate pedestrian bridge.

Kozlowski's Stage Stop
The Kozlowski's Stage Stop area would be the second visitor staging area in the Pecos. unit and would be the principal
location for interpreting the history of the area following the Pueblo and Spanish mission eras (see Kozlowski's Stage
Stop and Ranch House Area -Alternative B map). Interpretation at the site would focus on the role of the stage stop
along the Santa Fe Trail and the Civil War. It would also interpret the ranching period. The focused interpretation at this
staging area would complement the overview information provided at the Fogelson visitor center. The stage stop
structure woufd be rehabilitated to incorporate a small staffed area.and interior exhibit space for educational displays.
A number of Santa Fe National Historic Trail resources are nearby, including trail ruts on the west side of NM 63. A
short trait from the stage stop under the Glorreta Creek bridge would lead to a designated area where the ruts would be
viewed and interpreted, and the trai! would continue along the south side of G!orieta Creek to a viewpoint o_f the Pecos
Pueblo (mission ruins complex.
An entrance road would be established from NM 63 to a new parking area at Kozlowski's, which would have spaces for
20 cars and 4 oversized vehicles. Orientation information, restrooms, and picnic facilities would be available at the
parking area. Restroom fac.1lities would be designed to minimize environmental impacts. These facil'ities would be
screened by existing vegetation to avoid impacting views from open pasture areas and Kozlowski's. A 0.25-mi\e trail
would lead from the new parking area to the stage stop. Two parking spaces near the stage stop would be provided for
visitors with disabilities. The existing road to Ko:dowski's would be upgraded to accommodate two-way traffic to allow
access for visitors with disabilities.
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Pecos Unit Alternati>ies

The Kozlowski complex and associated landscape would be managed to reflect the interpretive objectives to educate .
visitors on human activity and interaction with the natural environment from prehistoric times through the 20th century.
Further research and analysis would be needed before choosing which landscape features and structures would be
appropriate to preserve and interpret under this approach and to set goals for future landscape management.

Forked Lightning Ranch
The ranch house would be adaptively used for resource education and interpretive activities for school and other
groups, including the possibility of overnight use of the ranch for special programs. Ranch house visitors would park at
the Kozlowski's trailhead and take a 0.75-mile trail to the ranch house or to the Gateway overlook I Pecos River trail. A
former ranch road from the northern boundary to the ranch house would be upgraded to a two-way gravel road for
administrative use. Special tour use would be allowed on the road. A 0.5-mile interpretive trail and new footbridge
would be developed from the ranch house to the historic mill area. This trail would tie into the network of trails east of
the Pecos River and complete the loop from the Gateway overlook. To prevent damage to sensitive resources, some
areas would be fenced, and the trail would be designed to avoid cultural sites.
To provide visitors with an understanding of ranching and its influence on the landscape, the National Park Service·
would maintain some of the existing pastures. Two. pastures, the Trap pasture and the Middle pasture, would be
·maintained initially to provide an interpretive setting along trails to the ranch house and to the Gateway overlook.
.Additional studies and assessments would need to be done to evaluate the foa.Sibllity and desirability of maintaining other
pasture areas as well as other reasonable methods to maintain this aspect of the historic scene without disturbing
cultural resources.
· ·
.

Gateway Overlook
Under the proposed action a new 1.5-mile trail would be constructed from the Kozlowski Stage Stop parking area to the
Gateway overlook. This interpretive overlook would provide visitors with a view of the Pecos River valley gateway
encompassing the ·Pecos Pueblo I mission ruins complex and the Santa Fe Trail corridor. Visitors would also be able to
view La Placita, the only Hispanic frontier homestead protected by the National Park Service. The facilities and the .
overlook would not be visible from critical viewpoints.
Restroom facilities designed to minimize adverse impacts would be provided. Ten to 15 picnic tables would be provided
out of the view of visitors approaching the overlook. The Colonias bridge would be rehabilitated fqr foot traffic and
would.be an access point for a network of trails (ranging from 0.25 mile to I 0 miles) on the east side of the river, which
would include a loop trail to the ranch house and historic mill site. More research, including archeological investigations,
would be needed for this site, and it would require stabilization and other protective measures before being opened to
visitation. Fishing would be managed to avoid adverse effects on the riparian area and associated fish and wildlife.
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Park Administration and Operations·
. New facilities totaling 5;000 square feet for maintenance and I 0,300 square feet for all other administrative operations
(see appendix A for a more detailed description) would be constructed near the northern park boundary out of view
from the park's primary resources (see Northern Boundary Facility map). This proposal was identified in the. value
analysis study proCE:!SS as the preferred means of accommodating administrative and maintenance facilities. The primary
. advantages of this location would be that administrative functions would be separated from visitor use areas, it would
not be seen from primary visitor use areas, it would be the least costly to construct, and it would create greater
opportunities to tie park administration with the local community by its proximity to the village of Pecos (see appendix B'
for a more detailed discussion of the v.i.lue analysis). Included at the new location would be administrative and
maintenance facilities, s~aff offices; a collections storage/curatorial facility, .and staff housing. The staff housing near the
administrative complex would help ensure protection of park resources. Staff housing in the casita Would ensure a high
level of security for park resources and facilities. An apartment (n the casita would accommodate seasonals, VIPs, and
researchers. To accommodate additional volunteers, RV hookups would be_ provided at the new adm_inistrative area.

PECOS UNIT
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AL TERNA TJVES, INCLUDING THE PROPOSED ACTION

ALTERNATIVE (.
Development Zone·
Management zoning in this alternative would be similar to the proposed action except that additional development
would be located at the Gateway overlook an~a.
OVERVIEW: PECOS UNIT
ALTEl\NATIV1: C

Pecos unit alternativ.e C is similar to the
proposed action because It emphasizes
providing visitors with. opportunities to
learn about the entire historic
continuum of the Pecos area, from
prehistoric through mOdern times.
However, under this alternative the
historic continuum would be separated
and interpreted at three easily
accessible visitor staging areas - the
Fogelson visitor cencer, Kozlowski 's
Stage Stop, and the Gateway overlook
(see Alternative C - Pecos Unit map).
Each staging area would provide an
overview of the park and its history but
wou.ld focus in greater detail on a··
specific aspect of the continuum. Each
of the staging areas would have vehicle
access to ensure that the complete
interpretive story would be easily
accessible to all visitors.
The ranch house would be adapted to
accommodate administrative offices, c:md
a new maintenance facility would be
· developed between the ranch house and
Kozlowski 's. The existing facilities near
the Pecos Pueblo I mission ruins complex
would be removed. Primitive trciils would ·
pe provided in the rugged terrain east o(
the Pecos River.
··

A new resource educational facility ,
would be developed near ihe northern .
boundary far schools and other groups.
a~ well as community (unctions.
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Pecos Pueblo I Mission Ruins Complex,
The Fogelson visitor center would continue to function as a visitor facility and provide general orientation and an ·
overview of the park's history: However, the visitor center's primary role would be to serve as one of three visitor·
staging areas (refer to the Pecos Pueblo/ Mission Ruins Complex map under the proposed action). The interpretive
story at this staging area would focus on the Pueblo/Spanish mission era history and complement the interpretive stories
told at the other staging. areas. 'As under the proposed action, the visitor center would be enlarged by about 500 square
feet to provide space for interpretive staff offices. The existing sewage treatment system would be replaced with a more
efficient system.
·
Because use would be expected to increase, and more space would be needed for buses, the parking area would
expanded to accommodate a total of 50 cars and 5 oversized vehicles. Five spaces for visitors with disabilities would also
be provided. Future parking activities would not be seen or heard by park visitors at the Pecos Pueblo I mission ruins
complex.

As in the proposed action visitor access throughout the Pecos Pueblo I mission ruins complex area would be limited to
developed sites and trails or to guided NPS tours. This action would be intended to ensure that impacts on sensitive
resources would be minimized. Visitors would be able to walk from the visitor center to the Pecos Pueblo /mission
ruins complex: along the existing trail; limited vehicle access would be provided to the mission ruins complex for visitors
with disabilities.
·
New signs would be erected and/qr a map would be distributed to provide a more logical progression for interpretirig
the pueblo and Spanish colonial period story, to help ensure that visitors. would see all of the site, and to eliminate
confusion about which way to walk. A new trait back from the mission. ruins complex to the visitor center parking lot
also would be built so that visitors could take a more interesting loop trip.
The administrative office and maintenance functions would be relocated, the existing structures would be removed, and
the area would be revegetated.
.
.
T.he ruins preservation area would be relocated to the area now used for maintenance storage and would be out of view
of visitors.
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ALTERNATIVES, INCLUDING THE PROPOSED ACTION

The picnic area would be r~located near the visitor center. The new plcnic area would be.screened from the ruins. It
would hive 20 picnic tables; shade structures would be built over several of the pirnic tables to provide relief from the
sun. Restrooms and water would be available at the visitor center nearby.

Kozlowski's Stage Stop and Ranch Area
Kozlowski's Stage Stop would be adaptively used as a second visitor center forthe park, providing general orientation
and information (see Kozjowski's Stage Stop and Ranch Area~ Alternatlve C map). This facility would also serve as one
of the park's three visitor staging areas. The specific interpretive focus at this staging area wouid be ~n the park's role
during the' Santa Fe Trail; Civil War, and ranching periods. The existing ranch buildings and structures, including the.
corrals, tack room, and barn, would be maintained and interpreted under this alternative. The stage stop would be
staffed year-round.
This site would be the first stop for visitors entering the park from the south on NM 63. Visitors would follow a ·I-mile
paved road fo a new parking area near the stage stop. The parking area would have spaces for 20 cars and 4 oversized
vehicles. There would also be 2 spaces for visito.rs with disabilities. A trail would lead from the parking area to the stage
stop.
Restrooms and water would be available in a separate structure, which would be designed to minimize adverse impacts.

Gateway Overlook
The third visitor staging area under Pecos unit alternative C would be the Gateway overlook. Visitors would drive to this
site using a new 1.5-mile road that would branch off from the junction with Kozlowski's access road. This road would
have a gravel surface to encourage a leisurely pace and give visitors a sense of being in a ranch/rural landscape. The new
road would follow existing ranch r:oadsand traces for much of the way.
Although the Gateway overlook site would not be staffed, there would be a variety of interpretive exhibits offering
visitors opportunities to learn about the area. Like the other two staging areas, the Gateway overlook would provide
visitors with an overview of the Pecos area, including the Pecos River, Glorieta Pass, and the Pecos Pueblo/ mission
ruins complex. However, the interpretive focus of the Gateway overlook would be on La Placita, the Hispanic frontier
settlement period, and the natural resources of the area. A short loop trail on the hilltop would allow.visitors to view the .
park's resources in their geographical context. A trail would also be provided around the hillside and across the Pecos
River to a viewpoint about-0.5 mile away to provide visitors the opportunity to see and appreciate the river and the view
west from across the river. The existing Colonias bridge would be repaired and modified into a footbridge to provide a
safe river crossing.
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Most visitor support facilities at the Gateway overlook would be near, but not on, the overlook to minimize
contemporary intrusions on the landscape. Parking for40 cars and four oversized vehicles would be provided in the old
gravel pit. There would also be two parking spaces for vi.sitors with disabilities. Other facilities provided at the gravel pit
would include 20 picniC tables and restrooms that would be designed to minimize adverse impacts. The gravel pit would
be landscaped to improve the aesthetics of the site.
.
In keeping with the broad interpretive focus of alternative C, more emphasis would be placed on informing visitors
about ranching than under the proposed action. Ranching activities have altered much ofthe landscape of the Pecos unit. ·
To provide visitors with an understanding of ranching and its effects on the landscape, the Park Service. wou.ld actively
preserve and maintain more resources associated with the ranching era than under the proposed action. While a cultural
landscape report would be needed to provide detailed guidance, preliminary analysis indicates that such ranching-related
cufturaf landscape resources as additional pasture areas, corra(s; stock tanks, and fences would be preserved under this.
alternative.
The ranch house and surrounding facilities would be adaptively used in this alternative for park administrative .offices ..
Limited interpretation of the ranch house woul.d be provided. The existing swinging footbridge would be replaced with a
safe footbridge, and a 0.5-mile interpretive trail to the mill area would be developed.

Resource Education Center
. Under alternative Ca new resource education facility would be developed at the northern boundary of the park (refer
to the Northern Boundary Facility map). This facility would include classrooms and meeting rooms for use by school
groups, special interest groups, and local residents. The location near the village of Pecoswould encourage community
ties between the park and the local residents by creating a convenient place where community members could use park
facilities. The location also would allow school groups to stage their activities before entering the rest of the park. In this
manner, school and other groups would already be oriented before arriving at the visitor center, reducing conflicts
· between regular visitors and school groups. This type of.flexible facility would improve the operation of park facilities
because school groups would more likely use the space during the day, and commuriity use would occur during evening
and weekend hours. A small l S·car, 5-oversize vehicle parking area would accommodate visitors, including those with
disabilities, and staff at the resource education facility.

I

Park Administration and Operations
New facilities totaling 5,000 square feet for maintenance and I 0,300 square feet for all other administrative operations
(see appendix A for a more detailed description) would be constructed near the northern park boundary out of view
from the park's primary resources see Northern Boundary Facility map). This proposal was identified in the value
analysis study process as the preferred means o'f accommodating the administrative and maintenance facilities. The
primary advantages of this location would be that the administrative functions w~uld be separated from visitor use areas,
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ALTERNATIVES, INCLUDING THE PROPOSED ACTION

it wo_uld not be seen from primary visitor use areas, it would be the least costly to construct, and it would create greater
opportunities to tie park administration with the local community by its proximity to the village of Pecos (see appendix B
for a more detalled dlscuss·1on of the value analysis). Included at the new location would be admin'1strative and
maintenance facilities, staffoffices, a collectlons storage/curatorial facility, and staffhousing. The staff housing near the
administrative complex would help ensure protection of park resources. Staff housing in the casita would ensure a high
leve' of secudty for park resources and facilities. An apartment in the casita v.:ould accomniodate seasonal employees,
VIPs, and researchers. To accommodate additional volunteers, RV hookups would be provided at the new administrative
area.
A!! park administrative offices, with the exceptions of col!ection storage, curatorial functions, and the ruins preservation
· facility; would be relocated to the main ranch house, and the building would be expanded by approximately 3,000
square feet. A sensitive design and carefUI choice of materials and colors would be used so the addition would b.e
compatible with the architectural qualities of the ranch and would not significantly intrude on the cultural landscape.
These centrally located park administrative offices would enable park staff to respond quickly to visitor and resource
needs. Therefore, a new .1.25-mile gravel road with a new bridge over Glorieta Creek would be built from the access·
road to Koziowski's Stage Stop to provide safe, convenient access for park staff; the road would also connect with the
maintenance area. The existing ranch house road would be retained as a feature of .the ranching cultural landscape and
could be used for pedestrian access to the ranch house.
Housing ~ould be provided for three park employees inside the park, near but out of sight of the Pecos Pueblo I mission
ruins complex (two housing units to replace existing trailers) and in the casita near the ranch house. These facilities
would be needed to ensure a high level of security for park facilities and resources.
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Pecos Unit Alternatives

ALTERNATIVE D
Development Zone
Management zoning under this alternative would be similar to the proposed action except that additional development
wouid be iocated near the ranch house and at the Gateway overlook. Also, there would be no development at the
northern boundary.
OVERVIEW: PECOS UNIT
ALTERNATl\fi D

Pecos Pueblo I Mission Ruins Complex
Use and management of the Pecos Pueblo/ mission ruins complex would be similar to alternative C. Noncompatible
facilities would be removed or relocated out of view from the Pecos Pueblo I mission ruins complex, access would be
limited to designated trails, parking at the v·1s.1tor center would be expanded, appropriate access would be provided for
people with disabilities, and the sewage treatment system would be replaced. Because an overview of the continuum
story would be presented at the new visitor center, interpretation at the Fogelson vis.1tor center would focus on the
mission story. Exhibits dealing with material other than the pueblo/mission era would be relocated to the new Gateway
visitor center.

Kozlowski's Stage Stop
Kozlowski's Stage Stop would be adaptively used as an unstaffed interpretive facility (see Kozlowski's Stage Stop and
Ranch Area -Alternative D map). Restrooms and water would be available and would be designed not to intrude on the
historic scene and to minimize adverse impacts. The interpretive focus at this site would be pn its role in the Gateway,
emphasizing the Santa Fe Trail, the transportation of goods, and the movement of people through the Pecos River valley
and the Sangre de Cristo Mountains. The· relationship of the events at this site would be related to Civil War events that
·occurred at the park's Glorieta unit and to ranching activities that occurred on surrounding.lands. All of the area's
existing ranch buildings and structures, including the corrals, tack room, and barn, would be retained and used either for
interpretation or for park administrative purposes.
Visitors would drive to Kozlowski's Stage Stop via NM 63 and a new I -mile entrance road. A new parking area with
spaces for 20 cars and 4 oversized vehicles would be consti-ucted. Two spaces for visitors with disabilities would also be
provided. A 0.25-mile trail would lead from the parking ·area to the stage stop buildings.

The focus of Pecos unit olcemotive D ·
would be to interpret the gateway and
the historic travel patterns through
Glorieta Pass. Visitors would be directed
to a new entrance at the south end and
a .new visitor ce·nter at the Gateway
overlook area (see Alternative D Pecos Unit map). A brood interpretive
overvie.w would be provided at the new
Gateway visitor center, as well as
parking. orientation, and trails. Specific·
and more focused imerpretotion would
be provided at Koz!owski's and at the
Fogelson visitor center at the Pecos
Pueblo I mission ruins complex.
Kozlowski's would be adaptively used as
an unstaffed imerpretive facility. The
existing Fogelson visitor center would be
· expanded for office space. and the
parking capacity would be increased.
· A new park administrative arid
operations facility would be developed
between Kozlowski's and the ranch
house. This complex would include
offices. maintenance, and employee
housing with associated parking and
storage areas The existing facilities near
the Pecos Pueblo I mission ruins complex
would be removed.
The ranch house would be used as a

Original Santa Fe Trail ruts are still visible on the west side of NM 63. A 0.25-rni!e trail from the stage stop under the
Glorieta Creek bridge would lead to a designated area where the ruts would be viewed and in_terpreted.

resource educational facility for scnoo!s
and other groups, including the

possibility for overnight use for special
programs. Pri111itive trails would be
provided east a( the Pecos River.
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AL TERNA T/VES, INCWDING THE PROPOSED ACTION .

Gateway Overlook
Visitors wou!d be directed to a new southern park entrance and would enter by way of a new I -mile paved road off
NM 63. A new, staffed 3,500-square-foot visitor center would be constructed at the Gateway overlook. A new parking
area with spaces for 40 cars and 4 oversized vehicles would be constructed. Two·spaces for visitors with disabilities
wouid aiso be provided.
The new Gateway visitor center would provide a broad overview of the entire Pecos story. From the Gateway overlook
visitors could see .the ranch , the Pecos River, the Pecos Pueblo I mission ruins complex, the Santa Fe Trail route, and
Glorieta Pass. The interpretive focus would be the seque~ce of events.that c~i:nprise the continuum of Pecos National
Historfcal Park. Here visitors would have opportunities to learn about the significance of the Glorieta unit to the park
story and would be ·encouraged to visit that unit. A picnic area with 20 tables would be provided. All new vi,sitor fadlities
would be out of view from other areas of the park. However, because of the proximity to such high visitor use. it is
imperative that archeolcigical sites near the Gateway overlook be thoroughly inventoried and evaluated for their national
register significance, and that protective measui:es be developed. The Hispanic frontier sites might require archeological
investigations, stabilization, and/or other "hardening" treatment because of their proximity to the visitor center.
The Colonias bridge would be repaired and modified for use as a footbridge. Tra"1ls from 0.25-mile to I 0 miles would be
developed from the Gateway overlook, across the river, and into the eastern portion of the park. Existing roads would
be used to the greatest extent possible. A I .5-mile interpretive trail would be developed along th~ ridges.east of the.
Pecos River to the historic mill site near the ranch house. More research, including archeological investigations, would be .
needed for this site, and stabilization and other protective measures would be required.
The presence of staffing in this area would make it feasible to offer guided tours to one or more Pueblo sites in the
southern part of the Pecos unit.

Forked Lightning Ranch
The ranch house would be adaptively used for interpretation and resource educati~n activities. The si.te would be
maintained to reflect the ranching period to inter pret this part of the continuum . Visitors to th~ ~nch house would take .
·a I -mile gravel road to the vicinity of Glorieta Creek, where they.would park in a 15-car, 2-oversized vehicle parking
area and walk across the bridge to the ranch house. Adm"1nistrative access to the ranch house would be the same as
described under alternative C. The existing swinging footbridge across.the Pecos River would be replaced with a safe
footbridge, and a 0.5-mile interpretive trail would be developed from the ranch house to the historic mill area and the
junction with the interpretive trail from the Gateway overtook. To provide visitors with an understanding of ranching
and its effects on the landscape, the Park Service would.actively preserve and maintain some of the resources associated
with the ranching era. While a cultural lands.cape report would be needed to prov_ide detailed guidance, preliminary
analysis indicates that such ranching-related cultural landscape resources as additional pasture areas, corrals, stock tanks,
and fences would be preserved under this alternative.
·
·
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ALTERNATIVES. INCLUDING THE PROPOSED ACTION

Overview

Present use and management would
continue. Primary interpretive focus
would continue to be at the Pecos
Pueblo I mission ruins complex. No
new visitor facilities would be
developed.

Two visitor staging areas would be
developed ~the Fogelson visitor
center area and Kozlowski's Stage
Stop._ New visitor facilities would
indude trails, trailheads, and
interpretive el\hibits.

Three staging areas would be·
developed - the Foge(son visitor
center, Ko.zlowski's St;ige Stop~ and
the Gateway overlook. Staging
areas and ;i.ssociated facilities would
have easy vehicle access.

Visitors would enter the park from
.the south, and a new vi~itor center
would be developed at the Gateway
overlook area. Other visitor
facilities would continue to be
provided at Kozlowski's Stage Stop
and t_h e Fogelson visitor center.

Pecos Pueblo/Mission
Ruins Complex

Existing visitor center would
contini.Je to serve as the only
interpretive stop for visitors. There
would be no expansion or
modification of existing facilities.
Existing administrative facilities
would remain. New housing units
would be constructed.

The Fogelson visitor center would
be expanded to accommodate
additional office space, storage, and
parking. The picnic area and ·other ·
minor elements would be relocated.
The access road would be. relocated
away from ru)ns area. New trails
would include a return loop from
the ruins to the visitor center and to
Ko.zlowski's. Existing administrative
facilities would be removed.
Cultural resource management
would be out of view of the_ ruins
area.

Same as alternative B.

Same as alternatJve B.

Forked Lightning
Ranch

The ranch area would be used for
park administration and operations.
An existing ranch road would be
upgraded. to provide access from
the northern boundary to the ranch
house.
·

The ranch house would be
adaptlvely used as a resource
education facility. An administrative
access road would be developed as
in alternative A. Pastures would be
preserved. A pedestrian bridge
across the river would be
developed to· connect to trails east
of the river.

The ranch house would be
expanded and adapted for park
administration and operations. A
paved road and bridge over Glorieta
Creek would be built for access to
the ranch house. More pastures
would be preserved under this
alternative than under alternative B.

Same as alternative B except that
access to the ranch house would be
from a new p"aved road and bridge.
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Pecos Unit Alternatives

Park Administration and Operations

Most park administrative· functions, including maintenance, would be relocated to a previously disturbed area between
Kozlowski's Stage Stop and the main ranch house, which would be out of sight from visitor use areas. A 5,000~square
foot maintenance facility af']d a I 0,300-square-foot administrative facility would be constructed (refer to Kozlowski's
Stage Stop and R..anch Area - ~AJternative D map). Th~s site would be centra!ly-[ocated \.·Vith.respect to visitor use sites in
this alternative and would enable park staff to respond quickly to visitor and resource needs. The relocation of some
interpretive exhibits from the Fogelson visitor center to the proposed Gateway overlook visitor center would leave
sufficient space to provide for visitor center staff offices. An addition would be constructed to provide for collections
. .storage and curatorial activities. The existing sewage treatment system would be enlarged and upgraded to meet
increased demands that would be associated with this development.
The two recently removed trailers near the Pecos Pueblo I mission ruins complex would. be replaced by two housing
units totaling 2,300 square feet. The casita near the ranch house would also be used
employee housing. These
facilities would be needed to ensure a high level of security for park facilities and resources.

for

Pecos Unit Alcematives

Kozlowski's Stage
Stop ·

No interpretive or visitor facilities
would be developed. The existing
structures would continue to be
used for park administration and
operations . An access road would
be developed along an existing
ranch road.

The stage stop vicinity would be
adapted for visitor contact and
exhibits. A new entrance road to
rhe staging area, ranch, overlook,
and riv.e r would be developed. The
stage stop would be 'adaptively used
. as a staffed interpretive facility. A
comfort station, parking area,
trai!head, and trails would be
developed.

+-

No development ..

I

··-- - -----Park Administration
and Operations

, adaptively used for park
he~dciuarters. A maintenance
building would be located near
Kozlowski's. The casitawould be
adaptively used for park housing.
. New housing would replace
recently remolled housing near the

I

A comfort station, interpretive
exhibits,.and picnic area would be
developed. A pedestrian bndge
would be developed at the Colornas
bndge foundations to provide
access to trails east of the river.

L

-- - - - - - - -

I The ranch house would be

·- - - - ---

·

.

.

·

·
·

.
.
· ---------- ----~--__,

·· - - -

A comfort station, interpretive
A new southern park entrance
exhibits, and a picnic area would be
would be developed. A new visitor ·
developed. Vehicle access from the
center at the Gateway overlook
stage stop area and a parking area
would be built. New faciht1es would
would be provided. A pedestrian
include park:ng, a tradh ead, an d a
bridge would be developed at the
pedestrian bridge to connect with
Colonias bridge foundations to
~he trails east of river.
provide access to trails east of the
. ·
river.
·

I
I

-

. , New adm1n1strative facilities,
induding office space, maintenance,
·,. storage, parking, and park housing.
would be developed at the northern
. boundary.

--

---

- - -- - - - - - - -- -

-- --- -- -~-

The ranch house would be
. Anew facility would be located near
adaptively used. A new maintenance / the stage stop, including office
facility wo.uld be built near the stage , space, maintenance, storage, and
stop. Park housmg would be
parking.
provided at the casita and the ruins.

1

I· · .
~~urce E~ucation1 :~n:~.---- - -. - .- - _ . ----1i-~e r.anch. ~~use w~uld be.·

.
- -- - - -

l------~----+-------- -----·----4------------

Gateway Overlook

Same as alternative B except the
stage stop would be ad3ptiveJy used
as an unstaffed interpretive facility.

Visitor facilities would be the same
as under alternative B. However, a
new maintenance facility would be
developed near the stage stop:

- ·- ..

adaptively used for resource
education. Access would be along
an existing ranch road from the
· northern boundary.

·- · - - ·- - --··- -

· - r - ·- ·-

·· --

-·· -

··

A new facility wit.h parking would b_e [ .Sarne as al~ernative B except a new
developed at the northern
I gravel access.road would _be .
boundary site.
developed with a new bridge over
Glorieta Creek.

I
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AL TERNA T/VES, fNCLUDING THE PROPOSED ACTJON

Trails

A trail network wou!d be developed
east of the Pecos River.

Sa.rne as a!ternative B.

Saine as alternative B.

Development Cose*

$3,269,700

$9,883,200

$10,078,900

$12.492,600

Staffing Cost*"

$1,165,646

$1,766,205

$1,942,825

$2,234,249

"Total cost based on gross cost and advance and project planning costs (figures are rounded; see appendix E)
"*A breakdown or staffing costs are presented in appendix D
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GLORIETA UNIT ALTERNATIVES
ALTERNATIVE 1 (~0 ACTION)

OVERVIEW: C:.LORIETA UNIT
ALTERNATIVE 1 (NO ACTION)

Pigeon's Ranch
In th.is alternative for the Glorieta unit, NM 50 would continue to pass through the center of Pigeon's Ranch, and visitors·
would not be encouraged to stop there. Pigeon's Ranch would continue to be. interpreted at the Fogelson visitor center.

No new fociliries would be developed or
Pigeon's Ranch or Canonci10 under this
alternative (see Alternative I - Gloriero
Unit map). NM 50 would conrinue 10
bisect Pigeon's Ranch . The Fogelson
visitor center would amtinue co p!ovide
inrerpretotion of Pigeon 's Ranch.

Canoncito
No public access or facilities would be provided.
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ALTERNATIVE 2 (PROPOSED ACTION).
Pigeon'.s Ranch

The primary objectives
under
the proposed action for the Glorieta unit would be to preserve the cultural landscape and
.
.
interpret the Civil War battle th~t took place in the area. To accomplish these obiectives a core battlefield zone was
identified during the planning process. The zone was determined through a viewshed analysis and cu ltural landscape
analysis in the field from the key vantage points used during the battle. The vantage points are presently known as
Sharpshooter's Ridge, Windmill Hill, and A:ri:illery Hill. While preserving the entire historic landscape and archeo!ogical
resources in the park would be important, the core battlefield zone would serve as the primary area to interpret the
battle. As much as is feasible, structures and other features that were not present during the time of the battle would be
removed. The landscape and structures that were present at the time of the battle would be stabilized and rreserved in
a way that would prevent the disturbance of arche·ological resources.
Contemporary facilities would be developed outside of this zone to accommodate visitor access and provide
opp~rtunities for visitors to understand the area's history. However, sensitive site selection would minimize intrusions of
tpese facilities on archeological sites and the rest of the historic scene.
·
The Federal Highway Adm·1nistration and New Mexico Highway Department are investigating.the possibility of rerouting
NM 50 by way of a new interchange with 1-25 southeast of the Pigeon's Ranch area. JfNM 50 was relocated out of the
Glori eta unit. the site would be developed for visitor use and interpretation. The public acquisition of all the properties
in the Glorieta unit would need to occur before full development or public access and dosure of the road to
through-traffic would be implemented. ln addition, reasonable a)terriative access would have to be availat:ile to those
landow~ers outside the unit that are presently served by the access easement near the Pigeon's Ranch structure.
The existing paved road would end at a 20-car, 4-oversized vehicle parking area near the east boundary of the unit. A
staffed contact station incorporated in an existing strvctvr·e would provide orientation to the site and would interpret
the battle of G!orieta and its rote in the Civil War. The site's relationshio to the other park units wou ld also be explained .
Restrooms would be provided at the parking area.
The r:emainder of the road through the unit wou!d be reduced in width and returned to a gravel surface for foot travel
to reflect the historic experience of travel on the Santa Fe Trail.
The Pigeon 's Ranch structure would be stabilized and interpreted from the outside. A 3-mile loop trail would be
constructed to int'erpret the battlefield landmarks, such as Sharpshooter's Ridge, Windmill Hill, and Arti \\ery Hi\\, to help
visitors visualize the scene and events that took place during the battle. Additional research would. be needed to identFfy
any other Glor"1eta battlefield features that would need to be preserved and interpreted as part of the Santa Fe Trail
stene or the Civil War battle. The trails in th\s unit would be linked with the new Santa Fe trail when it is developed. The
location of the trail link would be identified during the planning Research would also be needed to ic;lenrify other historic
features requiring national register evaluation.·

OVERVIEW: GLORlf.TA UNIT
ALTERNATIVE l (PROPOSED A(TION)
The G/orieta unit would have a visiror
contact facility in an existing .structure,
an interpretive exhibit and trails near
Pigeon's Ranch. and a pullout at·
Canoncito to interpret the Civil War
baale (see Altemative 2 - Glorieta

Unit map).

AL TEP.NATIVES. INCLUDING THE PROPOSED ACTION

Before removing the road and stabilizing the structure or adding visitor facilities, further archeological and architectural
investigations would be conducted to aid in defining archeological remains that relate to the ranch and the Battle of
Glorieta Pass.
·
A small pullout would be developed near Windmill Hill at an existing disturbed site to provide access from the west .
.Here; a short traii wouid iead to a panoramic view of the battiefieid, which wouid be accompanied by an interpretive
exhibit. The trail.would continue to the top of Windmill Hi/I for another panoramic view and the further interpretation of
the strategic use of the hill during the battle. This interpretive stop would provide visitors with the story of the battle
from'a perspective of confederate troops moving through the area from the west.

ff NM 50 was net relocated, an unstaffed interpretive kiosk an<j a I. I -mile trail north of tlie road to Sharpshooter's Ridge
wo1,1ld be built. Th_e. Pigeon's Ranch structur~ would continue to be stabilized.
·

Canoncito
Because Canoncito would be best interpreted from an overlook, an interpretive exhibit with spaces for I 0 cars and 4
oversized vehicles would be developed off the access road from 1-25. Interpretation would explain the Civil War battle
events that occurred at and near this site and the relationship of this unit to other areas in the park. The National Park
Service would work cooperatively with the Forest Service and the Conservation Fund to develop an overlook trail to the
top of the mesa. The new Santa Fe trail would be linked with the interpretive overlook whe.n it is developed.
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A~ TERNA TIVE.S.

INCLUDING THE.PROPOSED ACTION

ALTERNATIVE 3
Pigeon's Ranch ,
OV£RV1£W: GLORJETA Ul'lrT

--

AL'URNATIVE~

The Glorieta unit wou}d have a visitor
contact facility in

a new structure, an

interpretive .exhibit and (fails near
.· Pigeon 's Ranch. and an interpreiive
exhibit <rt Caiioncito to interptet the
Civil War battle (see Alternative 3 Gloriera l}nit m ap).

As in the proposed action the core battlefield would serve as abasis for interpreting the historic landscape of the area.
Visitor facilities would be developed outside this zone. In this alternative a contact station would be developed on the
edge of the core zone, linking the visitor staging area closer to the hi~toric resources. The contact facility and a pa~king
. area for· 20 cars and 4 oversized vehicles would be near an existing residence. A new building with exhibit space and
restrooms would be constructed. Existing water and sewer systems would be upgraded to meet the demands "Of
projected visitation to the area. A short 0.25-rnile traif along the NM 50 corridor would lead visitors to the adobe
structure. From there visltors could take longer walks to other features as in the proposed action. A pullout on the west
side would a\so be developed as described in the proposed action. A new Santa Fe trail \ink would be identified during
the planning phases of the new trail.

Caiioncito

AS in the proposed action an interpretive exhibit with spaces for l 0 cars and 4 oversized vehicles would be developed
·Off the access road from 1-25. Interpretation would expla'1n the Civil War battle events that occurred and near this site

at

and the relationship of this unit to the other areas in the park. The National Par.k Service would work cooperatively with
the Forest Service and the Conservation Fu.nd
develop an overlook trail to the top of the mesa.
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Pigeon's Ranch · 1 Visitors would not be
. encouraged to stop.
) NM 50 would remain.

'._
I
· 1

NM SO would be rerouted outside park
boundaries. A comfort station would
be .develope.d . An existing .building
~ would be adaptively used as a visitor
·l
contact facility with interpretive
,
exhibits. Parking and trails would be
I
provided. The Pigeon's Ranch structure
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would be stabilized.
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Costs
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An interpretive exh1b1t and overlook

San1e visitor facilities as in alternative 8 .
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CU.LTURAL ENVIRONMENT. • • • •
HISTORICAL OVERVIEW

Prehistory
Archeo!ogical sites in northeastern New Mexico reflect at least t0,000 years of human history, beginning with the
earliest Paleo--lndian groups w~o are known to have hunted large game in the region. As the climate became warmer
and drier, the large Pleistocene animals became extinct, and the Pecos area began to be used sporadically by small,
highly mobile, kin-based Archaic groups. These groups moved from place to place seasonally, hunting and gathering.
Their survival depended on expert knowledge of the location, availability, and growth cycles of local resources and
ecological zones. These groups left on!y modest traces on the Pecos landscape, including scattered camps, kill sites,
food-processing areas, and lithic procurement sites.

As human populations increased and adapted to a more sedentary lifestyle, inhabitants began to build small pithouse
villages in forested mountain settings and began to grow maize. The first known pithouse village in the Pecos vicinity,
built near Glorieta Creek, was occupied between ca. AD. 800--850. During the next five centuries population .increases
were accompanied by technological .and cultural development, including the production of ceramics and the growth of
religious and social groups.
Family groups had built numerous small structures in the upper Pecos River valley by the A.D. I l 00s. By AD. 1200 these
groups had begun to concentrate into larger, coursed adobe, one-story dwellings, and within a.century major
communities were established in the Pecos River valley. By the mid 1400s all of the valley's pueblos except Pecos were
unoccupied. Pecos Pue.b!o had a population of around 2,000 by 1541 and had become a regional power, thriving on the
strong and. stable trade between Plains and Puebloan people.
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AFFECTED ENVIRONMENT

Early Historic Period
It is possible that population increases, coupled with drought and politic;s, may have strongly influenced the consolidation
of Puebloan groups in the centuries before 1540. The consolidation of settlements at Pecos Pueblo may also have been
due to pressure from enemy groups. Teya Indians (possibly Caddoan-speaking Plains groups) tried to conquer Pecos.
· Pueblo in about .1525 . Following their failure, the Teyas were received as friends who were allowed to trade and camp
just outside the walls of the pueblo. The result of this consolidation was the creation of a powerful stronghold . By the
time the Spaniards began exploring the regio.ri, the Pecos Indians had raised an almost fortress-like pueblo strategically
located to overlook th'e Pecos River valley.

Spanish Exploration a!'ld Colonial Period ··
Pecos Pueblo's first contact with Euro-Americans occurred during the summer of 1540 when a contingent of Pecos
Indians met with Francisco Vasquez de Coronado's expeditionary force at Hawikuh. Seeking provisions for their trek
onto the pla'1ns, Coronado and his group visited Pecos Pueblo. When .the Spaniards returned to Mexico in 1542, they left
one of their friar:s behind, hoping to convert t he Indians of Pecos to Christianity.
The discovery qf minerals in Chihuahua and the desire to Christianize the Indians ~ccele.rated the northward movement
of the Spanish into previously unoccupied lands during the late 1500s. These forays included the 1581 RodriguezChamuscado entrada and the unauthorized expeditions of Antonio de Es pejo (1583), Gaspar Castano de Sosa (I 591 ),
and Gutierrez de Humana shortly before the beginning of the J?th cent ury. In I 595 Juan cle Onate acquired the right to
.conquer, pacify, and administer areas of New Mexico and began permanent Spanish settlement.in 1598.
Following the direction of the king of Spain, the Spanish began' to create a colony in the region and establish missions.
Major expenditures ~f human effort and materials went into constructing mission facilities. Establishment of the
.
Franciscan Mission of Nuestra Senora .d e los Angeles de Por~iuncu\a at Pecos in the early 1600s soo~ began to cause
major changes in the lives o.f pueblo residents.
The Pecos Indians jci'1ned the Pueblo revolt of 1680-92 and destroyed the church. ln 1693 the Spanish reestablished the
mission at the pueblo; a lesser revolt involved P.ecos Indians in 1696. Under the supervision of the Sp~niards, the Indians
· built yet another mission church at Pecos by 1707.
During the t 700s Pecos Pueblo represented the east'erri frontier outp0st of Spanish colonialism. The pueblo functioned
as a base of military activities on the plains and was the key· pueblo in the defense of Spanish settlements aIcing the Rio
Grande. The strategic importance of the pueblo is reflected in the construction of the guardhouse kivas and possibly
earthworks. After 1786 Pecos Pueblo continued to be of strategic importance as a port of entry to the Spanish provincial
capital of Santa Fe and as a point of departure for military-related expeditions to the platns. Thls easternmost frontier
outpost was a guardfan· of t he main access to Santa Fe by way of the plains. Throughout t he t8th century the Pecos
population declined. Conflicts over secular and religious leadership brought about disorganization in the community.

Cultural Environment

Disease, drought, and attacks from Plains Indians plagued both the Spanish and the Pecos Indians. At mid-century,
Comanche raids forced the Pecos Indians to abandon their irrigated fields along the Pecos River northeast of the pueblo,
as well as arable land, which was dependent on rain. They were no longer able to bring water from the river and had ·to
rely on wells . Wood cutting also became a problem,
did feed for their horses and other livestock. The last priest to
the Pecos had left by 1820.
·

as

During the late 1700s and early 1800s t he Spanish governor of New Mexico provided for the expanding non-Indian
population by making land grants of unappropriated domain. Initially Spanish land grant boundaries -:- such as Los T rigos
between Pecos Pueblo and San Miguel Del Vado ~respected Indian lands . Four square leagues of land were surveyed
as the Pecos grant in 1818, leaving surrounding lands open for development. The best lands along the river were soon
clain1ed by the Hispanic settlers, who maintained that the land was unappropriated, until led, and unimproved. La Placita
near the Pecos River was an example of Hispanic agriculture and settlement during the early f 800s . ·
.
Traditionally both the historic Pecos Indians and the Hispanic inhabitants divided grant lands intc> three general types villages with individual house plots, irrigated farm lands, and uncultivated and unfenced forest and grazing lands held i.n
common for all. Livestock, especially sheep , goats, and some horses, were he rded to keep them out of the fields and
were moved seasonally between shared summer and winter ranges.
Gradually Hispanic settlers moved onto Pecos Pueblo grant lands. By 1838 the few remaining Pecos Indians had left t heir
pueblo in the hands of a caretaker .and went tci live at the Pueblo of Jemez.
During the next century a series of legal actions sought to define the ownership of the Pecos grant, and the ·lands were
solc:Jrepeatedly without clear title. Absentee owners from the east exploited the area's grazing lands and ti mber;
Hispanic settlers continued to us·e t.h e area for wood cutting, pasturing livestock, and agriculture. The Pecos were legally
merged into the Pueblo of Jemez by an act of Congress in 1936, and the Pecos culture still survives at Jemez through
linguistic and cultural connections.
·

I
I

I
I

Santa Fe Trail Period

!
I
I

For nearly a century Pecos Pueblo was sanctioned by the Spanish government as an authorized trading poindor people
and goods frorn the east~ a practice established before the Spanish presence. Steady population growth in the east
resulted in an increase of products from that area. The Spanish government realized that importations were
undermining the already struggling domestic trade with Mexico City. In the ~arly 1700s the Spanish government made an
effort to shift the economic dependence to Mexico City by declaring it illegal for foreign traders to conduct their
bu.siness in New Mexico, thereby shutting down the ancient trade route from the east.
Some traders ignored the moratorium. Beginning as early as the 1730s, French traders attempted to bring goods to
Spanish colonists. But the effort was effectively suppressed by local leaders in office who extorted greater and greater
sums of money to look the other way and punished those who refused. The American Revolution, Louisiana Purchase
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and the growing independenc~ of Spanish colonies from Mexico helped set the stage for increased trade between
eastern markets and settlers along the .Rio Grande.
In 1821 William Becknell led a pack train from Missouri to Santa Fe, stopping at the new settlement of San Miguel~ which
served as the valley's main trading center and port of entry into Mexico. Becknell negotiated an agreement with the
Spanish governor to reopen the t~de route, and the Santa Fe Trail was.officially named. Unfortunately unrestricted
trade via the Santa Fe Trail came too late to have much ofa beneficial effect on the Pecos economy. By the time Becnel!
· arrived in the area, the majority of the Pecos had been killed by disease or warfare or had moved to adjoining areas such
as San Miguel. Until the early 1830s those Indians remaining at Pecos offered hospitality to occasional travelers using the
trail.
The Santa Fe trade was briefly interrupted by the Mexican-American War in. 1846. American troops passed through
. Glorieta Pass on the Santa Fe Trail during the war that resulted in the addition of New Mexico and other parts of the
frontier to the United States.
At first, small nierchan~ purchased goods and transported them along the trail independently. Later came large,
organized companies with long wagon trains doing business as common carriers. As the trade grew, so did way stations
such as the Pigeon's Ranch complex and Kozlowski_'s Stage Stop.

Civil War Battle of Glorieta Pass
In 1862 Confederate forces from Texas had successfully moved up the Rio Grande valley to Santa Fe and were poised to
head up the Santa Fe Trail to capture military stores at Fort Union, The plan was then to take control of the Colorado
goldfields and then move west to the seaports in California. ·
The first encounter between Confederate and Union forces was fought so~ewhere east of Johnson's Ranch on
·. March 26; 1862, and was followed by indecisive but heavy fighting at Pigeon's· Ranch on March 28. During this time
Confederate supply wagons, together with horses and mules, canons, .and tents, were at Johnson's Ranch . Major
Chivington led Union troops around the Confederate flank at Pigeon's Ranch ·and across the mountainous terrain to the
bluff above Johnson's Ranch. The Union forces burned the wagons and supplies and slaughtered the livestock. Loss of all
their supplies and means of transportation forced the Confederates to retreat from New Mexico, ending the Civil War
in the West.

The

Uniori troops used the Santa Fe Trail and facilities near Pecosfor more than two months during a.nd after the battl.e.
old mission church at Pecos Pueblo was also used to house the wounded, and some soldiers were purportedly buried
nearby.
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Ranching Period
Between the 1870s and 1920s Pecos Pueblo and Los Trigos grant lands were occupied by Hspanic ranchers and farmers ·
who depended on the land for their livelihood and used it in the traditional Hispanic pattern. Tex Austin acquired
ranchland in the Pecos Puebla grant and developed the Forked Lightning Ranch, a dude ranch that replaced the
traditional ranching activities.
Former grant lands were owned and managed by one large corporate entity rather than individual small farmers and
herders using lands in common. Open ranges were divided, fenced, and gated. Purebred beef cattle rept.aced sheep, and
pifion and juniper stands were cleared to provide more grazing for cattle. Common access to the river was cut off,
earthen stock tanks were excavated, and large physical facilities for managing cattle - corrals, loading arid branding
pens, chutes, shop, tack rooms, etc. -were built at .Kozlowski's east and south of the main building and in the outer
pastures.

As New Mexico began to recognize and promote its scenic and historic features to tourists, dude ranches

becam~

popular. Dude ranches reflected a·n attempt to cash in on the easterners' romantic notion of the rugged strength and
simplicity of the"Old West" frontier and were vigorously promoted by the railroads . Austin's Forked Lightning Ranch
took advantage of this. interest and promoted itself as an easy destination for easterners ~ it was only 2 miles from the
r:ailroad station at Rowe. It was d~signed to provide quarters for guests in a rustic southwestern style. Activities in.:;luded
golf, polo, fishing, hunting, horseback riding, picnicking, camping, hikes through the old orchard near·the river, pack and
chuck wagon trips, tennis, croquet, dancing, and motor trips to Santa Fe and the lndiao pueblos, including the ·now
deserted Pecos Pueblo.
Austin hired Santa Fe architect John Gaw Mee.m to design the main ranch house in a Mexican hacienda style. The house
was completed in J 925 and served
the focal point of the exclusive dude ranch retreat for wealthy easterners. The
trading post functioned as the ranch's business office and ranch foreman's residence w~til the phasing out of cattle sales
and shipments in 1991 .
·

as

Austin operated the Forked Lightning Ranch for seven years, then lost it in bankruptcy in 1933. W. C. Currier bought the
ranch from its creditors and later sold it to Texas oilman E. E. "Buddy" Fogelson in 1939. In 1949 Fogelson married
actress Greer Garson, and the ranch became a summer home until Mr. Fogelson's death in I 987. Greer Garson sold the
ranch to the R. K. Mellon F9undation, which donated it fo the National Park Service In 1993. The predominant "Texas" . ·
pattern of land use, a tradition since the 1920s. is reflected in the ranchland's present cultural landscape.
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EXCEPTIONAL CULTURAL RESOURc:ES
Glorieta Pass (Gateway Views and Connections)
For centuries the Pecos River valley has been a gateway, strategically located between the high plains and the Rio
Grande valley. High mountain ranges form a 360" backdrop around the Pecos River valley's mesas and rolling plains. To
the east the magnificent 13,000-foot-high headwall of New Mexico's Sangre de Cristo Range provides both visual and
physiographic relief and defines the western edge of the Great Plains. To the west the stark, formidable barrier of
Glorieta Mesa is bisected by the gentle contours of Glorieta Pass, allowing access westward into the Rio Grande valley.
The topography of this area formed a natural transportatioo route linking the Great Plains and the Rio Grande va\\ey.
This centuries"old route wound southwest along the southern fianks of the Sangre de Cristo Range to reach the Pecos
River valley near the Pecos Pueblo. From Pecos the trail climbed over Glorieta Pass before dropping down through
Apache Canyon into the Rio Grande drainage. At its center the great pueblo of Pecos became a cultural crossroads.
where peoples from the high plains, mountains, rive~ basins, and deserts of the Southwest met and interacted.
Pueblo 1ndians followed this route when they went buffa\6 hunting on the.plains and Pueblo and Plains Indian tribes met
at Pecos to wage war or to bai-ter. S\)anish explorers, buffalo hunters, and traders used the pass as a portal through the
mountains and visited the frontier outpost at the Pecos Pueblo. Hispanic settlers came to the Pecos River valley via this
route. St. Louis caravan traders followed the Santa Fe Trail by Pecos Pueblo and over Glori eta Pass. The trail not only
provided access for Civil War armies, but areas like Glorieta and Pigeon's Ranch were the setting for one of the war's
most important battles in the Southwest, when Texas and Colorado volunteers fought at the gateway's center. Although
the transcontinental railroad and modern highways later replaced the original trail, the route still serves as a crucial link
between the plain~, the R'10 Grande valley, and the Southwest.

Pueblo Development
.For more than I 0 centuries the upper Pecos River valley was a meeting place for mariy different cultural groups who left ·
behind their belongings, villages, ·and fields. The most visible and well known of these sites are the pueblo ruins. dating
frOm AD, l 300 to the late \ 700s. The ru'1ns and their contents bear witness to dramatk changes in the Pueb\oan
world :-- the dependence on agriculture, the .establishment of community life, status as a renowned trade center, and
the influence of European contact and colonization.
The park's pueblo riJins include the 150-room Forked Lightning Pueblo, which may have been the immediate
predecessor to the great Pecos Pueblo~ and several other nearby structural ruins. Loma Lothrop Pueblo rriay have been
contemporaneous with the later occupation of Forked Lightning. South Pueblo was begun as a series of srhall .
roomblocks dur·1ng the 1300s and later was enlarged ·into aterraced village of 200 to 300 rooms. Several large pueblo
sites in the area but outside park boundaries date to about the same time period (just prior to the occupation of Pecos
Pueblo).
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By about 1450 the Towa-speaki ng Puebloans had left mosi: of their Pecos River valley villages and were concentrated in
the monumental new pueblo known today as Pecos Pueblo . Constructed atop the north end of a mesilla (small mesa)
ove rlooki ng the Pecos and Glo rieta river drainages, this huge apartment .building consisted of four separate multistory
houseblocks in the form of a giant rectangle around ·a spacio.us 2-acre plaza. lt appears to· have been planned as a single
defensible unit, with annexes added at a later time. The compact, terraced masonry pueblo may have had from 600 to
700 rooms. Pecos Pueblo was the largest community documented in the Rio Grande region at the time of
Euro"American contact and consisted of residential, ceremonial, and possibly public architecture. Pecos Pueblo is unique
both for its architectural featu res and its role as a defensive frontier trading post.
An extraordinary amount of natural resources, human energy, architectural and planning skills, and social organization
were involved in t he construction of Pecos, as well as the adioining villages. The arch itectural remains of these villages
hold an untold wealth of information about the past.

Spanish Colonial Sites

two

More than
centuries of Spanish influence at Pecos resulted in the construction of a series of mission churches and
secular buildings. These efforts reflect the strong interest Spain took. in both missionary activities and economic
exploitation . They were intensified at Pecos Pueblo because of its size, rich;iess, and the opportunity it gave the Spanish
to reach beyond the Rio Grande into the plains. The Franciscan church mission at Pecos was attractive because of the
potential number of souls' to be saved . After the Spanish presence was establi shed at Pecos and before Californ ia
missions were built, Pe~os also r ep resented the westernm ost frontier outpost of Cat holicism in the New World. To a
large degree Pecos was the focal point of church/state conflict in New Mexico, and the pueblo inhabitants bore the
brunt of a labor and goods extractive system .
The first of the mission constr.u ction efforts is known today as "Lost Church" and may represent the first such structure
in New Mexico .. Little is known about the history of t his church, located northeast of the Pecos Pueblo I mission ruihs
complex. It is not mentioned in those Spanish recor-ds that have been researched.· It is believed, hpwever', to have been
used ac; a temporary chapel during i:he construction of the mission complex .
The mission ruins stand today as an extensive complex of structures and archeological remains dating from the l SOOs
. through the )ate 1700s. Occupants witnessed the erection and use of the three churches and two conventos at the slte
where the partially standing 18th century church and convento ruins remain.
The earliest church on the site, the second church of Pecos, was discovered archeologically in 196 7 and is represented
only by its foundations, which are visible beyond the walls of-the present church. The structure was built of coursed ,
mold-made black adobe and was plastered white, The church was supported on massive rubble-fllfed foundations faced
with random masonry elements. This edifice was reportedly the second largest church north of Mexico and was
· described as a most splendid temple of singular construction and excellence. The complex also had several other
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features, including a cemetery, a porter's lodge, a corral; and a garth. The large convento and cloister attached to the
church on the south were continuously enlarged and rebuilt until the 1680 revolt, when the chwrch was destroyed.
The next church on the site, the third church of Pecos, was a temporary chapel constructed ca. 1694~99, during the
reoccupation of the area following the Pueblo revok It was in use until around 1706. Although no archeological evidence
of this building has been found, knowledge of it was acquired through historka_I documents.
The mission ofNuestra Senora de Los Angeles Porciuncula (the fourth church of Pecos) was built in th~ early 1700s and
presently dominates the mesnla. The ex·1sting church structure has been badly damaged by vandalism, visitor traffic, and
natural processes such as rain, vege.tation, and seasonal changes in temperatures. during the 19th century. The church
was. archeologically excavated in . 1915 and has undergone a variety of stabilization and research projects.
The large 17th and 18th century churches are singularly significant. The 17th century church, one of the largest churches
in the province, was bui1t in the st}i1e of a 16th century Mexican fortress. The 18th century church was smaller; however,
it was the largest in New Mexico during this period and had distinct architectural characteristics.
·
The remains of these churches occupy a portion of the mesilla just south of South Pueblo. Foundations of the second
church of Pecos are visible beneath the standing walls ofthe fourth church, alongwith stabilized ruins of the convento,
porter's lodge, corral, ramada, torreon, and a kiva.
Lost Church and the remains of the mission buildings form a physically unique and culturarly representative sample of
Spanish religious and secular architecture. Because so few examples of colonial secular structures are known, their
number and their presence at Pecos adds to the park's significance.

Spanish Colonial and Hispahic Homesteads
Secular components of early Spanish colonization of the Pecos. area likely centered around the construction and use of
the mission churches as indicated by the proximity of such structures as Casa Rea!, Presidio~ Square Ruin, and the
"ancient walled area" to the church/convento sites. Some of these compounds were left unoccupied after the Pueblo
Revolt of 1680 and are among the very few known sites dating to this time period.
The La Placi.ta archeological site is situated along the Pecos River in the southern portion of the park. This Hispanic
frontier site, dating from perhaps I 815 to 1820, is a type of site that is extremely rare in the Southwest and offers arr
unparalleled opportunity to understand some of the impacts that .the last years of Spanish rule had on populations in
New Spain.
Below the Forked Lightning ranch house is a grist mill that may date as early as the ! 860s. !twas operated by Anglos in
the early 20th century until it wa5 dismantled by Austin in 1925.
·
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Santa Fe Trail
The Santa Fe Trail corridor connects most of the primary cultural resource features of the park both historically and
. physically. The main trail lies outside of the park boundaries; however, many travelers used a spur trail to the vilJage of
Pecos and passed by the mission, Kozlowski's Stage Stop, and Pigeon's Ranch. The nearby town of Glorieta was founded
in 1839 by railroad construction workers employed by the Atlantic-Pacific Railroad. The railroad paralleled the Santa Fe
Trail from Misso·uri to New Mexico. This was the beginning of the end fort.he Santa Fe trade via the trail. Its demise was
complete when the railroad, now.owned by the Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe Railroad, became fully operational in the
1880s and replaced the trail as the predominant link with industries in the east.
Martin Kozlowski, a Polish immigrant, settled at Pecos by 18~8. He established a Santa Fe Trail way station and hostel
near the spring that flowed into Glorieta Creek. Remnants of Kozlowski's trading post are en.compassed in the present
structure; however, the number and type of outbuildi~gs that originally composed the establishment is unknown.
Kozfowskiwould have almost certainly had fiving quarters for his family, cabins or rooms for travelers, and a tavern.
Separate structures would have been needed for storing grain and stabling and corralling livestock. Koz.lowski considered
the. Pecos church his property, so he tore down its beams and used its adobe for building purposes. His original way
station was added onto and remodeled for more than a century. The existing building is a national historic landmark.
Pigeon's Ranch was centrally located at the midpoint of Glorieta Pass, bounded by Glorieta Creek on the south, and the
steep roc;ky hillsides on the north. This establishment, owned and managed by George Hebert, competed with
Kozfowski's Stage Stop for Santa Fe Trail business. Pigeon's Ranch was composed of a number of adobe structures,
including a trading post, hostel/stage stop, saloon, corrals, stables, a residence, sheds, and a well.
The construction of the Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe Railroad by 1880 drew traffic away from the ranch, and by the
turn of the century many of the buildings had fallen into disrepair. Only the trading post dose to the road remained
structurally sound. Sometime during the early 20th century the complex was remodeled. By the 1960s the complex was
again in disrepair and during the past decade has suffered severe damage from vandalism and the elements. However,
the damage has been repaired, and the building has been stabilized. Of the buildings on the south side of the highway,
only the large well is visible.
·
The development of highways along and on the Santa Fe Trail route culminated with the construction of 1-25 .. This
freeway parallels the trail near Pecos and replaced sections of it in the Apache Canyon area. New Mexico Highways 63
and SO follow the route of the trail near Pecos and along Glorieta Creek near Pigeon's Ranch. The route of the Santa Fe
Trail through the Pecos area is marked by a series of deeply scarred ruts visible in the pastures south and west of
Kozlowski's Stage Stop and other locations close to the mission.
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Tex Austin I Fogelson Ranch
During the 1920s rodeo entrepreneur Tex Austin acquired ranch lands s.outh and east of Pecos Pueblo, where he ·
established the Forked Lightning Ranch, a large cattle ranching operation that encompassed most
the former Pecos
Pueblo lands. Austin hired Santa Fe architect John Gaw Meem to design the main ranch house in a Mexican hacienda
style. The house wa5 completed in 1926 and served as the focal point of an exclusive dude ranch retreat for wealthy
easterners. The headquarters compound is made up of the ranch house and the nearby casita, along with several
·
ancillary structures, walkways, and trap shooting towers ~nclosed by a masonry wall. The buildings are accessed by a
narrow gravel road that winds across the grasslands from Kozlowski's, crossing Glorieta Creek just above its junction
with the Pecos River.

of

The Forked Lightning Ranch is an excellent example of this era in American history .. The overall national register
significance of the Forked Lightning Ranch and its cultural landscape has not been determined.
.

Glorieta Battlefield
Pigeon's Ranch/Kozlowski's Stage Stop. Both Pigeon's Ranch and Kozlowski's Stage Stop were used by Civil War
military forces who were involved in the 1862 Battle of Glorieta Pass. Troops were billeted at Kozlowski's and used the .
tavern there as a hospital. Pigeon's Ranch was one of three major sites where Confederate and Union forces fought.
During ~he battle Union forces were able to strategically position troops at three overlooks: Sharpshooter's Ridge,
Artillery Hill, and Windmill Hill. These ridges form a bo~ndary around the valley where the battle took place.
.

.

Private development has modified much of the battlefield area. Confederate burials have been reinterred at the Santa Fe
National Cemetery. Low earthen berms.and foundations .mark the former location of a number of fallen walls and
structures at fligeon's Ranch, and the entire area has tremendous potential. for·scientific archeological research into early
day trading posts and the Civil War battles. As indicated in the previous section, the significance of Pigeon's Ranch in
American history is commemorated by its inclusion on the National Register of Historic Places as a national histork
landmark and a.s part of the Glorieta battlefield.
Arrowhead Lodge ; built in the 1800s, is also in the Pigeon's Ranch area of the Glorieta unit. This irregularly shaped
building on the south side of NM 50 has been remodeled a number of times. Six cabins are west of the lodge.Together
the structures and their setting comp.rise an archeologicat site.·

Cafioncito I Johnson's Ranch. The legislated park boundaries for the Canoricito subunit contain no NPS-owned lands
at this time. However, among the more important known resources -in this s"u bunit is Johnson's Ranch near the west end ·
of Apache Canyon.
The Johnson's Ranch area has been modified since the 1862 battle by removing ranch buildings and constructing 1-25 and
1
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th~ Santa Fe Railroad through the site. Borrow pits have altered some of the terrain, modern buildings have. been .
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constructed, and hilltops have been graded. Other structures, including a church and cemetery, remain on the west side
_of the interstate. Their age and association with the ranch or th,e battle are not known at this time.
·

ARCHEOLOGY
Pecos National Historical Park is also important for its association with. A. V. Kidder, whose work was important in
developing American archeology. His systematic excavations es.tablished the foundation on which much of southwestern
archeology is based. He introduced a multidisciplinary approach to archeology, pioneered new methoc;ls of artifact
recordation and analysis, and used stratigraphic excavations, ceramics analysis, and tree ring dating to determine
occupation dates of regional sites, a typology still viable today. Hiswork has had a lasting impact on area archeology and
the understanding of cultural groWth and development..

Research Conducted to Date
Beginning with visits to Pecos Pueblo by Adolph Bandeller during the late 1800s, numerous archeological surveys and
investigations have been conducted at Pecos over the years. Much of the early archeological work at Pecos was

conducted·by A. V. Kidqer before 1929. His findings are included in a series of published reports. The blbHography of
work done at Pecos National Historical Park is too extensive to include here, but most of the archeological reports are
held by the New Mexico Museum's laboratory of Anthropology in Santa Fe or by· Pecos National Historical Park. Most
of the early work was site specific and_ was done prior to the inception of many .modern techniques.
In 1981 Dietrich Fliedner undertook to map and analyze sites all across the area as part of a study of the distribution of
field houses. However, his analysis was based on cultural geography and contains very little archeologica1 information.
Surveys of the northern portion of the Forked lightning Ranch were done by the Park Service in 1976, and in 1979-80
the University of New Mexico Field Sch_ool worked in the southernmost part of the ranch. Historic structure reports
currently underway by the Southwest System Support Office will provide a listing and general evaluation of past
investigations at the pueblo and several of the park's major historic sites. The National Park Service prepared a summary
of survey results on Forked Lightning Ranch in l 992. Further ard1eological surveys are planned for 1995-97.

ArcheoJogical Sites
Collectively the park's estimated archeological sites comprise an unsurpassed record of I 0,000 years of human history in
this part of the Southwest. A total of 132 sites have been recorded in the original monument, 139 more in the
surrounding Forked lightning Ranch unit, 7 at Pigeon's Ranch, and only I (the general area of the Confederate camp) at
Johnson's Ranch.
·
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The variety of sites along a lengthy temporal continuum, t.heir quality, deposit area, and direc~ association of many with
the Pecos Pueblo I mission ruins complex makes the park extraordinary for scientific study and public education. Sites
vary widely in size, type, and features. Sites and features iridud~ pueblos, cairns, ceramic and lithic scatters, check dams,
depressions and mounds, fire-cracked rock, middens, nonstructural rubble, petroglyphs, pithouses, rock shelters, rock
alignments, storage bins, structures, walls, ti pi rings, hearths, bedrock grinding slicks, campsites, ·and refuse piles'.
Archaic sites that represent the Oshara tradition, which date between ca. 5500 B.C. and AD. 400 have been found in the
Pecos River valley. One.site in the park is listed as Archaic and one as Cochise (dating to perhaps 400 B.C.). A number of
other procurement or processing sites may date to this period but lack diagnostic artifacts.
Three pithouses dating to Basketmaker times have been documented near Pecos Pueblo, and a total of four sites across
the park are thought to be pi tho use depressions (NPS f 992b ). Several of these structures are of different design and
dates and show evidence of remodeling. Similaritiesi.nclude mud and pole superstructures set over excavated rooms
with firepits, bins, and deflector screens.
Only a few of the area sites can be.directly attributed to Pll-Pll I times, ca. A.O. 900-1300; these sites are .identified by
their structural remains and ceramic scatters. The majority.of the park's sites are thought to date between 1350 and
1600 ·~the period encompassing Plll~PV. Again, primary indicators of these sites are structural remains and .diagnostic
fithics and ceramics. Precis~ numbers are not given because many of the.old site forms do not have any designation for
cultural affiliation; such sites are indicated merely as "Anasa:z\" or "unknown." In addition, different researchers have
defined different dates for various cultural periods, making the categorization of sites difficult. Most of the large pueblo
. sites, except Pecos, date to earlier in the period~ The Pecos. Pueblo was the primary occupation site during the latter
period. Most of the large pueblo sites are on a hilltop relatively near water and on arable land ..
Pueblo sites are scattered thro.ughout the park but tend tq be concentrated along drainages or in areas where special
resources exist. Pecos' prehistoric sites represent a continuum of occupation temporally, physically, and traditionally,
and they are associated with the development of an historic eastern p\Jeblo group whose descendants now reside at
Jemez Pueblo. Pecos' sites are a part of and renect a whole series of evolutionary and cultural changes across the
Southw~st, especially the rise, fall, and acculturation of different cultural groups and their adaptations to the environment
and to each other.
Only a few known sites are directly associated with-the early historic period. They include pueblo-like structures
(probably Spanish) and a few tipi rings and other physical evidence thought to be related to Plains Indian groups who
campedand traded at Pecos Pueblo. From perhaps 1600 to the 1820s, sites at Pecos are primarily Hispanic and are
concentrated in th~ area of Pecos Pueblo. La Pladta is an exception. From the 1820s through the early 1900s. the·.
majority of the historic sites found in the park (Kozlowski's Stage Stop, the mill, the Santa Fe Trail ruts) are linked with
the Santa Fe Trail. The Colonias bridge is a community marker special to the Hispanic community. Aside from historic
debris dated from the l 846 to J 912 period, all other histori<; sites. are 20th century and are linked to the development of
the ranching industry.
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Researchers believe Pecos Pueblo represents the coa(escence of local and emigrant groups from areas outside the Pecos
River valley. The types and number of religious structures present in Pecos Pueblo illustrate the formal integrative
mechanisms needed to bond together such disparate populations. Smaller sites in the park dating to the PIV-PV
periods - field houses, hunting camps, and resource procurement and processihg areas are also significant because they
better our understanding of the everyday lives of Pecos Pueblo inhabitar:its.

CULTURAL LAN PSCAPE
The entire area within the t:ioundary of the park is a cultural landscape, potentially eligible for listing on the national
register as one or more nationally s.ignificant cultural landscapes. At least four broad time periods are represented within
the landscape: the precontact period, the pueblo/mission period, the Hispanic settlement I Santa Fe Trail J Civil War
period, and the ranching period. A cultural landscape overview, which discusses the relative significance, .integrity, and
potential national register eligibility of these landscapes, is currently underway by the Southwest System Support Office .
Very significant is the ethnographic landscape, whose primary elements include the Pecos Pueblo I mission ruins
complex, Apache sites , and the Hispanic frontier sites. Visually this landscape stretches to the horizon in all directions
and includes rolling grasslands; forested. mountains, and th.e immediate environs of the pueblo. These cultural sires and
· physiographic features hold traditional and historical importance for contemporary Puebloan and Hispanic groups and
are an important part of their cultural identity.
.
The Pecos unit landscape is a combination of ethnographic, historic vernacular, and historic designed landscape types . .
Preliminary analysis of the Pecos unit indicates that it is significant primarily in terms of the continuum of uses over time.
Within the Pecos unit, the Pecos Pueblo/Spanish Mission area within the previous Pecos National Monument boundary
illustrates landscape modification during the pueblo/mission period. Areas along Glorieta Creek and the Pecos River
containing the Santa Fe Trail I Kozlowski complex, trail ruts, spring, mill, and other physical features are associated with
the period from ca. 1821 to. post Ci~il War. Two discontiguous areas could also be considered part of thLs landscape. ·
However, aside from natural features and the Santa Fe Trail ruts, much of the integrity of this landscape is compr.omised
by modern additions. The ranching period, ca. 1920 to I 991, is well illustrated in the area between NM 63 and the
Pecos River. Here the ranching influence can be seen in th.e fenced pastures; architectural features such as the ranch
house complex (alt structures, landscaping, roads, bridge), Kozlowski's complex (including corrals, outbuildings, ranch
roads, parking, spring, courtyard/landscaping) and ancillary ranch structures (such as ponds, loading pehS, roads, and
fences). The ranch ·house-'-- and possibly the casita (the smaller house just north of the ranch house) - are also
.· architecturally significant as a product of the architect, John ·Gaw Meem . .
The Glorieta unit landscape is a combination of historic site, historic vernacular, and potentially ethnographic landscape
types, and it is significant primariry as the site .o f the Battle of Glorieta Pass. The remains of the Pigeon's Ranch complex.
the topographic high ground used strategically during the battle, and the meadow to the north of Pigeon's Ranch are
among the elements that define the characrnr of this !andscape within the boundaries of the park.
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National Register Eligibility
The original monument was listed on the National. Register of Historic Places in 1991 and the newly acquired lands that
comprise the remainder of the park are eligible for inclusion on the national register. Pecos Pueblo, Kozlowski's Stage
Stop, and Pigeon's Ranch are national historic landmarks. Recommendations for further study wiH include the revision of
national_iegister forms tq evaluate the cuJtura~ landscape, as 'wefl as sites ·and structures.

Ethnographic Sites
Hispanic groups an~ Indian tribes have a long and deeply felt attachment to Pecos, and numerous sites and natural
features throughout the park have special significance to them. Because public disclosure of the location or nature of
these sites could diminish traditional values or risk harm to the resource, specific sites and locations will not be discussed
in this plan.
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'EOLOG.VAND SOILS . .
The bedrock of the Pecos River valley floor consists of Pennsylvanian and early Permian soft shales, sandstones,
siltstones, limestones, and conglomerat.es·of the Sangre de Cristo formation. This formation is of sedimentary origin, was
deposited 200 to 300 million years ago, and is' 800 to 1,000 feet thick. Most of the formation is covered by alluvial fill and
a mantle of thick soil derived from weathering and decomposition . The Magdalena group, consisting primarily of
limestone, underlies the Sangre de Cristo formation. Outcroppings are exposed on both sides of the Pecos River by the
ranch house. Outcrops along Glorieta Creek are of igneous and metamorphosed Precambrian rocks, the Magdalena
group and the Sangre de Cristo, Yeso, and San Andres formations.
This region has a history of faulting, uplift, and subsidence . Uplifting of the land and downcutting of the Pecos River
during the Pleistocene are largely responsible for the area's present topography. Seeking a path of least resistance, the
Pecos ·River carved a broad lowland - the Pecos-Glorieta corridor - into the shales exposed between the Tecolote
Range and Glorieta Mesa. Glorieta and Galisteo Creeks also eroded the Sangre de Cristo formation and formed the
western half of the Pecos-Glorieta corridor. Subsequent uplifting and downcutting has shifted the Pecos River eastward
to its present entrenched course along the western border of the T ecolote Range. Deep alluvial gravel deposits and a
series of terraces mark the former course ·of the river. Streams are continuing to shape the valley's topography, cutting
· into old terrace surfaces, forming new terraces, and exposing the U1;iderlying bedrock.
Based on regional seismic and exploration activities, the formations in the park are not believed to have commercially
exploitable mineral deposits, and the various strata are not associated with oil and gas produdng beds (NPS 1984).
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The soils of the original monument and the Forked Lightning Ranch were not included in the Soil Conservation Service's
· survey of San Miguel County. However, based on preliminary field work, several major soil map units can be
distinguished in the area: the Vibo-Ribera assoCiation. occurs on undulating lands, the Ribera-Sombordoro-Vibo
association occurs on moderately sloping lands, the Tu1uso-Sombordoro-Rock outcrop complex is found on moderately
sloping lands, and the Laporte-Rock outcrop complex covers the steep badlands· east of the Pecos River. On the Pecos
Riv~r and Glorieta Creek floodplains there are frequently flooded soils. The upland soils vary from deep ·fine sandy loams
on relatively flat slopes to very shallow stony loams on the ridges. The Natural Resources Conservation Service (the new
name of the Soil Conservation Service) is currently conducting a soil survey of the Pecos unit.
Generally the park's soils are moderately to well drained, have moderate permeability, and have moderate erosion
hazards. Many of the soils have moderate to severe limitations for building. Soii erosion and gullying is apparent· in the
arroyos .that drain into Glorieta Creek across from Kowzlowski's and forther upstream.
The soils in the Glorieta unit have been mapped by the Soil Conservation Service. Soils in the Pigeon's Ranch area were
mapped as Cueva very stony clay and Capillo-Rock outcrop complex on hilly to very steep areas; Ortiz gravely loam Or].
gently rolling to steep lands; and Preweitt loam and Rednum loam on nearly .level to moderately sloping lands. These
soils generally have moderate to slow permeability, medium to very rapid runoff, and severe to very severe erosion
hazards.
Soils in the Canoncito subunit were mapped as Pojoaque-Rough broken land complex, stony rock land on steep to very
steep slopes, TravessHla-Rock ou~crop complex on nearly level to moderately steep slopes, and Fivernile loam on level
to gently sloping lands in the Galisteo Creek valley floor.These soils have moderate permeability, mediutn to rapid
runoff, and moderate to severe erosion hazards.
With one exception, none of the soils in Pecos National Historical Park have be~n identified by theSoil Conservation
Service as being prime or unique agricultural soils. In the Car'ioncito subunit, however, the Fivemile loam soil is
potentially a prime agricultural soil if th.e soil has ever been irrigated (SCS, Ed Kozdorfer, pers. comm., n.d.).

AIR QUALITY, NOISE, AND.VISUAL RESOURCES
Pecos National Historical Park Jies in an airshed where air quality is rated as better than required by the primary or
secondary national ambient arr quality standards. Air quality and visibility is usually excellent, offering clear views of the
.· Sangre de Cristo Mountains, However, in the winter air inversions periodically trap smoke from woodburning stoves,
resulting in a haze that hangs over the upper Pecos River valley from Rowe to Pecos.
The significance and integrity of many park res.ources·depend on good air qua(ity. Air pollution, evE;n at concentrations
below national standards, can degrade visual air quality, harm vegetation, and diminish the enjoyment of park resources ..
. Under the provisions of the Clean Air Act of 1977 (42 USC 7401 et seq.), Pecos National Historical Park is designated as
a class II clean air area. Under th.is des·1gnation limited development can be permitted near the park as long as the levels
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of particulate matter, sulfur dioxide, and nitrogen dioxide do not exceed the class !I increments (maximum allowable
increases).
· ·
·
Noise levels have not been measured in the park. Although noise levels are relatively quiet for the original monument
and Forked Lightning Ranch, background noise from automobile and truck traffic on 1-25 and NM 63 and trains on the
Santa Fe railway can be heard throughout rnose of the park. This noise is much louder in the Caiioncito area because
1.-25 and the railway are 0.25 mile away. Noise from vehicle traffic is also present in the Pigeon's Ranch area along
NMS~

·

lhe views at Pecos. National H istorical Park are dominated by the surrounding mountains, whkh provide dramatic
topographic relief and visual contrast-with the nearby mesas, rolling valley terrain, and wooded river valleys : Modern ·
features such as the railroad, the interstate highway, and buildings are far enough away that there is little or no intrusion ..
Park visitors can stand on the trail at the Pecos Pueblo I mission ruins complex and see a view very similar to that seen
by ancient pueblo inhabitants,
Although a few developments and structures can be seen from the park, the Pecos River valley has largely retained its
visual integrity. The interstate and the railyvay can be seen from several high points in the park.
The Glorieta unit has several major visual intrusions. 1-25 dominates the Carioncito subunit, and the Atcheson, Topeka,
and Santa Fe Railroad crosses through the area. In additioo, four residences are present in the Canoncito area. Several
residences and cornmercia1 structures also are visible along NM 50, which traverses the entire Pigeon's Ranch area.
The Forked Lightning Ranch has some visual detractions. Along Glorieta Creek southeast and west of the trading post
there is evidence ·oftwo small gravel operations.
A boneyardsouth of the trading post is still present. Two other trash dumps were buried; one of which has been
cleaned up, Except for a small amount of diesel fuel that has been cleaned up, no hazardous materials are known to .be in
these dumps. Level I and II hazardous material surveys have been completed. To date, only a few sites 'have been
identified to have contaminants . Of highest concern was asbestos detected in the main ranch house. All contaminated
sites have been or are being cleaned up .

HYDROLOGY
The Pecos River and Glorieta Creek are the two ma[or drainages that run through Pecos National Historical Park. The
Pecos River is one of onty five year-round, free-flowing rivers in New Mexico and is one of the longest in the state. The
river begins about 30 miles north of the park in the S;mgre de Cristo Mountains; from the park the river flows southeast
for apout 926 miles and joins the Rio Grande in Texas.
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A.b out 3.5 miles o~ the Pecos River run through the park. The U.S. Geological Survey has collected discharge data for the
river from a gauging station 9 miles above the village of Pecos since 1920. From October l 979 to·September ! 991 the
river's average daily mean c!ischarge ranged from a low of 46.8 cubic feet per second in water year 1981 (October 1980
to September 198 I) to a high of l 76 cutiic feet per second in water year 1982. The river's flow varies considerably
during the year, with the highest flows generally occurring in May and june and the lowest flows December through
February. The highest recorded daily discharge from October i 979 through September i 992 was i ,980 cub i.c feet per
second in May 1991.
Glorieta Creek begins ne·ar Glorieta Pass. and flows through the Pigeon 's Ranch area .in the Pecos unit before joining the
Pecos River. Altogether, about 3 miles of the creek flow through the park. Glori eta Creek has Very low llows during the
summer, but water levels can increase substantially after thunderstorms .
The park also contains several smaller surface water resources. Galisteo Creek, a small intermittent stream , flows
through the Canoncito subunit. There are many small intermittent drainages or arroyos in the Pecos unit. When it rains,
water from these arroyos discharges into the Pecos River.TWO small springs are known to exist in the park, although
others may be present. One unnamed spring is by Gtorieta Creek near .Kozlowski's Stage Stop. A second spring ; Poison
Spring, is east of Pecos Pueblo in the original monument. This spring is reduced to a muddy seep p~1or to being
recharged by the summer rains and winter snow melt. Two small artificial ponds are also present by Kozlowski 's. An
earthen dam holding back ~ater in one of these ponds has been breached and i.s eroding away. The larger artificial pond
still holds water after it rains.
·
·
Limited baseline water quality data exist for Pecos National Historical Park. Concerns have been raised about the effect
heavy metals and mill tailings of the former Terrero mine (20 miles north) have had on the Pecos River watershed. Th.e
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service has detected elevated levels of heavy metals, including lead and selenium, in fish upstream
of the park (USFWS 1991 ). However, baseflow w ater quality in the Pecos River appears to meet state standards Qim
Piatt, pers. comm. , n.d.).
fn the summer of I 992 tt)e Park .Service begari testing the Pecos River in the park for baseline water quality variables and
contaminants. Preliminary results indicate elevated levels ofheavy metals, indt,tding arsenic, chromium, .lead, selenium ,
and PCB in the river's fish. The levels of J~ad , arsenic, and chromium in these initial samples are at levels of concern for
human health and fish and wildlife predators. Additional studies are needed to. determine the nature, exten-t, and source ·
of the pollutants.
·
Very limited water quality information is available for G\orieta Creek. The stream's water quanty is believed to meet
state standards. However, park staff reports that Glorieta Creek shows evidence of extreme eutrophication, with thick
algal blooms occurring in the spring, summer, ·and fall. Potential sources of polhition include the wastewater lagoons
and/or residential septic systems along the creek. The creek needs to be monitored for feC:al:.coliform , nutrients,
chloride, and turbidity to evaluate potential water quality issues.·
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VEGETATION
The Pecos River ~alley is in the Rocky Mountain conifer vegetation zone, within a transition zone .between pifion/Juniper
and ponderosa pine. The park is also close to the grasslands of the Great Plains. The ~htire area has been subjected to a
!ong period of human use, including hunting, gathering, cattle and sheep grazing, and grain and fruit production. These
agricultural uses have affected the species composition of local plant communities. Naturally occurring fires have been
suppressed for at least SO years in the Pecos and Glorieta units.
The New Mexico Forestry Department conducted ari inventory of the plants in the park. The inventory began in the fafl

of I 9.92 and was concluded in October 1994.

Approximately 4 I% of the Pecos unit is covered by pifion/juniper. interspersed with. ponderosa pine and Douglas-fir.
Another 26%.of the area is cover.ed primarily by pi non/juniper, and I 0% with a juniper/grassland cover. Approximately
3% of the unit has floodplain meadows. Less than I% of the unit has riparian deciduous forest. About 15% of the unit
consists of pastures. The remaining 5% of the area has been developed or altered by human activities (e.g., disturbed
forest, roads, buildings) or is covered by water (e.g., Pecos River, Giorieta Creek).
Pinon/iuniper forest is the most common vegetation community present in the area, covering the valley floor between
Glorieta Mesa and the foothiHs of the Sangre de Cristo Mountains. Most of the land that has no~ been developed or ·
grazed in the Pecos and Glorieta units is covered by this type of forest. Small areas of old-growth pif\on , which is an
increasingly rare habitat type .in New Mexico, are present (NPS 1984). Interspersed in the pifion/juniper forest types,
usually on the north-facing slopes of more mesic sites, are clusters of ponderosa pine: On the east side of the Pecos
River are larger stands of porrderosa pine and Douglas-fir interspersed among the piiion/iuniper forests.
Large open pastures are also present in the park - much of the Pecos unit west of the Pecos River was covered by
pastures. These areas were primarily cleared by' people for cattle grazing. Without grazing or fire, many of these
grasslands will probably be replaced by pi non/juniper forest. ·
Cottonwoods and willows dominate the riparian plant community along the Pecos River and Glori eta Creek (see
"Ftoodplains and Wetlands " section). The oldest stands of cottonwoods alQng the ·river were likely &tablished before
the turn of the century. The cottonwood/box elder plant association is considered to be the climax community in areas
that are subject to periodic flooding or riear the surface watertable (Muldavin 199 I). However, Muldavin reported that
cottonwood trees were dying in areas away from the main channel that were no longer flooded arid speculated that
these cottonwoods eventually might be replaced by open meadow, dry shrubland, or possibly pinon/juniper. There is
also a lack of middle-aged cottonwood stands along the river. It is unclear whether beaver herbivory has decimated the
saplings or whether the lack of beaver has altered natural conditions that give rise to sapling regeneration; for example,
flooding associated with beaver dams can provide the necessary mo.i stute for propagation (Muldavin 1991 ).
Other plants that grow along the Giorieta Creek and Pecos River riparian areas include tamarisk, cattail, and rushes.
Grasses, including blue grama, sand dropseed, wheatgrass, and Indian ricegrass; are common on the floodplain and
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nearby valley slopes. Various shrubs, forbs, and cacti grow on slopes bordering the streams, including gooseberry,
apache plume, wild rose, currant, yucca, mountain mahogany, tansy mustard, cholla, and prickly pear.
The Pecos River in the southern. part of the Pecos unit and .the Glori eta Creek on the northwestern portion of the unit
support a rare cottonwood hybrid species, lance-leaf cottonwood. This species is believed to· be across between
narrow-leaf cottonwood, found at higher elevations, and plains cottonwood, found at lower elevations. The presence of
the hybrid cottonwood shows evidence of evolution in process (Northern Arizona University, Tom Whitman, per.;.
comm., n.d.). Additional studies are needed to determine the significance of this rare plant species.
Several exotic plant species are present in the park, including Mexican ftreweed or kochia, European clovers and grasses,
bindweed, Russian thistle, mullein; Siberian elm, salt cedar, and Russian olive.An old apple orchard is also present near
the Pecos River.
·

FLOODPLAINS A.ND WETLAN OS
Based on the alluvial terraces, soHs, an<;l vegetation, the drainages in Pecos National Historical Park frequently flooded in
the past. These floods probably happened in the spring when snow melt runoff was carried down from the mountains
and in the summer when intense thunderstorms occurred. In September 1904 a large flood occurred on the Pecos
River, and in September 1929 another flood estimated at 4,500 cubic feet per second occurred. Although precipitation
in most places is almost immediately absorbed by the park's soils, Glorieta Creek. and the arroyos can flash flood during
thunderstorms.
The F.ederal Emergency Management Agency ha.5 mapped the I 00-year flood boundaries for the park; the 500-year
flood boundaries have not been mapped. The 100-year flood boundaries for the Pecos River, Glorieta Creek, and
Galisteo Creek in the park are narrow, averaging about 500 feet or less in width. No base flood elevations were
· determined by the Federal Emergency Management Agency. However, all of.the existing park facilities are on terraces
well above these designated floodplains.
Under the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service's National Wetlands Inventory (NWI) program, wetlands in Pecos National
Historical Park were mapped in 1984 at f: I 00,000 scale. four maior physiognomic divisions were identified:
cottonwood riparian forests, willow riparian shrublands, wetlands, and uplands. Known wetland communities consist of
cattail swamp. water sedge/baltic sedge wetland, and shrubby sandbar willow/horsetail wetland. These wetlands all
.
occur in areas where there is permanent standing water (often fed by springs) or areas that are .subject to periodic
flooding (Mu1davin 1991. ). They correspond
in the NWI classification to palustrine and riverine wetlands.
.
The riparian cottonwood forest and willow riparian shrublands, which dominate most of the riparian :zone, also may be
classified as wetlands. The riparian shrublands correspond to the palustrine/scrub/shrub/broad-leaved deciduous
classification, while the riparian forest corresponds to pqlustrine/forested/broad-leaved/temporarily flooded classification.
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ln the rest of the park semiarid soils, rainfall, and topography probably preclude wetlands except near streams and
springs. In the Pecos unit wetlands occur along Glorieta Creek and by Poison Spring. An impoundment south of the
Pecos unit perlodicaHy backs up water onto.a small flat area on the ranch's southern boundary in the winter and spring.
Waterfowl use thjs area in the spring. A wer area occurs immediately east of the parking area near the visitor center. ·
This has been delineated by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers and determined to be a jurisdictional wetlancf. Riparian
and wetland communities also probably occur a!ong Glorieta Creek in the Pigeon's Ranch area and along Ga!isteo Creek
in the Caiioncito subunit. These areas must be surveyed and wetlands delineated before any management actions are
taken that could affect potential wetlands. ff a proposal would adversely affect wetland habitat, the action.would need to
comply with section 404 of the Clean Water Act, Executive Order I t 990, and NPS guidelines for implementing the
executive order. Consultation with the U .S. Fish and ·Wildlife Service and the Army Corps of Engineers also would be
required.

WILDLIFE
Pecos National Historical Park supports a variety of wildlife because of its diverse topography and because it has
year-round water sources. Riparian areas are probably the most important natural feature of the park providing shelter
for wildlife, habitat for breeding and feeding, and a route for migrations.
·
Biologists from the University of New Mexico conducted an inventory of the vertebrates and invertebrates in the Pecos
unit; this study was completed in 1994. A 1984 Park Service study of the Forked Lightning Ranch listed 54 mammal, 49
bird, 29 reptile, and 6 amphibian species that may inhabit the ranch area. According to the NPS study, rodents and
lagomorphs such as the cottontail rabbit, jackrabbit, Colorado chipmunk, pocket gopher, pifion mouse, deer mouse, and
Mexican woodrat are probably the most common mammal.sin the area.
·
Coyote are frequently heard calling in or close to the park. With the cessation of grazing, mule deer are. moving back
into the ranch area and have been observed along the Pecos River. Black bear tracks have been seen in the Pigeon's
Ranch area and in the Pecos unit. Mountain ·lion tracks also have been seen in the Pecos unit. Other mammals in the. park
may include bats, raccoon, skunk, gray and red fox, long-tail weasel, muskrat, porcupine, cottontail and jack rabbits, and
beaver. The river's riparian area also was historic habitat for river otter.
Two limit~d surveys have been done of birds in the Forked Lightning Ranch. A biologist from the New Mexico
Department of Game and Fish identified 45 species in the ranch on April 30, 1988 Qohn Hubbard, pers . comm.). A·more
thorough study of the original Forked Lightning Ranth was conducted in 1988 (Mukai 1989). However. this study
covered the original 13,000-acre Forked Lightning Ranch, and about half of the study sites were outside park boundaries.
Consequently, the data and observations.in this study must be cautiously considered - although the conclusions
. probably are true for the park, not all of the specific observations may be relevant. This study reported I 09 bird species
on or near the origlnal Forked Lightning Rancn. Of this rota!, 24 species were found year-round, 68 were found only in
the summer, 7 •vere transients, a.nrl J 0 were found only in the winter. Representative summer residents included
broad-tailed hummingbird, gray flycatcher, violet-green swallow, canyon wren, solitary vireo, westerli tanager; and
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vesper sparrow. Representative year-round r.esidents included American kestrel, hai,.Y woodpecker. black-bill~d magpie,
common raven , plain titmouse, m o untain bluebird, and house finch. The study indicated there
breeding evidence for
5 ! species , Representative breeders included great horned o~I, northern flicker, ash-throated nycatcher, scrub iay,
black-throated gray warbler, lark sparrow, and lesser goldfinch.

was

\ he Pecos River riparian area was observed to be the most important bird habitat in the ranch, 'Nith th e highest number
of bird species and the gre.atesi: number of nest sites (Mukai 1989). Several bird species were found nesting in cavities in
dead trees , snags, and stumps. Brown-headed cowbirds were also observed in the area. These birds were probably
attracted to the ranch and nearby areas because of the grazing cattle, The cowbirds were practicing "brood parasitism,"
laying their eggs in the nests of other species, which then incubated the cowbird eggs. The reproduction of six species
was observed being affected by the presence of the cowbirds.
The P~os River in the park supports rainbow t rout and brown trout. Both of these species were introduced and are not
native to the river. The Rio Grande cutthroat trout also may once have inhabited the park (New Mexico: Department of
Game and Fish, Michael Hatch, pers. corom .. n.d.). Other fish species occurring in the park include white sucker,
long-nosed dace, fathead minnow, and Rio Grande chub. In the summer of 1992 New Mexico Department of Game and
Fish biologists examined the river 's fishery in the park. They indicated that the number and size of fish in the park were
average for the Pecos River and above average· when compared to statewide fisheries (Sturnf J 992).

THREATENED AND ENDANGERED SPECIES
No known federaHy listed threatened or endangered plants or animais have been positively identified in Pecos National
Historical Park. However, several species that are listed, proposed, or carididates for listing may occur in the park. The
Fish and Wildlife Service identified four· listed species that may occur in the area: bald eagle (Holiaeetus leucocepholus) ,
peregrine falcon (Falco peregrinus onotum), Mexican spotted owl (Strix occidento/is lucido), and Southwestern wiilow
f1ycatch~r (Enipidonax traiJii extimus). The 'Holy Ghost ipomops·1s (ipomopsis sancti-spiritus) has been proposed forfederal
listing as an endangered species with ·critical habitat. The southwestern willow flycatcher has been tisted as endangered
w ith the critical habitat identification deferred unt'rl July 1995.
The bald eagle winters in. the upper and middle Pecos Riv.er valley and potentially could.be found in the park's riparian
areas. It also may fly through the area during migration .

I
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The American peregrine falcon prefers nesting are.as with steep, rocky cliffs near water. The peregrine falcon could nest
.in the rugged canyons east of the Pecos River. Peregrines also may pass over the park during spring and fall migrations. A
peregrine was obser¥ed flying down the Pecos River valley near the park in June 1988 (Mukai 1989). .
. .
·The Mexican spotted owl has been recorded in the Santa Fe National Forest. Its habitat consists of caves, cliff ledges,
witches' broom , and stick nests of other species in mature anct old-growth forest associated with steep can·yons. The
owl prefers higher elevation mixed conifers but can be found in pifionfiuniper, pine( oak, and ponderosa pine forest
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types. Despite that, Pecos National Historical Park is not believed to contain sufficient habitat to support this species
(New Mexico Department of Game and Fish , Sandy Williams, pers. ·comm .. n.d.).

was

The southwestern willow flycatcher may use the park's willow/cottonwood riparian area. In 1992 a pair
identified
nesting about 3 miles upstream from the park, _and a 1994 biological survey indicated a possible sighting of this bird in the
park (Parmenter 1994)
The Holy Ghost ipomopsis is a biennial to short-lived perennial plant that has been identified in the mountains north of
the park and could occur in the park. The species was ;not located during I 994 biological surveys (New Mexico
Department of Forestry, Bob Sivinski, pers. comm., n.d.).
In addition to listing threatened and endangered plants and animals, the Fish and Wildlife Service maintains a list of plant
. and animal candidate species (s pecies being conside red fQr addition to ·the list of fede~ally endangered and threatened
wildlife and plants). Category 2 refers to species for which current information indicates t hat listing is possibly
appropriat~ but for which conclusive data on biological vulnerability and threats are not available.·
A total of 125 species of dwarf mi lkweed (Asclepias uncia/is), a category 2 species, were found at a single location fn the
park. This species often occurs at disturbed or eroded sites. Two other category 2 plant species may occur in the park.
Grama grass cactus (Pediocactus papyriacanthus) cou!d occur in the ranch grasslands among the pinon/juniper, although
the park's elevation makes it less likely to be present. Santa Fe cholla (Opuntia viridif/ora) may also be present in deep
sails in the ranch's piiion/ juniper forest and grasslands (Paul Knight, pers. comm .• n.d.). However, this species is known
to occur on only one hillside in Santa Fe and is not considered.likely here (New Mexico Department of Forestry, Bob
Sivinski, pers. comm. , n.d.).
Five category 2 candidate animal species were identified by the Fish and Wildlife Service as possibly occurring in the
park. The occult little brown bat (Myotis /ucifugus occultus) is a montane dweller and roosts in natural caves, hollow
trees , under the bark of dead trees , and buildings. Although this bat has not been reported in the park, suitable habitat
may exist. There are records of the occult little brown bat occurring in Mora County north of the park (University of
New Mexico, Scott Altenbach, per.s. comm :, n.d.) . .
The spotted bat (Euderma macu/atum) tends to inhabit remote areas with narrow canyons and streams and nearby cliffs
or steep hillsid~ with loose rocks; it probably roosts in crevices among the rocks. However, no records exist that
indicate this species occurs in San Miguel County.
It is considered unlikely that the following two category 2 candidates identified by the Fish and Wildlife Service occur in
the park. Bai_rd's sparrow (Amm~dromus boirdii) could occur in the park's grasslands and piiian/juiliper forests. However,
this bird is considered to be a rare migrant in the area , flying through in the fall and spring , and is not known to breed ill
. the park (New Mexico Department of Game and Fish , Sandy Williams, pers. comm., n.d.).

I
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Similarly, the white-faced ibis (Plegadis chihi) has been o!Jserved in the park as an occasional migrant along the Pecos
River; however, there are no breedingrecords for this species in the state.
·
N'ew Mexico also maintains its own lists of endangered plants and wildlife and a list of rare and sensitive plant species.
The bald eagle , peregrine falcon, Mexican spotted owl, Santa Fe cholla, grama grass cactus, and the Holy Ghost
ipomopsis are all classified as endangered species by the state. The dwarf milkweed is on the state's sensitive piant
species list.
The gray vireo (Vireo be/Iii) is a state-endangered songbird that has been identified in the park. This species
characteristically inhabits .dense shrub land or woodland along lowland streamcourses. The long-billed curlew (Numenius
· americanus) and the mountain plover (Charadrius montanus) are:state-endangered birds that may migrate through the
park. Say's pond snail (Lumnaea coperata) is a state-endangered mollusk that typicalli inhabits seasonally dry marshes,
streams , and ponds, This type of snail has been reported about 20-30 miles from the park and may occur in the park.
The meadow iumping mouse (Zapus hudsonius) is another state-endangered species that may exist, and riparian areas in
the par k may contain suitable habitat.
There are three other state-endangered plant species that could occur in the park: giant helliborine orchid (Epipactis
gigantea), Great Plains ladies' tresses (Spiranthes magnicamporum), and Wright's pincushion cactus (Mammillaria wrightii) .
(New Mexico Departmen't of Forestry, Bob Sivinski, pers. comm., n.d.). Wright's pincushion cactus occurs in deeper
soils on alluvial slopes and grassy bottom areas of drainages. This species has been recorded about 20 miles from the
park.
Limy bladder pod (Lesquerella co}cicola) and Santa Fe mHkvetch (Astragalus feensis) are also on the state's list of rare and
sensitive plants and could occur in the park.
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REGION
Santa Fe is the capital city and the major commercial/retail center for the northern part of New Mexico. Santa Fe is
noted for its distinctive pueblo and territorial styles of architecture. The preservation of historic buildings is widespread.
Santa Fe is known as one of the leading cultural centers of the Southwest, offering numerous art galleries, museums, and
performances in music. dance, and theater, iricluding the famous Santa Fe Opera.
The largest settlements closest to the park are the village of Pecos (near the park on the north) and Rowe (about a mile
south of the park). The village of Pecos is incorporated and is home to about 1,012 people, predominantly of Hispanic
descent. The area is starting to become a bedroom community because of high real estate prices in S_
anta Fe. R.owe is a
smaller unincorporated .town.
.
.
Mining once played a part in the area's economy, but not any more. The wood industry (collecting firewood, trees, and
fencing materials), education (local schools), and some· small businesses ar.e the primary economic activities in Pecos.
Rowe is home to a New Mexico state highway maintenance facility. Glorieta's primary activities pertain to the Glorieta
Baptist Conference Center. ·
·
·
·
·
The park is accessed from 1-25 interchanges at GJorieta, 8 miles west of the park via the village
miles south of the park.

of Pecos, and R~we, 3
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AFFECTED ENVIRONMENT

VISITOR SERVICES
The Forest Servk;e provides a variety of outdoor recreational opportunities, such as hiking. hunting, backpacking, fishing,
camping, and horseback riding. Camping in the nearby Pecos area is provided by several sources: The Forest Service
provides camping in the Santa Fe National Forest north of Pecos. About 130 sites in nine developed campgrounds are
within 30 miies of Pecos National Historical Park. Backcountry and primitive camping is also available in the Santa Fe
National Forest. The Forest Service does not require backcountry camping permits, and the amount of use is not
recorded.·The New Mexico Department of Game and Fish has three campgrounds, one of which is a group
.
campground that provides 25 sites in the upper Pecos R'tver canyon north of town . Townley RV park and Pecos RV park
each have I 0 RV sites with sewer hookups. The park does not provide any overnight camping facilities.
.
Limited visitor services are available in the village of Pecos . All necessary visitor services are available in Santa Fe. Future
private sector development could provide more or a greater variety of visitor ·services near.by if dem'and warrants this
action.

VISITOR USE
Visitation.at Pecos National Historical Park has been relatively stable for the last eight years, with about 45,000 visitors
annually (see figure I). Priorto that, annual visitation had been in the upper 30,000s. With the expansion of the park and
the addition of new vi.sitar use opportunities comes the potential for annual visitation to increase again.
The park is open a!! year. The pattern of visitation at the park for l 993 was atypical because the peak month was June
rather than July or August (see figure 2) . Historically, June, July, and August are the three busiest months at the park.
Typically visitation begins to increase in the spring, peaks during the summer, and declines significantly in the fall; the
lightest use occurs in winter. Visitor use in June aver'ages 220 people per day; January receives the least use, with an
average of 4 l people per day visiting the park.
The day of peak use occurs on the first Sunday in August, when 200 to 500 people visit the park ·to attend a special
Catholic mass. M.o st weekends are busier than typical weekdays. Ho!'iday weekends are the busiest days at the park.
The park is a day use attraction. Park staff estimates ·indicate that almost 90% of visitors are nonlocal. Visitors usually fall
into one of three categories.
.
·The first type of visitors are drive-by visitors who get off 1-25.Their visits are usually part of a longer trip and may be
spontaneous or planned. Pecos National Historical Park is not their final destination.

will

The second type of visitors are repeat visitors . Most of these visitors five in the Santa Fe or Albuquerque areas and
bring out-of-state frlends and family members with them-_ For these people, Pecos National Historical Park is a day use
destination.
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FIGURE 1: ANNUAL VISITATION 1982-199.J
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The thicd type of visitors are visitors to the Glorieta Baptist Assembly.This nearby facility hosts 35,000 to 50,000 people
per year. Many of these visitors travel froiii Texas, Louisiana, and Oklahoma. While participating in programs at the
assembly, many of these people will visit the park as part of their stay in New Mexico.
Park staff estimates indicate the average length of stay for visitors is I to 1.5 hours. Typically visitors will spend 45
minutes hiking the interpretive trail and another 30 minutes at the visitor center.
Park staff estimates also indicate that 95% of park use occurs in and around the ruins and on the interpretive trail.
Touring the visitor center and its museum, hiking the interpretive trail, ~nd visiting the ruins are the primary activities. ·
Currently, only a small portion of the park's central core area is available for visitor use. The majority of the park
·bordering the core, which is referred to as the Forked lightning addition , is dosed to the public at the present time.
The detached areas of the Glorieta unit additions receive minimal use. Although authorized as additions to the park, all
of the Cafioncito subunit, including Johnson's Ranch, and abo'u t half of the Pigeon's Ranch subunit are .in private
·
ownership. A land acquisition program .is underway.
Various cultural demonstrations are held at the park each year. Three special events were hosted in 1992 - the Annual
Feast Day Mass, t he 65th Pecos Conference (southwestern archeologists), and t he Gateway Festival (craft and music
fair). A limited number of guided tours arid talks were also provided by th.e park staff.
Occasionally some visitors engage in activities that are inappropriate or in conflict with the purpose for which the park
.was established. To protect sensitive park resources, the superintendent has limited visitor use to designated trails and .in
some ·cases· closed areas. to all visitor use. There has been an increased interest in fishing , canoeing, hiking, biking~ and
other recreational activities .

POTENTIAL PEMANP PROJECTIONS
A range of low, medium, and high 'lisitor use projections are given for the next I 0 y~ars (see figure 3 and appendix C) .
When additional opportunities for park use are realized, visitation is likely to increase. Based on past visitor use,
recreational visitation to Pecos National Historical Park in the year 2003 is projected to increase in the range of 7% to
44% over. 1993 visitation . Because of the proposed .improvements to the park it is likely that the visitation increase will .
tend toward the higher end of the projected range.

REGIONAL LANP USE
. Future use of the lands surr.ounding the park will affect the park . .There are a number of land use concerns that will affect
the Pecos unit. To the south there are private larids subject to increased develop.m em pressures. Commercial and
residential development may occur on private lands near the park's southern border.
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FIGURE 3: RECREATIONAL USE PROJECTED THROUGH 1001
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Some lands to the west ;,i.re being developed for residential use. 1-25 can be seen from the Pecos Pueblo I mission ruins
complex, and future development along the interstate may affect other views from the park.
There is some oil and gas and mineral leasing activity on surrounding public lands managed by the Bureau of Land
Management and the Forest Service. The staff of Pecos National Historical Park has responded to requests by these
agencies to identify areas that could ~ affected by visual or auditory intrusions. Forest Service lands east of the ranch
could be sub;ect to timbering, grazing, or other uses that would negatively affect the viewsheds as seeri from the park.
Development in the village of Pecos may affect the park north of the ranch . Developing a campground near the park is a
possibility. The gentrification of Pecos is beginning to occur because of the area's r elatively low real estate prices wheri
compared to more expensive real estate in Santa Fe. The future use of private lands that intrude into the ranch unit from
the north could also affect the park, although no problems currently exist.
The Glorieta unit will also be affected by nearby land uses. Highway and railroad rights-of-way, the need for access to
private and public lands, and future development along 1-25 are areas ofconcern.
Other current land uses that could impact the park include the Terrero Mine on New Mexico Department of Game and
Fish land on the upper Pecos watershed, and the El Mo.lino project. Upstream from the ranch unit there are external
sewage lagoor1s (Glori eta Baptists, viliage of Pecos), which may have an effect on water quality in the park.
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IMPACTS COMMON TO ALL ALTERNATIVES • •

METHODS FOR
ANALVZING IMPACTS

CULTURAL RESOURCES
Constructi~n could directly affect archeological resources by disturbing and compacting soils and damaging artifacts and
site context. Mitigating measur es are explained in the "Alternatives, Including the Proposed Action " chapter; however, ·
some mitigating measures would apply to all areas proposed for development or visitor use in the park and are
described below.

I
I
I

Because the documentation and evaiuation of a!! the park's landscapes and cultural sites is currently incomplete, these
resources would be treated as if they were eligible for inclusion on the National Register of Historic Places unless
d~terrnined otherwise:
·
It .should be noted that although the entire park is listed on the National Register of Historic Plates for its role in
American history, and the Pecos Pue_blo I mission ruins complex, Kozlowski's Stage Stop. and Pigeon 's Ranch are
national historic landm'arks, the majority of the park's resources and landscapes have yet to be evaluated for national
register €ligibility.
·
The locations, significance. and integrity of sites and landscape features would be documented and eva:uated before
. trails, -roads, parking, or. other features were developed. Avoidance would be the primary strategy employed to f'educe
prevent direct impacts on these resources. Where avoidance was inipossible or infeasible because of factors like
environmental constraints or excess·1ve costs, mitigating measures such as data retrieval or archeologica\ monitoring
would be developed to ensure that no adverse effects occurred as a direct result of development.

or

I
1·

I
I

I
I

i

I·

lmpac:tS on Cultural Resources

Existing inventories for areas proposed
for development were checked to Identify
cultural resources.
Some sites have not yet been evaluated
for national register eligibility. However,
(or the purposes of !his document, all
potentially affected sites ore treated as
eligible. Mops showing che locations of
archeological sites, kno".'{n cultural
landscape resources, historic structures,
and other cul!ural resources wer~
compared with the developmem and
visitor cictivity plans. The rest1{1ing
.information _was incorporaced into the
planning process ond is reflected in the
impact- analysis. The effects of proposed.
alternatives on culcutal resources were
assessed according to the advisory
council's procedures (36 CFR 800. 9) and
pre/irrnnory conclusions regarding effects
ore indc'ded in cppendix F. As more
detailed site plans were prepared in the
(uttire. further investigations. analysis.
and consultation would be conducted.

i
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METHODS FOR
ANALYZING IMPACTS

Designs that are sensitive to the historic and natural features of the landscape would be use.d to ensure that new facilities
would not intrude on the viewshed and the cultural landscape or' diminish its integrity and national register value.s.

Impacts on Natural Resoun::es

To avoid negative impacts on park resources, plans for structural rehabilitation and adaptive use, removal of structures,
or data retrieval would be. developed in consultation with the New Mexico state historic preservation officer, with
appropriate review by the Advisory Council on Hisforic Preservation. Modifications to existing facilities or designs would
be compatible with the park's historic structures and cultural landscape. Rehabilitation or adaptive use of structures
would be done in a way that would preserve the characteristics that make the structures eligible f~r the national register
and would follow the Secretary of the Interior's Standards and.Guidelines for Archeofogy and Historic Preservation.

fish and Wildlife Service wetland maps
and federal emergency floodplain maps
were consulted when planning for
proposed development and visitor use
areas. The ·U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
also conducted a su~ey and delineated a
1urisdictional wetland near the wrrent
visitor cerHer. lnf-0rmal consultation was
conducted with the Fish and Wildlife
Se1Yice and the.state of New Mexico. All
sites proposed (or deve!op.men .t were
su1Yeyed by qualified botanists.and
wildlife biolbgists for federally listed and
: ·state-listed threatened, endangered, and
category Z specie5. General descriptions
of th~. natural environment were also
completed far all areas proposed for
development to assess impacts on
vegetation and wildlife. Consultation was

TRADITIONAL USE GROUPS
Consultation has indicated that American Indians andhispanics who daim ancestral ties to the pueblo and mission and ·
who use lands inside the park would not be adversely affected by development and actions proposed in the alternatives.
Consultation with assoc·1ated groups 0o~\d continue to protect and preserve sig~ificant resources in the park.

(AVE RE SOU RC ES

conducted with rhe Seil Conservation
$e1Yice to iden tift prime and unique
farmlands in areas proposed for
·
deve/opmem and use. Propose.d
development and construction activities
were evaluated for their potential to
affect water resources.

Impacts on Scenic

Closing all cave resources in the park w9uld have a beneficial effect by protecting cave resources untit inventories and
~nalyses were conducted and a cave management plan was developed.

WATER RESOURCES
Further studies would be conducted on the park's fish populations to detect water pollution problems that· might affect
fish. Sur-Veys would be conducted in cooperation with the New Mexico Environmental Department, the New Mexico .
Game and Fish Department, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, the U.S. Forest Service, the U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service, and the village of Pecos. These surveys would prevent significant adverse affects on the overall health of
resident fish populations.

Re~ources

The alternatives are evaluated by
considering the impacts o( the proposed
developmel)tS and actions ·an the park
scenery. Each proposed development
area was selected based on an analysis of
the viewshed from key·vantoge points io
the park. Views were analyzed by
con.ducting a computer analysis in the·
Forked Ughtning Ranch area from the
·Pecos Pueblo I mission ruins wmplex.
Kozlowski 's Stage Stop, the ranch house,
and the Gateway overlook. Key vantage
points were also identified and ar10iyzed
in the Glorieta unit.

I

Continuing t.o monitor the water quality of the Pecos River in the park would have a beneficial impact on water
resources and the health of the aquatic system by providing information to prevent adverse impacts.
Glorieta Creek would continue to be adversely affected by heavy nutrient loading from unknown sources ciut;side the
park.The park would work with owners of nearby property to address this issue.

Impacts Common to A!fAlternatives

Monitoring water quality on GaH\steo Creek would have a beneficial affect by providing critical baseline data to use in
assessing impacts on this resource from outside development. This data would be used to recommend stronger controls
of GaHisteo Creek water quality.

METHODS FOR
ANALVZING IMPACTS
Impacts on the
Socioeconomic EnvironfT\ent

Controlling erosion in the Glorieta Creek watershed would enhance water quality and have a beneficial effect on water
resources and aquatic life, Monitoring the location, size, and cause of gullies and headcuts would have a beneficial
impact. Stabilizing soils in the park would help control eras.ion and sedim_e nt in the creeks and river.
.

fmpoc ts on visitors and neqrby residents
were determined by analyzing the
alternatives and looking at the
opportunities they provided for people to
understand the significance of Pecos
National Historical Park. The
aliernatives were also examined based
on their ability to provide programs and
facilities for a wide variety of people,
including visitors with disabilities.

ACCESSIBILITY
Provisions made to accommodate the needs of spe.cial populations, induding hardened and w idened trails and accessible
entrances to park facilities, would not significantly adversely affect natural and cultural re~ources. Changes to historic
structures would be completed by a historical architect under consultation with the state historic preservation officer to
ensure that no adverse effects would occur on the character-defining features of the structure and that the Secretary of
Interior's Standards and Guidelines (or Archeology and Histo.ric Preservation were met to the greatest degree possible.

Impacts.on the local and regional
economy werefarecost ·by e){amining
polentiotshort- and long-\erm
consequences from the.alternatives chat
would have beneficial or adverse. effects.

VISITQRUSE
By not providing for and/or allowing overnight use in the park, no adverse impacts on natural and cultural resources
would occur. By encouraging private-entities outside the park to provide this service, economic benefits to the village of
Pecos and other.areas might occur. Some·temporary adverse impacts might occur ori vegetation because of overnight
use associated with special events permitted by the superintendent. Areas for this use would continue to be carefully
chosen to avoid significant park resources.

FISHING
Restrictions on fishing such as barbless hooks, catch and release, and permitting regulations would reduce adverse
impacts on the sensitive riparian habitat and cultural resources in the river area and offer a quality environment and
experience for those fishing. Excessive trampling of vegetation and overcrowding would be avoided, and potential
threatened and endangered fish species would be protected.

i
DEVELOPMENT OF ADJACENT LAND AND SCENIC RESOUR£ES

I

Land use changes and increases in commuter traffic might result in the sale _of nearby agricultural land and other rural·
properti_
cs for development. Developing areas that surround the park could significantly compromise the c1.dtura) and
natural landscape within the v1ewshed, especially at .Glorieta Mesa. The expansion of potential cqmmer<:iai and

I'
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residential devefopment in Santa Fe and San Miguel Counties and increases in commuter traffic woul.d also adversely
affect w·1idlife populations and local air and water quality. Views of and from the park could also be d·1minished by urban
haze i'f commuter traffic and burning from woodstoves continued to increase in the area. Greater residential
development near the park boundary could potentially affect groundwater and water quality in Glorieta Creek and the
Pecos River.
·
Cooperation with all state, county, and private development efforts to find creative solutions .to addr.ess the effects of
nearby development on park values wou.ld reduce adverse effects on park resources.
New faci1ities in the park would be designed to sensitfve\y blend. in with.the park surroundings, reducing adverse impacts
to the greatest degree possible. Carefully ~hoosing sites would further minimize adverse impacts by screening structures
with.topography and vegetation:

AIR QUALITY
.

.

Under t he Clean Air Act conformity requirements, federal actions must conform to all applicable state implementation
plan requirements and puqJoses, and·these actions must not cause or contribute to any violation of national ambient air
quality standards. The conformity regulations addressed only those areas that are not in attainment with the national
ambient air quality standards CFR 93, 58, FR 62215, Nov. 24, 1993; amended at 58 FR 63247, Nov. 30, 1993. Pecos
National Historical Park is· not designated as such an area: The temporary, minor impacts asso~iated with construction
arid sma\t proiected increases in visitation. wou\d not cause or contribute to a violation of the national standards for any
criteria pollutant and state implementation plan. ·

LAl'ilDOWNERS

Acquisiti~n of lands from willing seflers.would not result in an adverse effect. Alf landowners would be fairly
compe.nsated for their lands.

NEW MEXICO HIGHWAY SO
Widening NM 50 through the GJorieta unit and the associated traffic, noise, and fumes would adversely affect a historic
structure, potent.ial archeological resources, and.the cultural landscape. The combined impacts of this action would
threaten the overall integrity of this historic site and would eliminate the opportunity for the National Park Service to
effectiveiy interpret the significance of this site
the public. Soils, vegetation, and G\orieta Creek would also be
adverse!y affected during construction and when the highway was operational.
.
.

to
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lmp<Jcts Common to All Alternatives

The New Mexico Highway Department is studying alternative locations for NM 50 that woul.d enable it to be removed
from the center of the Glori eta unit. The National Park Service supports relocation of the highway from its present
location; however, assessing the impacts of those relocation alternatives is beyond the scope of this plan. The various
alternatives for relocation and impact analysis is being conducted by the New Mexico Highway Department and the
Federal Highway Administration.
·

NEW MEXICO HIGHWAY63
Since none of the archeological sites along the NM 63 right-of-way wer e fo und to be ~ligible for listing on t he national ·
register, raising and realigning the ro.ad is not expected to adversely affect significant archeological resources. However,
further surveys and mitigation of archeological resources by the New Mexico Department of Transportation might be
necessary, depending on future plans for other sections of the road. Recording and archeological monitoring would
reduce the potential f~::ir adverse impacts on the Santa Fe Trail ruts during highway construction.

C~nstructing retaining walls, placing riprap, and widening, raising, and realigning NM 63 near Kozlowski's Stage Stop
would adversely affect the cultural. landscape. This new construction would increase the size and mass of the road,
which would tend to visually diminish the nearby historic stage stop structures and change the character of the
surrounding landscape. These changes would be partially offset by several other factors. The original transportation
corridor. which has already had numerous changes through time , w _
o uld be retained, and thE! raised road would allow a ·
bett~r view of the historic scene fr~m the highway.
. .
Straightening NM 63, relocating the bridge near Kozlowski's , and elevating a portion of the road near Kozlowski's would
have a benefrdal effect on the public by removi.ng an unsafe condition. Construction near Glorieta Creek would
temporarily adversely affect water qua!ity_and the riparian habitat. Sediment control measures would be required to
avoid significant adverse impacts. Raising the road might i_ncrease_traffic noise from present levels. Significant adverse
. impacts on vegetation and wildlife would not be expected.
An environmental assessment was prepared by the state of New Mexico to analyze the impacts of this construction. The
National Park Service has submitted its comments and concerns to the state.
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IMPA(TS FROM PECOS UNIT ALTERNAT.IVES
PECOS UNIT ALTERNATIVE A (NO ACTION)
•CULTURAL ENVIRONMENT

Impacts on Archeologkal Resources, Including Collections
Under Pecos unit alternative A no direct negative impacts ~n arche~logical resources wo.uld be expected. Because
the area has been previously disturbed, and because apprqpriate mitigation strategies would be p.ccomplished before
construction, the replacement of trailers with housing units would not be expected to directly affect significant
resources. The new low-volume gravel access road i~to the ranch house area would generally follow existing ranch
roads, and its design would avoid significant respurces.
The maintenance facility V\foutd be located in a previously disturbed area eastof Kozlowski's, where the likelihood of
encountering archeological resources would be low. Adaptive use of the ranch structures, including Kozfow!\ki's Stage
Stop, would not be expected to affect archeological resources.
Indirect negative effects would be minor and would generally be limited to accidental trampling of sites an.d relic
collecting iri the original monument portion of the park. Because the ranch area would be closed to visitation; no
significant indirect impacts on archeological resources would be expected iii this area. Park law enforcement activities,
research, monitoring; and interpretation would continue to help mitigate potential impacts on resources in outlying
areas.
Reuse of the administrative facilities for curatorial .treatment and storage would continue to provide marginally
adequate care for the park's collections.

Impacts on Historic Sites and Structures
Adaptive use of the ranch ho use for.administrative facilities, .t.he stage stop for park operations, and the casita for park
housing would continue to help preserve these structures· t hrough ongoing upkeep and maintenance and wovld fulfill
legal compliance requirements regarding adaptive use of historic structures in preference to new construction . Such
use would 1'esult in positive effects on these historic resources. Ongoing adaptive use of existing ranch st,ructures has
been preceded by consultation with the New Mexico state historic preservation officer. Consultation would coritinue
in .the future to ensure that such use would not diminish the significant qualities of the buildings.
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Impacts

on Cultural Landscapes

.The existing administrative facilities would contin ue to visually intrude on the cultural landscape, resulting in an
adverse impact on the area surrounding th_
e Pecos Pueblo I mission ruins complex. Constructing the maintenan ce
facility would adversely affect the cultural landscape near the stage stop by introducing contemporary facilities and
operations in the historic scene. Even though maintenance functions have historically been located in the general area
(for example, ranching operations at Kozlowski's) , the proposed development would be incompatible with the
cultural landscape because it would introduce a modern development that would be visible from historic pasture
areas such
the Trap pasture : It would also be incompatible because it would be associated wit h NPS management,
not with the continuum of historic use that is the primary subject of park interpretation. The degree of impact would
depend on the design, scale, materials, color, and texture of this new facility, in addition to new roads, parking areas,
and parked equipment.

PECOSUMIT .. ·

>.llLTERNATI~
A,
w. ' ,

as

The intrusion would be partially mitigated through careful design and vegetation screening. Continued use of the
ranch house, the casita, and Kozlowski's would be compatible with the area's historic values and would not adversely
affect the cultural landscape n~ar these structures. Constructing the gravel road into the ranch house ar~a would
modify the cultural landscape, but it would not have an adverse effect because the existing r oad is a character-defining
cultural landscape feature, the gravel surfacing would blend unobtrusively into the surrounding landscape, and the low
level of t _
raffic would not be intrusive.
.

Cumulative Impacts
Lack of funding and staff make it difficult to provide prompt maintenance , adequate stabilization of structures, or
accurate documentation of past conservation activities at the ruins. Isolated ruins o n the ranch might continue to
deteriorate. When these concerns are combined with continuing visitor activities and the impacts of natural forces
such as insects and. rodents , rain, snow, wind, and freezing temperatu~es , negative cumul~tive impacts might occur on
both prehistoric and historic features over the entire park.
·

Conclusion
The park's archeological and architec~ural resources would not be direc.tly impacted by construction activities.
Historic structures would benefit from adaptive use. Building a maintenance .complex near the stage stop would
adversely impact the cultural landscape. The existing administrative fac ilities would co nti nue to intrude on the visi to 1experience and historic scene at the ruins. Limited minor impacts would be expected from continuing existing
management in the rest of the park.
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PECOS UNIT

~ITERNATIVE

.

A

•NATURAL ENVIRONMENT
Impacts on Floodplains, Wetlands, and Riparian Habitat
Wetlands or floodplains would not be affected under this alternative because all dev~lopment would be sited to avoid
adversely affecting these resources. Constructing a new maintenance facility near Kozlowski's Stage Stop and a new
administrative access road .might adversely affect riparian areas from runoff during storms. These facilities would be
designed to mitigate these effects.

Impacts on Vegetation and Wildlife
No additional impacts on vegetation or wildlife would occur under alternative A Constructing a new maintenance
facility in a disturbed area near Kozlowski's Stage Stop would not adversely affect vegetation or wildlife. About 0.25
acre of habitat would be replaced by development. The new 2.25-ml!e gravel administrative access road would follow
an existing ranch road where feasible, which would minimize adverse impacts.

Impacts on Threatened, Endangered, or Sensitive·species
No known endangered, threatened, or state-listed sensitive species are located in existing visitor use and
development areas; therefore, no adverse impacts would occur under this alternative. If any sensitive species were
found in the future, new development would avoid them.
·

Impacts on Water Resources
Erosion would continue in the Glorieta Creek watershed. Gullies and headcuts initiated by past erosion in Glorieta
Creek would continue to~gradually advance up tributary watersheds, adversely affecting water quality .
. Constructing a new maintenance facility near Kozlowski's Stage Stop and a new administrative access road might
adve rsely affect water quality from runoff during storms. These facilities would be designed to mitigate these effects.

Impacts on Prin:ie and Unique Farmlands
No adverse impacts would occur on so.ils that are designated as prime and unique farmlands .
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Cumulative Impacts
Wildlife and water quality could be adversely impacted by the development of habitat areas outside the park.

PE(OSUNIT

ALTEBH~'r'IVE A "

Conclusion
There would be no significant adverse impacts on threatened or endangered species, wetlands, floodplains,
vegetation, prime and unique farmlands, or wildlife as a result of this alternative. Erosion of Glorieta Creek would
continue, increasing sedimentation and adversely affecting water quality.

•SCENIC ENVIRONMENT
Impacts on Scenic Resources
Impacts on scenic resources in the park would be minimal because there would be little new construction. The
existing administrative facilities at the Pecos Pueblo I mission ruins complex would remain in this alternative. These
facilities would continue to adversely impact the scene s~rrounding the Pecos Pueblo I mission ruins complex.
Constructing a maintenance facility near Kozlowski's Stage Stop would have a minimal effect on scenic quality.

Cumulative Impacts
Continued development outside the park could adversely affect the scenic resources in the park.

Conclusion
The administrative facilities near the Pec~s Pueblo I mission ruins complex would continue to significamly adversely
impact the cufturaf landscape . No other significant adverse impacts would result from this alternative. Scenic
resources in the park could be adversely impacted by development outside the park.
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•SOCIOECONOMIC ENVIRONMENT
Impacts on Visitors
The visitor experience would remain basically the same because th_e recent park acquisitions would remain closed to
visitors, leaving only a small portion of the park open. As a result, legislative requirements to provide for visitor
enjoyment of park resources would not be fulfilled.

Impacts on Local Residents
local residents of the village of Pecos and other nearby areas would not experience any change in existing conditions
as a result of this alternative. The park would remain dosed to fishing, adversely affecting those residents who wanted
to fish along the Pecos River in the park.

Impacts on the Local Economy
There would be no new construction of visitor facilities and n,o expansion of visitor services under this alternative, so
no additional economic benefits such as additional jobs would be expected to accrue to the local economy. Visitor
expenditures in the surrounding area would continue at present levels because there would be no additional
developments such as trails or educational facilities to encourage visitors to stay longer.

Cumulative Impacts
No cumulative impacts would occur as a result of this alternative.

Conclusion

a

No significant adverse impacts would occur on local· residents or the local economy as result of this alternative.
Local residents would continue to be denied permission to fish.the Pecos River on park land. The-visitor experience
would be adversely affected because only a small portion <;>f the park would be open tb visitation, and the National
Park Service would not fulfill (!:s goal to provide for visitor enjoyment.
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PEC.OS UNIT ALTERNATIVE B (PROPOSEliA(TION)
• Cl)LTURAL ENVIRONMENT

Impacts on Arc:heologic:al Resources, Including Collections
No direct adverse impacts on archeological resources would be expected under the proposed action (see appendix
F). Expanding the parking area and visitor cent.er, constructing a new limited access road and new facilities at the .
northern boundary, reconfiguring the ruins trail, replacing employee housing, developing facilities· at Kozlowski's Stage
Stop, and adaptively using the ranch complex would involve careful design and implen1entation steps to avoid directly
impacting archeological resources , including Santa Fe Trail ruts.
.
.
The sarne precautions would be taken when developing new trails throughout the park, improving existing ranch
roads, and constructing a new footbridge. As previously stated, the route of the proposed access road into
Kozlowski's has been surveyed, and no significant cultura) resources would be affected by construction . Maintaining
open pasture areas would be ace<~mplished in a manner that would not damage archeological resources,
Constructing visitor facilities at the Gateway overlook is expected to have only a minimal direct effect on cultural
resources. Part of this area has been previously disturbed by roads and quarry activities. and the majority of nearby ·.
archeological sites could be avoided during construction. Stabilizing and interpreting the Hispanic frontier site(s) and
the mill site would help reduce indirect impacts that might occur from increased visitor use of this area.

Few archeofogical sites have been documented in the mountainous areas east of the Pecos River. Therefore, direct
impacts on cultural .resources from trail.construction or indirect impacts from visitor use in this area would not be
expected. Some indirect impacts from visitation on archeological resources along the river might occur, but visitor
education, controls on fishing. law enforcement patrols, and design of trails would minimize these impacrs.
The present administrative complex wa.S constructed in an area now known to contain archeo)ogical resources.
Removing the existing structures and revegetating the area would be carefully accomj:)lished to ensure that no direct'
impacts would occur on these resources. Relocating the picnic area away from the ruins and removing the ruins
preservatiori storage, equipment, and work areas to the former trailer area would not impact significant archeoiogica!
resources . Special care would be taken to help ensure that road realignment, trails, and visitor facilities would not
destroy trace5' of the Santa Fe Trail or damage other archeologicil resources.
.
Through a combined. program of good facility design and visitor management, increased visitor access t,o previously
restricted areas of the ranch would not be. expected to result in significant negative direct or indirect impacts on
c;:ultural.resources. Visitor access would be limited to developed sites and trails and to special guided tours in sensitive.
areas.
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Constrncting new curatorial facilities would significantly improve th~ safety and preservation treatment of the park!s
collecti"ons.

Impacts on Historic Sites and Structures
Buildings at the stage stop, the ranch house, and the casita would be adaptively used. This use would benefit these
structures by ensuring that they received continued regular maintenance and prompt response to potential structural
deterioration.
Although it is not historic, the Fogelson visitor center's soui:hwest.ern design is complementary to the area's historic
qualities. Appropriate desrgns and materials would be used in additions or modifications to this building to help avoid
adverse effects on its appearanc~ and architectural integrity.
.
.

Impacts on Cultural Landsqipes

As stated above, the Fogelson visitor center complements the area's historic qualities. The.building was originally sited
to avoid intruding on the nearby Pecos Pueblo I mission ruins ·complex, and the additionsto the visitor center and .
parking would be compatible with the surrounding cultural landscape to avoid adverse. impacts. The existing
administrative structure, a number of modern outbuildings, and a picrilc area adversely affect views of the valley when
looking from the Pecos Pueblo I mission ruins complex. Removing these ·structures and carefully revegetating the area
with native plants would have a beneficial effect on the surrounding cultural landscape. ·These str~ctures·would
documented before removal. Segments of the new access road from the visitor center .to the Pecos Pueblo/ mission
ruins co~plex might intrude on the cultural.landscape, but this effect would likely be minor.

be

Because the new gravel acces~ road to the ranch .house would follow an existing ranch road, it would help preserve a
character-defining feature of the cultural landscape and continue the histor-icuse'. Road a~cess to the visitor staging
area near Kozlowski's Stage Stop would also follow historic ranch road~. Using hist~ric roaqs. for visitor access would
have a beneficial impact on the cultural landscape.
·

one-w~y

for ped~strian

The
bridge across Glorieta Creek would be stab;lized and maintained
use to the ranch house.
This would be a beneficial impact because it would preseNe a character-defining feature o(the cultural landscape.
The Colonias r~ad dates back to at least the late 1800s and served as an early transportation link between the
communities of Pecos and Colonias. Converting the Colonias bridge to a footbridge and using the historic route as a
pedestrian· trail would help continue this histo~ic use. Design and construction of the footbridge and trail would be
carefully planned _w avoid any adverse effects on the structure 9r: die historic road.
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New facilities suc h as com fort stat ions and parking. lots co uld _intrude on t he cult ural landscape a.nd irn pact its
charact er-defining featu res . However, a JT»aintenance st o rage ;ire<'. near th e stage stop wo ulr:J .not adve rse!y irn pact the
su rrou nding cultural landscape because i t would not be v isible from o verlooks, roads, or hist oric areas . Because of 1:h0
pr oximit y of modern resid entiaia nd commercial development in,th e village of Pecos, construct ing new fa(:ilit1es :rt th e
no rth end of the park would not be expected to have an adverse effect on the cultural landscape..
_
T he cultu r al landsca pe·would be preserved in p~rt by m aim~i n ing open pastures . Reusing ex ist ing roads w ould help
r educe Impacts associated w ith building·new roads. T he topog raphy around t he Gateway overl ook has bee ;~
previously distu rbed; this would allow fo r facifi t ies to be.built. w here they w ?uld not intrude on t he cu lt ural landscape.
Mitigating measures :wo uld mi nimize dir ect negative impacts on significant character-defi ning landscape feat ures.
Recom mendation s for ongoing pres ervat ion and interpretation woui d be contained in an approved cultu 1:al landscape
report . Guidance from t his docu ment wou ld heip minimize direct and indirect im pacts on t .he cult ural lan dscape. Until
the cultural Landscape rep.or:c w as completed and approved, a cultural .landscape overvrew w ould provide interim
guidance for management.

Cumulative Impacts
. Th.e h·1storic use of- ranch lands has been lim.;ted primarily to stock grazing; .w ith some.development of roads and
structures. Because of the narrow range and low occurr ence
uses and users, nonrenew able archeological
resources on the newly acqui red ranch lands are generally in excellent condition.
.
.

of

Several factors combine to increase cumulative impacts on cultural resources. Increased visitation might result in the
trampling of sites, displac_ement of surface artifacts, and changes in vegetation. Potential relic hunting and vandalism
would also be more· likely with increased visitation. The loss of diagnostic artifacts limits the assortment of remaining
materials and diminishes their scientific value as part of a larger regional database. These cumulative impac:ts would
generally be mitigated by documenting sites before opening them to visitatio n and by managing visitor activities ·
through interpretation, law enforcement, and facility design.

(:onclusipn
Adverse effects on the ruins , archeological resources, the Fogelson visitor center, the ranch facilities, or cultural
landscapes would be negated by avoiding significant sites and features, using sensitive designs, and developing and
implementing appropriate mitigation strategies. Removing intrusive facilities from the ruins area would have a positive
effect on the cultural landscape . Constructing new curatorial facilities and adaptively using historic structures at th e
ranch_house and stage stop would benefit the park's historic properties and cultural !and;Scape.

I
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•NATURAL ENVIRONMENT
Impacts on

Fl~odplains,

Wetlands, and Riparian Habitat

.

.

.

There would be no_ adverse impacts on floodplains and wetlands as a result of this alternative because development
would be sited to avbid these areas. The parking lot hear the Fogelson visitor center would be expanded in such a .
way that the nearby wetland would be avoided by carefully channeling runoff from the parking area away from the
wetland. Controlled fishing and hiking in the riparian: habitat near the Pecos River would not adversely affect this area.
Controlling the numbers of people allowed to fish an_
d requiring all visitors to remain on established trails would
minimize adverse effects on this habitat.
.

.

.

.

.

Restoring the Coionias bridge as a footbridge would be exempted from compliance with EO I 1988. Temporary
impacts would occur during construction; however, there would be no long~term adverse impacts assodated with
this bridge.
Constructing a new footbridge across the Pecos Riv.e r near the ranch house and .a 0.25-mile trail along the river would
also be exempt fro~ compliance with EO I 19_
88. This bridge would not adversely affect the riparian resources. -·
Staying on established trails would be strictly enforced to protect the fragile resources in this area._·

lmp~cts
..

on Vegetation and Wildlife · ·
.

Enlarging the present parking area neat the Fogelson visitor center by 0. 75 acre would not have a significant adverse
effect on_ vegetation or wildlife in the area. Some smart mammal species might be dis pf aced from the site; however, it
i~ doubtful that these animals would be killed or leave the park. Confining visitor use to the trail would protect
veg~tation from trampling. Three acres of land Vy"ould b·e rest9red by removing the administrative building; ·
maintenance area, curatorial facilities, and housing. These areas would be replanted with native vegetation to ·
enhaoce wildlife habitat. Reconfiguring the trail from the Pecos Pueblo I mission ruins complex to the Fogelson visitor
center would hav~ no effect on vegetation or w ildfife, Constructing a trail from the visitor center to Kozlowski's Stage
Stop would not significantly affect vegetation or wildlife in the area. Building a footbridge across Glorieta Creek near
Kozlowski's would prevent visitors from trampling the riparian area. Relocating the existing picnic area to the
Fogelson visitor center would have a minimal _adverse effect on vegetation and wildlife.
··
Constructing an orientation site, including parking, restrooms, and picnic tables near Kcizlowski's, would remove I
acre but would not adversely impact vegetation or wildlife in the area. Some small mammal species might be
displaced; however, -it is doubtful that these animals would be killed.
Constructing a trail to provid~ access for visitors to view the Santa Fe Trail ruts would have an insignificant adverse
impact on vegetation and wildlife.

.

· '.

Impacts from Pecos Unit Afternalives

Constructing a I .S~mile trail to the Gateway overlook from the trailhead at Kozlowski's Stage Stop would not
adversely impact vegetation or wildlife. The trail would be constructed on top of or along existing ranch roads,
eliminating the need to disturb new areas. State-of-the-art restroom facilities and a picriic area .would disturb d.25 .
. acre of vegetation; however, this would not b~ a significant adverse impact Minimal disturba.nce might occur on ·
wildlife species because this area has previously not been open to the public. Constructing I 0 miles of trail on or along
existing informal ;oads and trails on the east side of Pecos Riverwould affect 7 acres of vegetation. However, it is not
anticipated that this. would ·be a significant impact due to careful selection of sites. Once trails were flagged, surveys
would be conducted to ensure that no significant habitat or vegetation would be disturbed.
·c onstructirig a 0.15-mile trail from Kozlowski's to the ranch house would not adversely affect vegetation or wildlife
pecause it would be constructed along previously disturbed ground.
Ma.intaining 400 acres of pastureland by fire or man4al cutting ~ould not adversely affect the current vegetation or
wildlife in the area: This land has been maintained a5 pasturel.and since before the establishment of the Pecos Pueblo,
and although vegetation patterns are not natural, it is unlikely that continued rnaintenanc~ of .400 acres would have an
. adverse impact. Restoration or allowing 2,000 acres of former pastureland to return to native vegetation types and
patterns would have a beneficial effect on the overall health.of the park. Meadow-dwelling wildlife species would
benefit from. this action.
Constructing a new m.aintenance and ad~ini~trative facility and employ~e housing in the northern part of the park on ·
approximately 4 acres would not have a significant adverse impact on wildlife or vegetation resources. Wildlife would
be displac-ed from this area but would likely move to similar habitat elsewhere in the park. Restoring 3 acres of similar
habitat near the Pecos Pueblo I m issi~n ruins complex would offset this disturbance ..

Impacts on Threatened, Endangered, or Sensitive Species
All development sites were sur./eyed for the presence of any federal category 2 species and for any federal or
state~listed threatened or endangered species. No threatened , endangered, or sensitive species were located oh any
of the sites; therefore, development would not adversely affect these species. Future development of the trail wou!ci
avoid potential threatened or endangered species habitat.
.
.
.

Impacts on Water Resources
Developing Kozlowski's Stage Stop as a visitor u~e area might increase th'e potential for adverse impacts on Glorieta
Creek; Sedimentation and erosion controls would be (mplemented·during construction to avoid sediment from·
entering the creek; however, pollutants from the parking area coµld b.e.washed into the creek and adversely affect· ·
water quality.
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Repiadng the footbridge across the Pecos River and constructing a O.S~mile i'nterpretive trail along the river would
require se.diment and erosion control devices during construction to prevenfadverse i_mpacts on the Pecos River. No
adverse impacts on water quality or resources would be likely.to occur after construction.
Glorieta Creek would continue to be adversely affected by heavy nutrient loading from unknown sources outside the
park T he park would work with owners of nearby properties to address this issue.
Controlling erosion in the Glorieta Creek watershed would enhance \\later quality· and have a. beneficial effect ori
water resources and aquatic life. Monitoring the location, size, and cause of gullies and headcu_ts would have a
benefi_cial impact. Stabilizing soils in the park would help control erosion and sediment in the creeks and river.

Impacts on Prime and Unique Farmlands
No development ls proposed on prime and unique farmlands.

Cumulative Impacts
Developments inside and outside the park might have a cumulative adverse impact on wildlife ~abitat. There would
be no other cumulative· impacts on natural resources as a result of this alternative.

Condusion
No significant adverse impacts on natural resources would result from implementing alternative B. Over time·the park
would be restored to more natural-conditions, which would have a beneficial effect on the ecosystem.

W SCENIC ENVIRONMENT

Impacts on Scenic R~sources
Most of the proposed developments would not be seen from high vantage points that t,he public would have access
to. Locating the park administrative and operationsfaci!ities near the northern boundary would have an overall
be_neficial effect on visual quality. The northern location would place facilities near exi~ting buildings and structures
from the village of Pecos. This would create a closer relationship of park facilities tO the village's visual context,
minimizing negative visual intrusions on the natural and cultural landscape further south in the park. The e>;isting
administrative facilities at the Pecos Pueblo I mission ruins complex would be removed in conjunction with the above
development. The remaining disturbed site would be revegetated, which would have a beneficial effect on. the scenic

Impacts from Pecos Unit AlternatiYes

.

.

quality surrounding the complex. While new developments near Kozlowski's Stage Stop would not adversely impact
· critical views fr'otn key vantage points , it would introduce contemporary development into the overall scene
associated wlth the ranch.
.

.

An administrative road .from the northern ,boundary to the ranch house would negatively impact the view east from
the Pecos Pueblo I mission ruins complex ov~r the .short term. The pinon/juniper vegetation would eventually screen
this road as the plant community matured.
.

,.

.

.

The ranch house and casita would be adaptively used for resource education. and park housing; which would have
minimal adverse impacts on park scenery. Exterior modifications would be insignificant.
Expanded facilities at the Fogelson visitor center would be designed to blend visually with existing :facilities minimizing
adverse visual impacts.
·
·
Constructing new facilities would create short-term adverse effects on the visual quality of the park. Cohstructiori
equipment, dearlng and grading operations, and dust would create temporary adverse impacts.

Cumulative Impacts
Development in.the park, combined with development ofpi-ivate lands outside the park, would cumulatively
adversely affect scenic resources in the park.
.

Conclusion
This alternative would preserve most of the existing visual qua.l ity of the park. New facilities would have adver-Se
impacts on the viewsh~d at selected areas. However, the visual quality of the Pecos Pueblo I mission ruins complex
would be enhanced. The quality of the scenery outside the park rnfght or might not have significant adverse impacts in
. the future, depending on the success of the National Park Service in worki.ng with owners of nearby lands,

•SOCIOECONOMIC ENVIRONMENT
Impacts on Visitors
Under alternative B visitors would have an opportunity to better .understand and visualize the historic significance o{
Pecos National Historical Park. This Would be accomplished by qffering trai! access to all the important cultural
features in the park and by providing quality interpretaiior1 at these sites. The Jack of automobile access by visitors to
sites such as the Gateway overlook might limit.the availability of .the experience . thereby adversely affecting it.

ENVIRONMENTAL cCJN~EQUENCES.

However, quality interpretation of the entire park would be available at the Fogelson visitor center
of all visitors, regardless of ability.

to serve the needs

Re~abilitating the ~anch house as a resource education facility .would have a beneficial impact on schools and other
groups. Increased opportunities for learning about the natural and cultural resources ,of the park would have a
beneficial _effec.t on the public.
lmpa~

on Loca~ Residents
.

.

.

Abroader range of visitor ·experiences would be provided i~ this alternative, which would have a beneficial effect. .
However, local residents might believe that restrictions on fishing with limited accesswould have an adverse effect.
Build.1ng a resource educat'1on fac·1lity would have a positive eff.ect on the commun·1ty by providing new educational
opportunities for schools and community.groups.

Impacts on the Loca\ Economy
.

.

..

.

.

.

.

Some short-term positive economic benefits would accrue to the l~I and regional economy because of new
construction and development at the park. With a variety of opportunities t~ eio:pe'rience the park and a n~mber of
hiking trails , visitors probably would stay longer. This would increase the amount of tourist dollars spent locally.

Cumulative Impacts
Increased visitation a(ld length·of stay could mean increased tourist dollars spent in the area. No other cumulative
impacts were identified for .the socioeconomic ecwironment.

Conclusion
This alternative woutd generally have benef\C:\al effects on thev\sitor experience because visitors would be able to ·
experience the park much like historic peoples . .
.
The village bf Pecos and other nearby communities would experience minor ecoricimic benefits. from new park
facilities. Providing a resource education facility for the community and local school groups would have beneficial
effect by providing new education a~ opportunities.

a
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PECOS UNIT ALTERNATIVE C
•CULTURAL ENVIRONMENT
Impacts on Archeological Resources, Including Collections
Under alternative C impacts on archeological resources near the Pecos Pueblo I mission ruins complex would be
virtually the same as those described under the proposed action (see appendix F). Constructing a new resource
education center at the north end of the park would not affect significant ard1eological resour.ces. However, because
of the size of the new facilities.at Kozlowski's and their proximity to the historic stage stop, there would be a greater
likelihood of disturbing archeological resources under this alternative.
Avoiding sites and using appropriate mitigating measures would help ensure that building a new road into the ranch
·house and a new bridge would not adversely impact the area's scattered archeological resources.

Mitig~ting measures under alternative C would help reduce negative impacts on archeological sites from constructing
a gravel road to the Gateway.overlook, which would increase visitation in this area. k. in the proposed action,
avoiding sites would help ensure that developing a road into.this area would not adversely impact archeological
resources, including the Santa Fe Trail ruts. As previously described, the proposed route of the·new access road into
Kozlowski's has been surveyed, and no signifiCant cultural resources wouid' be affected by road construction ..
Site avoidance by design and developing mitigating measures would reduce the potential for adverse impacts on
archeological resources near the ranch house addition.
Increased visitor education, sensitive trail design, and law enforcement measures would help minimize negative ·
impacts on sites along new trails in the mountainous areas east of the river. Documenting and stabilizing the mill site·
· and providing interpretation to visitors would reduce the potential for vandalism and relic hunting.
Other impacts associated with developing trails, modifying the Colonias bridge, and interpreting the frontier site
would be similar to those described under the proposed action_

Impacts on Historic Sites and Structures
Impacts of this alternative on historic resources near the Pecos Pueblo f mission ruins complex would be similar to
those described under the proposed action. No historic resources would be affected by constructing a new resource
education center at the northern edge of the park.
While the original structures at Kozlowski's Stage Stop would require modification to accommodate visitors and
provide ior their safety, this wouid not be an adverse effect on this historic complex. In fact , stabilization and adaptive
use would be a positive step toward the long~term preservation of the Kozlowski complex .
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I

Adaptively using th.e ranch house and surr.ounding facllities for· administrative use and park housing would not be an
adverse effett because this use woald facilitate .the preservation of this complex and meet requirements for. reuse of
historic structures. However. because the ranch house was not specifically. designed t6 serve these functions ,
modifications could affed more histori~ fabric than in other alternatives. Sensitive design and careful choice of
materials and colors would help make the new 3,0.00-square-foot add.1tion compatible .with the historic complex and
reduce (but not. eliminate) the adverse impacts of construction.

(
Impacts on Cultural Landscapes

I

l
I

All of the existing structures at Kozlowski;s Stage Stop would be maintained, and care would be taken to ensure that .
no important elements of the cultural landscape were lost. The proposed maintenance facility and its location would
be incompatible with the surrounding cultural landscape, resulting ·in adverse impacts'
Although existing roads would be used wherever possible, and road designs.would be sensitive to the landscape,
there would be negat\ve visual intrusions from increased vehicle traffic from Kozlowski's to the Gateway overlook.
Sensitive design would also be used to screen the new road to the ranch hquse from view wherever possible, arid the
road would follow existiiig·ranch roads for most of its length, helping to fllinimize impacts on the cultural landscape.
However, sections of the road would still be visible from other areas in the park and woulp intrude on the cultural
landscape.

Cumulative Impacts
The cumulative impacts Of alternative con cultural resources would be similar to those described under the
proposed action but could be accelerated because more visitors wo.uld be using previously restricted areas.where
access to historic sites would be improved.

Conclusion
Under this alternative more potential would exist for direct impacts from construction on arche~logical resources
because of the size and nature of proposed developments. Indirect impacts from increased visitor use in previously
restricted areas would require a higher level of protective measures. Constructing a roadway to the Gateway
overlook area (ancl associated traffic) and building facilities near Kozlowski's Stage Stop would have an adverse impact
on the cultural landscape. Constructing an addition to the ranch house wou.ld adversely affect its historic and
architectural values and would have the potential to intrude on the cultural landscape. There also would be more
pote~tial for damage to sites important to traditional groups.

lmpaccs from Pecos Un it Alternatives

•NATURAL ENVIRONMENT
Impacts on Floodplains, Wetlands, and Riparian Habitat
. There would be no adve~se impacts on floodplains and wetlands under this alternative. The expanded parking lot n~ar
the Fogelson visitor center would be constructed in such a manner that. the nearby wetland would be avoided.
Carefully channeling runoff from the parking area to keep it from draining into. the wetland would avert adverse
impacts. Allowing limited fis hing and hiking in the riparian habitat near the Pecos River would not adversely affect .this
area. Controlling the number of people allowed to fish and requiring all visitors to remain on established trails would
prevent adverse effects on this habitat.
·
Constructing a new bridge across Glorieta Creek to provide access to the ranch ~ouse and restoring the Colonias
bridge as a footbridge are exempted from compliance with,EO 11988. Temp0rary impacts would occur during
construction; however, there. would be no long-term advers.e impacts associated with these bridges.
Constructing a new footbridge across the Pecos River near the ranch house and a 0.5-mile t r ail along the river would
also. be excepted from compliance with EO I 1988. These projects would not adversely affect the riparian resources. ·
Staying on established trails would be strictly enforced -to protect the fragile resources in this ar ea.

Atrail along the bank of Glorieta Creek with views of the Santa Fe Trail ruts would provide visitors with opportunities
to get near the water without trampling veget'ation . This trail wo1,1ld not adversely impact the riparian area.
Constructing a new maintenance are.a between Kozlowski 's and the ranch house might adversely affect the riparian
area· of Glorieta Creek. This facility would be outside the 500-yea r floodplain; however, runoff during storms could
· drain into the creek from thi.s facility. Since maintenance are.as typically use various contaminants and toxic materials,
·runoff from this area could contaminate ·the riparian system of the creek. The facility would be designed to avoid
these impacts.

Impacts on Vegetation and Wildlife
Impacts on vegetation and wildlife associated w ith increased parking near the Fogelson visitor center would be t he
same as those described under the proposed action. Other impacts that would be the same as those described under
the proposed action are those related to expahding the visitor center; reconfiguring t he trai l from the Pecos Pueblo I
mission ruins complex to the visitor center; removing the administratfve building, maintenance ar ea, curatorial
facilities, and housing; constructing a trail from the visitor center to Kozlowski's Stage Stop, constructing a footbridge
across Glorieta Creek; and relocating the existing picnic area to the visitor center.
Impacts on vegetation and wildli fe from providing parking, r estrooms, a picnic area, and an orientation site at the
visitor staging area near Kozlowsk.i 's Stage Stop would be the same as those described u_n der the proposed _action .
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Cqnstructing a maintenance facility in a disturbed area near Kozlowski's Stage Stop .would not adversely affect
vegetation or wildlife.
Impacts on vegetation and wildlife from constructing state-of-the-art restroom facilities, a picnic area, and a l .5-mile
trail to the Gateway overlook along existing ranch roads would be the same as those described under the proposed
action.
Constructing I 0 miles of trail on the east side of the Pecos River would have the same impacts on wildlife and
vegetation as those described under the proposed action.
Impacts on vegetati_on and wildlife from constructing a 0.75-mile trail from Kozlowski's Stage Stop to the ranch house
along existing distllrbed ground would be the same as those described under the proposed action.
Maintaining 400 acres of pastureland by fire or manual cutting and restoring or allowing 2,000 acres to return to
native vegetation types and patterns would have the same impacts.on vegetation and wildlife as those described under
the proposed action.
Constructing 2 miles of roads would not disturb vegetation or wildlife ' b~cause alignments would follow existing ranch
roads as much as possible. Vegetation and wildlife would be adversely affected by increased noise from vehicles and
by habitat fragmentation. The new roads would also increase the likelihood for animals to be ·hit by cars.
New r<;>ads would allow more people access throughout the park, which would likely result in an adverse impact on
vegetation and wildlife from trampling and disturbance to wildlife species,
Constructing a 40-car parking lot and comfort stations at the Gateway overlook would disturb I acre of vegetation;
however, this would not be an adverse effect since this is a previously disturbed area. Wildlife would be displaced
from this site butwould likely remain in the park,
·
Constructing housing where two trailers currently sit, as well as restoring the casita as employee housing, would not
have adverse effects on vegetation or wildlife because these are previously disturbed sites.
Constructing a new resource education.center·at the northern b·oundary would change that area from undisturbed
vegetation and wildlife habitat to developed; however, this would not have a significant adverse impact on wildlife or
vegetation resources. Wildlife would be displaced from this area but would likely remain in the park.
·

Impacts on Threatened, Endangered or, Sensitive Species
All sites proposed for development were surveyed for the presence of any threaten.ed, endangered, or sensitive
species listed by state and federal agencies. No listed species were found on any of the sites; therefore, development
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would not advers~lyaffect threatened, endangered, or sensitive species. Trails would be aligned to avoid any potential
threatened or endangered species habitat.
·

Impacts on Water Resources
Developing Kozfows.ki's Stage Stop as a visitor use area and a-park maintenance facility might increase the potential
for adverse impaCts on GJorieta Creek. Sedimentation and erosion controls would be implemented during
construction to keep sediment from enteritig the creek; however, during operation, pollutants from the parking area
· and the maintenance facility could ·be washed into the creek and adversely affect water quality. The facility would be
designed fo avoid this impact. .
·
.

.

Constr~ding a new 1.25-mil~.road .;; the ranch house, including a br.idge civer. Gloi'leta Creek, would not adversely
affect water resources. Sedimentation and erosion controls during construction would prevent water· quality from
being adversely impacted by sediment. During operations, pollutants from the road could be washed into the creek·
and adversely affect water quality.
·
Replacing the footbridge acro.ss the Pecos River and constructing.a 0.5-mi!e interpretive trarl along the r'rver would
require sediment and ercision C:::ontrol devices during construction to prevent adverse impacts on the Pecos River. No
adverse impacts on water quality or res~urces would be. likely to occur after construction.
Controlling erosion in the Glodeta Creek_ watershed, monitoring gullies and headcuts, and stabilizing soils in the park
would have the same effects on water resources as those described in the proposed action.
.
.

Impacts on Prime and Unique F~rmland,s
No development would occur on pd me and u~ique farmland.

Cumulative Impacts
Development outside the park could cumulatively impact wildlife habitat and water resources . There would be no
other cumulative impacts on natural resources a5 a result of this alternativ~-

Conclusion
·Improved vehicle access in the park and accommodating a greater number of visitors would likely result in more
adverse impacts on natural resources than under the proposed action. Constructing a maintenance area between the
ranch and Kozlowski's Stage Stop and an access road would increase the likelihood of adverse impacts on water
_ re5ources and the riparian area of Glori eta Creek from stormwater runoff. ·
·
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•SCENIC ENVIRONMENT

Impacts on Scenic Resources
·Developing a maintenance facility and visit.or staging area near Kozlowski's would not impact critical viewsheds;
however, the existing ~ural scene associate.d with the ranch would be affected. The new bridge crossing Clorieta
Creek would require some vegetation clearing and would introduce a contemporary feature incompatible with the
surrounding rural scene.
.
.
Adaptively usi~g the r~nch h~use and the associated increase in staffing, as well as visitor parking,
moderate adverse impacts on the quality of the surrounding·viewshed.
·

w~uld have

The natural environment at the Gate""'.ay overlook has been previously disturbed .. Therefore, new development
would have minimal additional adverse impacts on the visual scene.
Proposals at the visitor center, the Pecos Pueblo /mission ruins complex, and nearby lands would have the same
impacts on the visual ·scene as those described unc;ler the proposed action_.

Cumulative Impacts
Developmen! under this alternative would adversely a,ffect scenic resources when combined with development likely
to.take place outside park boundaries.

Conclusion
This alternative would preserve most of the existing visual quality of the park. N~w facilities would have adverse
impacts on views of the landscape at selected areas. The quality of the s.cenery outside the park might be adversely
impacted, depending on the success of the National Park Service in working with owners of nearby lands.

•SOCIOECONOMIC ENVIRONMENT

Impacts on -Visitors
'

.

.

.

.

.

lmplem~nting alternative C would allow all visitors to experience more of the park's natural and cultural ~esources.
The increased level of development in the park would interfere with the ability of visitors to view this area as a
cultural landscape. The increased numbers of cars on park roads would create more noise, which would likely h.ave an
advers,e effect on the visitor experience.
·
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Visitor access to Kozlowski's Stage Stop would provide onsite interpretation of the Santa Fe Trail era,· as wel~ as
access to a ranch building. This would have a beneficial effect on the visitor experience.
Constructing a maintenance facility between Kozlowski's and the ranch house and continuing to use the ranch house
as.the administrative center would adversely impact the visitor experience by siting operation functions in the middle
of the park resources. Noise, administrative traffic, a.nd views of parked cars at these facilities from the Gateway
overlook would adversely affect the visitor experience.

Impacts on Local Residents
The impacts for this alternative would be similar as those described in the proposed action. Building a resource
education facility would have a positive effect on the community by providing new educational opportunities to
schools and other community groups.
·
Providing more vehicle ;;iccess throughout the park might increase visitation, creating more traffic in the local area.
This would create a.minor adverse effect on local residents who now enjoy very little traffic. An average of I 0-20
vehicles per day would be added to traffic volumes on local roads.

Impacts on the Local Economy
Some short-term positive economk benefits would accru·e to the local and regional economy because of additional
construction jobs and development at the park. With a variety of opportunities to experience the park and a number
of hiking trails, visit()rs would probably stay longer. This >yould increase the amount of tourist dollars spent locally:

Cumulative Impacts ·
There would _be no cwmulative impacts on the socioeconomic environment as a result of this alternative.

Conclusion
This alternative would have a beneficial effect on visitors, but not as much a.Sunder the proposed action due to the
increased number of roads and park operation facilities in the middle of the park.

Mino~ economic benefits would be realized in the village of Pecos and other nearby communities during construction
of new park facilities.
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PECOS UNITALTERNATIVE D
•CULTURAL ENVIRONMENT
Impacts on Archeologicaf Resources, Including Collections
·Impacts under alternative D from redesigning trails, expanding the visitor center and parking, and removing
noncompatible facilities atthe Pecos Pueblo I mission ruins complex would be similar to those described under
· the proposed action (see appe!ldix F). Negative impacts on archeological resources a.Ssociated with the adaptive use
of Kozlowski's Stage Stop and the ranch house would be mitigated by avoiding known archeological resources, using
sensitive designs, and implementing appropriate mitigation strategie:;. Because of their scope and the amount of
ground disturbance required, constructing new maintenan·ce and administratiye facilities near the stage stop, paved
roads to the Gateway overlook, and·a large visitor complex at the overlook would incre~e the potential for
en cou n\.e ring archeo logical resources,
Because a new .visitor c~nter would be c.onstructed at the Gateway overlook, it is likely that more visitors would use
the surrounding area, resulting ih' increased pot'ential for adverse impacts on archeological resources. Compared to
the other alternatives, the Hispanic frontier and mill sites would require a higher level of attention, inclu.ding
thoroughly investigating, recording, and collecting surface materials, stabilizing features; and developing protective
. m.easures to help reduce adverse impacts. Guided tours to nearby archeological sites would help reduce indirect
impacts on these ·sites. Visitor management and law enforcement would be used to help reduce adverse impacts on
sites from unauthorized repeat visits.
Developing trails, ancillary roads, and bridges would have the same general effects· on resources as the development
under the proposed action.
·

Impacts on Historic Sites and Structures
Adaptiv.ely using the ranch house for resource education and the stage stop complex in a manner that would preserve
the structures' architectural and histqrical integrity would help preserve these complexes by ensuring regular
maintenance and upkeep.
·

Impacts on Cultural. Landscapes
Impacts on the structures and landscape at Kozlowski's Stage Stop would be similar to those described under
alternative C. Adaptively using th.e ranch house·(including site.restoration) would not have an adverse effect on the
cultural landscape. The location and size of the. new maintenance and a.dministrative facifity an~ its functions would be ..
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incompatible With the surrounding cultural landscape, resulting in adverse impacts. At the Gateway overlook the
amount.of new development, increased traffic, and the size of the facilities would potentially result in both direct and
indirect adverse impacts on the cultural landscape. Developing an access road to the new visitor center would require
introducing a contemporary structure through a historic pasture, which would reduce the integrity of the cultural
landscape.

Cumulative Impacts
Cumulative impacts on cultural resources would generally be the same as those described under alternative C.
Hciwever, impacts would likely occur more rapidly because visitors would.be provided with easy access to areas that
were previously closed to the public.
.

Conclusion
Impacts on archeological resources. in .the Pecos Pueblo I mission ruins complex.area would be minimal; however, the
potential exists for both indirect and direct adverse impacts on sites near the stage stop and at the Gateway overlook.
Adaptively using historic structures would help preserve these resources. Constructing new paved roads and visitor
facilities at the Gateway overlook and building maintenance and administrative facllities near the stage stop would
adversely affectthe cultural landscape in these areas. Increased potential exists for impacts on sites or resources
valued by traditional use groups.
·

•NATURAL ENVIRONMENT

Impacts on Floodplains, Wetlands, and Riparian Habitat
Impacts from allowing fishiog and hiking in the riparian habitat near the Pecos River, controlling the number of people
allowed to fish, and requiring all visitors to remain on established trails would be the same as those described under
the proposed action.
Constructing a new bridge across Glorieta Creek to provide access to the ranch house and restoring the Colonias
bridge as a footbridge would be exempted from compliance with EO I l 990, as described 4nder alternative .C
Constructing a new footbridge across the Pecos River near the ranch .house and a 0.5-mile trail along the river would
have the same impacts as those described under the proposed action ~nd alternative C.
.

n.~w

.

'

n.:1aiotenance and adrninistrative area betvveen Kozlo··ty•skr~ and the ranch house mrght adverse!y
affect the riparian area of Glori eta Creek. The mainte.nance facility would be outside the 500·year floodplain, in

Constructing a
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accordance with NPS guidelines for implementing EO 11990; however, storm runoff from this facility could drain into
the creek. Since maintenance areas typically use various contaminants· and toxic materials,.runoff from this area could
contaminate die riparian sy$tem of the creek; The maintenance area would be designed to minimize this impact.

new

Constructing.a
3,500-square~foot visit~r c~nter and a 40-ca~ parking lot at the Gateway overlook ..;,6u\d not
adversely affect any wetlands, floodplains·, orriparian habitat.
Constructing a new I ~mile entrance road and a parking area for 20 cars at Kozlowski's Stage Stop would n'ot
·adversely impact the riparian area of Glorieta Creek. A trail along the bank of G!orieta Creek wc;>uld provide visit.ors
with opportunities to get near the water withoui: trampling vegetation , This trail would hot adver~ely impact the
riparian area.

Impacts on Vegetation and Wildlife
.

-

lmp~cts on vegetation .and wildlife from reconfiguring the trail from the Pecos.Pueblo I mission ruins complex to the
Fogelson visitor center would be the same as those described under the proposed action and alternative C. Other
impacts that would be the same as ·under the proposed action and alternative C are those from removing the
administrative blJilding, the maintenance area, curatorial facilities, and hou.sing; constructing a frail from the Fogelson
visitor.center to Koz.lowski's Stage Stop; and relocating the picnic are<i: to a site near the visitor tenter.
Constructing a I-mile paved road from .NM 63 to a new visi~or center at the Gat~way overfook and I .5 miles of new
roads in the· park would affect I 0 acres of vegetation. Wildlif~ would be displaced during construction .and would
.
continue to be adversely impacted during the operation period. Habitat fragmentation would occur, and vehicle travel
on park roads would lif<ely increase road kills . Constructing a 3,SOO-square-foot visitor center and parking.for. 40 cars
would effect I acre of vegetation and wildlife habitat. The area was previously disturbed s.o the affect would .not be
significant. Wildlife would be displaced from this area: but thiswould not be -a significant impact:

.

.

Impacts on vegetation and wildlife from constructing a.20-car par!<ing lot, restrooms, and 0.25-mile.tfail at
Kozlowski 's Stage Step would be the same. as. those described un.der, the proposed action.
.

.

.

..

.

.

.

.

Improving a I -mile gravel road leading to the ranch .house from Glorieta.Creek and constructing a I 5-car parking lot
would disturb ! .5 acres of vegetation and wildlife habitat. This would not have an ·adverse impact on vegetation or
wildlife .. Constructing·a trail from the ranch house to the mill site would disturb 0.5 ac~e of vegetation but ~ould not
adversely affect vegetation or ,:...ildlife. Maintaining 400 acres of pastureiland by fire or manual cutting would n~t
disturb vegetation or wildlife, Restoring 2,000 acres of pasture would bring back the native plant community and
improve wildlife .habitat.
· ·
Constructing a new maintenance and administrative facility between K~zlowski's and th~ ranch house ..:Vould disturb 3
acres ofvegetation .and w ildlife h~bitat; however, impacts on wildlife and vegetation would not be_significant . .
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Impacts on vegetation and wildlife from constructing I 0 miles of traH on the east side of the Pecos River would be the
same as those described under the proposed action and alternative C.
Constructing a 0. 75-mile pedestrian trail from Kozlowski's to the ranch house would not adversely affect vegetation
or wildlife since it would be on previously disturbed ground.
Impacts on vegetation and wildlife from constructing housing on a site where two trailers now sit and restoring the
casita as employee housing would be the saine as those described Llnder alternative

c.

Impacts on Threatened, Endangered, or Sensitive Species
All development and visitor use si.tes were surv~yed for the presence of any threatened, endangered, or sensitive .
species listed by state and federal agencies . No listed species were found on any of the sites; therefore, development
would not ad".ersely affect any threatened, endangered, or sensitive ~pecies.
.

Impacts on Water Resources
.

.

Developing a new 3,500-square-foot visitor center with restrooms at the Gateway overlook would not adversely
·affect water resources or water quality. State-ofcthe-art restrooms woul9 be used to avoid adverse impacts on water.
resources.
Developing Kozlowski's as a visitor u~e area might increase .the potential for adverse impacts on Glorieta Creek.
Sedimentation and erosion c.o ntrols would be used during construction .t o keep sediment from entering the creek.
However, pollutants frorry the parking area could be washed into the creek, adversely affecting water quality. The
facility would be designed to minimize this impact. Constructing a trail from Kozlowski 's to the Santa Fe Trail ruts .
would not adversely impact the water quality.in Glorieta Creek. Without a trail visitors would likely try to reach.the
creek, trampling vegetation and disturbing the riparian habitat. A trail would prevent this disturbance.
Constructing a I -mile gravel road to the ranch house and ~onsfructing a I S~ca~ parking lot .,.,;ould not adversely
impact water resources and quality because sedimentation and erosion controls would prevent sediment from
entering the creek. Drainage from the parking lot would be.diverted and fil~ered so that contaminated water would
not directly enter the creek.
.
.
Replacing the footbridge across the Pecos River and constructing a 0.5-mile interpretive trail along the river would
require sediment and erosion control devices during construction to prevent adverse impacts on the river. No
adverse impacts on water' quality or resources would be likely to occur after construction. .
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Constructing a m.aintenance facility and administrative offices on 3 acres ()f land between Kozlowski's Stage Sto.p and
the ranch house might adversely affect water resources; however, the maintenance facility would be designed to
·minimize this impact
The effectS of controlling erosio.n .in the Glorieta
. Creek watershed, monito ring gullies and headcuts (a!ong with
identifying .reasons for their existence), and stabinzing soils in the park would be the same as those described under ·
the proposed action and alternative C.
Construc;:ting new roads would increase stormwater r un6ffin the park~ potentially adversely affecting water quality.·

Impacts on Prime and Unique Farmlands ·

No prime and unique soils would be impacted b1'!cause no deyelopment is proposed on these soils.

. I
Cumulative Impacts
Development near the park might cumulatively impact wildlife habitat and water resources. There would be no .other
cumulative impa~ on natur~I resources as a resulfof this a\ternative.

Conclusion
No significant adverse impacts on natural resourtes would result from implementing alternative D, Constructing a
maintenance and administrative facility between the ranch house and Kozlowski's Stage Stop would. increase the
.chance of adve rsely impacting water resources and the riparian area of Glorieta Creek.

•SCENIC ENVIRONMENT
Impacts on Scenic Resources
While developing park operations and a visitor staging area near Kozlowski '. s Stage Stop would not impa~t critical
. views, it would significantly impact the existing scene associated with the r(}nch . The development would intn;>duce
contemporary and urban facilities.into the landscape. Even though every effort would be made to blend the facilities
into the landscape, the large scale of the development would make it difficult to completely conceal its impacts on the
scenery ..
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The new visitor center at the Gateway overlook would be built in a previously disturbed area, which would minimize
negative impacts on the scenery ..However, the,scale of deyelopment would make it difficult to screen completely:
Impacts at Kozlowski's Stage Stop·, the Pecos Pueblo I mission ruins complex, Fogelson visitor center, and ranch
house would be the.same as those described under the proposed action.
·

Cumulative Impacts
Deve(opment in the park, combined with potential development outside the park, would likely adver5ely impact the
scenic resources.

Conclusion
New facilities, especially the new visitor center at the Gateway overlook, would have adverse impacts on scenery iri
the park. The quality of the scel'1ery outside the park might be adversely impq.cted, depending on the ·success of the
National Park Service jn working with owners of nearby lands .
·
·
·
·

•SOCIOECONOMIC ENVIRONMENT

. Impacts on Visitors
.I
Implementing alternative D would allow visitors to experience more of the park's natural and cultural resources. But
increased park development would interfere with the ability of visitors to view this area as a cultural landscape.
lncre.ased cars on park roads w~uld create more noise, adversely affecting the visitor experience.
. .

.

.

.

.

By making the Gateway overlook the first stop, visitors would better uhderstand the area's significar;ce as a gateway
aild its cu.h:uraf landscape.
Access would be provided to Kozlowski's Stage Stop and a ranch building. These sites would provide onsite
interpretation of the Santa Fe Trail era, which would have a beneficial effect on their experiem;e.
Constructing an administrative and maintenance facility between Kozlowski's and the.ranch house would adversely
impact the visitor experience by siting operation functions in the middle of park resources, Noise, administrative
~raffic, and views of parked cars at these facilities from the Gateway overlook woulp advern:-ly affect the visitor
experience.

I
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Impacts on Local Residents
Impacts on local residents under this alternative would be the same as those described under the proposed action
except that expanding vehicle access throughout the park might increase visitatio.n, creating niore local traffic. This
wou!d adversely affect !oca! residents who are used to current traffic levels. An average of I 0-20 vehicles per day
would be added to local traffic volumes.
Providing a resource education facility for local school groups and other groups visiting the park would improve local
understanding of the significance of the area· and create a greater purpose fort he Park Service in the local community.

Impacts on the Local Economy

as

Impacts on the local economy would be the same those described under the proposed action except visitation
would increase as a result of efforts to make the park more accessible by vehicle. This would increase the amount of
tourist dollars spent, benefiting the local· economy.

Cumulative Impacts
Increased visitation and length of stay would mean mor~ tourist dollars spent in the area. Educating the local
schoolchildren and other organized groups, combined with the education system in the local area .. would have a
beneficial cumulative effect by increasing knowledge in the local community about the historical and natural
significance of the area.

Conclusion
This alternative would have a beneficial effect on visitors by providing an opportunity for understanding the role of
this area in history. However, increased vehicle access and centralized park operations would result in fewer benefits
than under the proposed action.
Minor economic benefits would be realized in the village of Pecos and nearby communities from the development of
new park facilities and from increased park visitation. The presence of a resource education facility would have a
beneficial effect on the local community.

Impacts from the Glorie to Unit Alternatives

IMPACTS FROM THE-GLORIETA UNIT ALTERNATIVES
G.LORIETA UNIT ALTERNATIVE 1 (NO ACTION)
•CULTURAL ENVIRONMENT
Impacts on Archeological Resources, Including Collections
Archeological resources have qeen damaged in the past and would continue to deteriorate from unstructured
visitation, vandalism, and relic hunting. No effects on archeological resources near Canoncito would be expected.
Archeological resources in the nearby valley and at Pigeon's Ranch would continue to be damaged by development or
other incompatible use. Park law enforceme"nt activities, researc_h, monitoring, and interpretation would continue to
help mitigate potential impacts on resources in nearby areas.

Impacts on Historic Sites and Structures
Under this alternativ·e the existing structure at" Pigeon's Ranch would be adv_
ersely impacted because the road is
immediat"ely adiacent to the building, there are no formalized trails or parking, and visitors might inadvertently
damage the structure and walk
drive onto the fallen adobe remnants or other site features .

or

While the building and the nearby site would receive routine maintenance, continued deterioration from weather,
inappropriate visitor use, traffic, and adjacent development could over time affect those qualities that make this area a
.national historic landmark.
·

Impacts on Cl.!ltural Landscapes
Negative impacts on the cultural landscape of the Glorieta unit fr:om the continued presence of NM 50 and from
adjacent Ian~ use (residential development and highway traffic) would continue.

Cumulative Impacts
At Glorieta the Pigeon's Ranch building and archeologica! resources have been damaged in the past and would
continue to deteriorate from unstructured visitation, development, vandalism, and relic huntir1g. The loss of resource
integrity would eventually make it impossible to retrieve accurate archeological information about the layout of the
site-, the battle, or other previous human activities.

ENVIRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES

Conclusion
Development, traffic, and visitor use at Glorieta would continue to adversely impact the site and the structure. At
Caiioncito negative effects associated with- l-25.would also continue.

•NATURAL ENVIRONMENT
Impacts on Floodplains, Wetlands, and Riparian Habitat
Wetlands or floodplains would not be affected under this alternative because all devel_opment would be s\ted to avoid
adversely affecting these resources ..

Impacts on Vegetation and Wildlife
No significant impacts on vegetation or wildlife would occur under a!terna:tive I.

Impacts on Threatened, Endangered, or Sensitive Species
There would be no ·impacts on any known endangered, threatened, or s~nsitive species under this alternative.

Impacts on Water Resources
Glorieta.Creek would continue to be adversely affected by heary nutrient loading fron,i unknown sources outside the
park. Erosion would continue in the Glorieta Creek watershed. Gullies and headcuts initiated by past erosion ir]
Glorieta Creek would continue to gradually advance up tributary watersheds, adversely affecting water quality.

Impacts on Prime and Unique Farmlands
No adverse impacts would occur on soils that are designated as prime and unique farm rands.

Cumulative Impacts
Development adjacent to the park might cumulatively impact wildlife habitat and water resources.
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Coridusion
There would be no adverse impacts on threatened or endangered species, wetlands, !loodp\a"1ns, vegetation, prime
and unique farmlands, or wildlife as a result of this alternative. Erosion of Glorieta Creek would continue, increasing
sedimentation and adversely affecting water quality.

•SCENIC ENVIRONMENT
Impacts on Scenk Resources
Impacts on nearby scenic resources would be minimal because there would _be no new construction by the Natlonai
Park Service. However, continued development of adjacerit land would be intrusiye.

Cumulative Impacts
Continued development outside the park could adversely affect the scenic resources in the pa,rk.

Conclusion
No adverse impacts would result from this alternative. Scenic resources inside the park could be adversely impacted
by development outside the park.
.
·

•SOCIOECONOMIC J:NVIRONMENT
Impacts on Visitors
The visitor experience would remain basically the same because no facilities or access would be developed.

Impacts on Local Residents
Local residents of the village of Pecos and other nearby areas would not experience any change in existing conditions

as a result of this alternative.

I
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Impacts on the Local Economy
There would be no new construction for visitor facilities and no significant increases in visitor use under this
alternative, so no additional economic benefits would be expected to accrue to the local economy. Visitor
expen_ditures in the surrounding area would continue at present levels.

Cumulative Impacts
No. cumulative impacts would occur as a re~ult of this alternative. ·

Conclusion

No significant adverse impacts would occur on local residents or the local economy. The visitor experience.would be
adversely affected because no new facilities or educational programs would be developed.

I

L
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GLORIEfA UNIT ALTEllt'o'ATIV£ l (PROPOSED ACTION)
•CULTURAL ENVIRONMENT
lmpact.s on Archeologica/ Resources, Including Collections
Burie_d structural and landscape features at Pigeon's Ranch likely hold a wealth. of potential .information about the site
that could clarify gaps and inconsistencies in the historic record. Archeological investig;i.tions and treatment of the
landscape features would reduce indirect impacts from visitor use and would allow visitors to experience a historic
scene similar to that of the Civil War period. Removing non historic structures, as well as clearing and maintaining
open areas, would be acc.omplished in a manner that wo~ld protect archeological resources.
·
Afmost all of the area proposed for facility development at Pigeon's Ranch has been previously disturbed by
tom_mercial ventures, roads, or housing. Therefore, adding visitor facilities and a pedestrian loop trail would not be
not expected to adversely impact archeological res()urces. Removing the road and constructing new facilities would
be accomplished With appropriate mitigating measures to avoid adverse impacts.
It i:S unlikely that resources at Canoncito would be directly impacted by proposed development because the area was
heavily d·1sturbed dL!ring the construcf1on of 1-25. Potential effects on archeolog"1cal resources from developing a tra·1)
and trail head parking area, visitor facilities, and ari interpretive exhibit would be mitigated by avoiding sites and
conducting appropriate archeological investigations before development.
.

Impacts on Historic Sites and Structures
Proposed plans to reroute NM 50, return the existing road to an unpaved trail, remove extraneous buildings, arid
stabilize the Pigeon's Ranch structure would have a beneficial effect on this site. Currently, vibrations from passing
vehicles might be producing incremental damage to adobe walls at the ranch structure. Proximity to the road
encourages visitors to stand and walk close to the building and to use the structure for support. Moving the road and
stabi!izing the structure would be a beneficial impact and would preserve this national historic landmark and slow
further negative impacts.
Implementing proposals in this alternative would also discourage visitors from walking or driving onto collapsed
remnants of structures surrounding .the existing buildil'.lg. This alternative would also reduce n~gative impacts
associated with relic_ collecting and inappropriate development activities.
If NM 50 was not relocated, impacts of this alternativewould be similar to those described under alternative I.
However, developing an interpretive trail and an interpretive exhibit would reduce impacts on the Pigeon's Ranch
structure and the nearby setting by educating visitors about the sensitivity of these resources. Other measures,
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including special studies and stabilization te~hniques, also would need to be developed to reduce continuing adverse
!mpacts on the site from traffic.and unstructured visitation.
·

Impacts on Cultural Landscapes·
Removing NM SO and other modern features from the Pigeon's Ranch area would eliminate intrusions on the historic
landscape.These features now make it difficult to .interpret the area. Maintaining open spaces characteristic of the
Civil War pei-iod would hive a beneficial effect on the cultural landscape.
If the road could not be removed, other mea5ures, including special studies and stabilization technfques, would be
developed to reduce the continuing adverse impacts on the site from traffic and unstructured visitation.
Mitigating measures would minimize direct negative impacts on significant character-defining landscape features.
Recommendations for ongoing preservation and interpretation ..,.;ould be contained in an approved cultural landscape
report. Guidance from this document would help minimize direct and indirect impacts on the cultural landscape, Until
the cultural landscape report was completed and approved, a cultural landscape overview wou.ld provide interim
guidance for management.
·

Cumulative Impacts
Past development an~ relic hunting at the GJorieta unit have largely diminished its potential tO yield scientific
information - an important factor in its significance as a national historical landmark.
Implementing the plan would help .~everse ~his trend and would provide opportunities tb identify the location of battle
lines and ~he sizes and disposition of forces. These distinctions are important to reconcile c_onflitting historical
accounts.

· Conclusion
Developing the Glorieta unit as proposed would benefit the park's historic properties. If NM .so cannot be rerouted,
adverse impacts on Pigeon's Ranch would continue to occur.
·
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•NATURAL ENVIRONMENT
Impacts on Floodplains, Wetlands, and Riparian Habitat
No development would occur in these areas; therefore , no adverse impacts would result.

Impacts on Water Resources
Sediment and erosion control measures would prevent adverse impacts on Glorieta Creek during the removal of NM
SO. By removing the paved road, adverse impacts of petroleum products from vehicles in storm runoff would be
eliminated , Monitoring water quality of Gallisteo Creek would have a beneficial effect by providing critical baseline
data to use in assessing Impacts. on this resource from outside development. This data would be used to recommend
stronger controls of water quality in Gall.isteo Creek.

Impacts on Vegetatio_
n and Wildlife
Turning NM 50 into a trail would have a beneficial impact on vegetation and wildlife. Eliminating the noise and fumes
associated with vehicles and .reducing roadway runoff would improve the health of the vegetation a_nd create an
environment better suited for wildlife. The number of animal roadkills is not known, but this threat would be
eliminated , which would have a beneficial impact on wildlife.
..

.

Constructing a 20-car parking lot and a restroom facility near the east qo undary of the Pigeon's Ranch site on
approximately 0.75 acre would not adversely impact vegetation or wildlife in that area. This area has been a
residential area since the mid-I 800s, and most of the land has been previously disturbed . Constructing a 3-mile loop
trail fo.r interpreting the site would cover 2 acres but would not b~ ari adverse impact on vegetation. o r wildlife . This
trail would likely follow one of the existing trails created by local residents.
Constructing an interpretive exhibit with parking for I 0 cars and 4 buses on the Caiioncito site on 0.5 acre would not
adversely affect vegetation and wildlif~ since this area has already been disturbed.
.

Impacts on Threatened, Endangered, or Sensitive Species
All development sites were surveyed for the presence of any federal category 2 species and any federal or state-listed
threatened or endangered species . No threatened, endangered, or sensitive species were located on any of the sites ;
therefore. no adverse effects would be expected. Future development of trails would avoid potential thr eatened or
· endangered species habitat.
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Impacts on Prime and Unique Farmlands
No development would occur on prime and unique farmlands,

Cumulative Impacts
o"evelopment outside the oark might cumulatively impact wildlife habitat and water resources.

Conclusion
Removing NM 50 andthe associated vehicle traffic would have a beneficial effect on nearby wildlife habitat and water
resources.

•SCENIC ENVIRONMENT

Impacts on Scenic Resources
Proposed development at Pigeon's Ranch would be outside the core battlefield and would not have an adverse effect
on the scenic resources of the unit. Adaptively using existing facilities at Pigeon's .Ranch would have minimal negative
impacts .. Removing NM 50 would have a significant positive impact on the visual quality of the battlefield area.
Construction equipment, clearing and grading operations, and dust would create temporary adverse impacts. The
exterior interpretive exhibit and parking area at Cafioncito would not adversely impact the visual scene becawse of its
small size.

Cumulative Impacts
Development of private lands outside the park might cumulatively adversely affect scenic resources .in the park.

Conclusion
This alternati~e would preserve most of the existing visual quality of the park. The quality of scenery outside the park
might or might not have significant adverse impacts in the future, depending on the success of the National Park
Service in working with owners of nearby lands.
·

!mpocts from the Gforieto Unit Alternatives

•SOCIOECONOMIC ENVIRONMENT

Impacts on Visitors
Onsite interpretation of the Battle of Glorieta Pass would have a beneficial effect on the visitor experience by
providing people with a greater understanding of the Civil War and the role that was played in the West.

Impacts on Local Residents
Landowners maintaining ownership of private land within the unit might consider a likely increase in visitation an
adverse impact on their quality of life·. While the Park Service would maintain local access for property owners in the
unit, the rerouting of NM 50 might inconvenience local traffic by eliminating a through route. · However, relocating
NM 50 outside the unit might have a beneficial effect by avoiding future upgrading of the highway to a four-lane,
·high-speed thoroughfare.

Impacts on the Local Economy
So.m e short-term positive economic benefits would accrue to the local and regional economy .because of new park
construction and development. With a variety of opportunities to experience the park and a number of hiking trails,
visitors probably would stay longer. This would increase the amount of tourist dollars spent locally.

Cumulative Impacts
Increased visitation and length of stay could mean more tourist donars spent in the area. No other cumulative i mpacts
were identified for the socioeconomic environment.

Conclusion
1 ·

This alternative would generally have beneficial effects on the vis itor experience. Interpreting the Battle of Glorieta
Pass onsite would improve park visitors' understanding of the Civil War and the role that W3$ played in the West. The
impacts on local residents might or might not be beneficial. Impacts on the local economy would likely be beneficial.

!
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GLORIETA UNIT ALTERNATIVE J
• cul TURAL ENVIRONMENT

Impacts on Archeological Resources, Including Collections
Because of previous disturbance to the areas proposed for development at Pigeon's Ranch, constructing new.visitor
facilities would not have an adverse impact on archeological resources. Maintaining open spaces at Pigeon's Ranch_
would be done in a manner that would not destroy artifacts or their context. No impacts on·· archeological resources
at Cafioncito would ·be expected.

Impacts on _Historic Sites and Structures
Impacts under this alternative would be similar to those discussed in the proposed action.

Impacts on Cultural Landscapes
Impacts under this alternative would be similar to those discussed in the proposed action.

Cumulative Impacts
As discu5sed under the proposed action, past development and relic hunting in the Glorieta unit have largely
diminished its potential to yield scientific information. Implementing the plan would help to 'reverse this trend and
would provide opportunities to identify the location of battle fines and the sizes and disposition of forces. These
distinctions.are important to reconcile conflicting historical account$.
.

Conclusion
Impacts under this alternative would be similar to those discussed under the proposed action. No impacts would
occur on cultural resources due to the construction of new facilities. · .
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1.

I

•NATURAL ENVIRONMENT

1·

I

Impacts on Floodplains, Wetlands, and Riparian Areas

As described under the proposed action, no developmentwould occur in any of these sensitive areas; therefore, no
adverse impacts would result.

I

I

Impacts on Water Resources

I

Impacts on water resources from removing NM 50 would be similar to those described under the proposed action .
Sediment and erosion control .measures would prevent adverse impacts on Glorieta Creek. Monitoring the water
qua\ity of Ga\listeo Creek would provide critical baseline data to assess impacts on this resource from outside
development. This data would be used _to recommend stronger water quality control in Gallisteo Creek.

I

Impact~ ~>n

I
I

I
I

I
I

Vegetation and Wildlife

Impacts on vegetation and wildlife would be the sar:ne as those described under the proposed action. Constructing a
20-car parking lot, a visitor contact station, and a restroom on about I acre near the east boundary of the Pigeon's
Ranch site would not adversely impact vegetati~n or wildlife in that area. This area has been a residential area since
the mid- I 800s, and most of the land has been previously disturbed. Impacts on vegetation from constructing a 3-mile
loop trail for interpretation of the site would be the same as those described under the proposed action. 1.t is likely
this trail would follow one of the existing trails made by nearby residents.
Impacts from constructing an interpretive exhibit with spates for I 0 cars and 4 oversized vehicles at ~he .Canoncito
site would be the same as those described under the proposed action.

Impacts on Threatened, Endangered, or Sensitive Species
All sites proposed for development were surveyed for the presence of any threatened, endangered, or sensitive
species listed by state and federal agencies. No listed species were fou.nd on any of the sites; therefore, no effects
would be expected. Trails would be aligned to avoid any potential threatened and endangered species habitat.

Impacts on Prime and Unique Farmlands
No development would occur on prime and unique farmlands.
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Cumulative Impacts
Development outside the park could cumulatively impact wildlife habitat and water resources. There would be no
other cumulative impacts on natural resources as a result of this alternative.

Conclusion
Removing NM 50 and the associated vehicle traffic would have a beneficial effect on nearby wildlife habitat and water
resources~

•SCENIC ENVIRONMENT

Impacts on Scenic Resources
The new facWty at Pigeon's f3.anch would be compatible with existing development; however, asso~iated parking
would have adverse impacts on the visual scene. Removing NM SO would have a beneficial impact on the battlefield
scene. Impacts from constructing an interpretive exhibit and parking at the Canoncito site would be the same as those
described under the proposed action.

Cumulative· 1mpacts
Oevelopmeritunder this alternative would adversely affect scenic resources when combined with development likely
to take place outside park boundaries.

Conclusion
This alternative would preserve most of the existing visual quality of the park. New facilities would have adverse
impacts on the landscape at selected areas. The quality of the scenery outside the park might be adversely impacted,
depending on the success of the National Park.Service in working with .owners of nearby lands.
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•SOCIOECONOMIC ENVlRONMENT
Impacts on Visitors

As under the proposed action, interpretation of the Battle of Glorieta Pass would have a beneficial effect on the visitor
experience.

Impacts on Local Residents

As in the proposed action, private landowners in the unit might consider an increase in visitation to be an adverse ·
impact on their quality of life. Also, the rerouting of NM 50 might result in an inconvenience to local traffic by
eliminating a through route. However, relocating NM SO outside of the unit might have a beneficial effect by avoiding
future upgrading to a four-lane, high-speed thoroughfare.

Impacts on the Local Economy

As in the proposed action, new park developments would likely prompt visitors to stay longer, which would increase
the amount of tourist dollars spent locally. Also; some short-term positive economic benefitswould accrue to the
local and regional economy because of new construction and development.

Cumulative Impacts
Increased visitation and length of stay could mean increased tourist dollars spent in the area.

Conclusion
·This alternative would generally have beneficial effects ori the visitor experience. Interpreting the Battle of Glorieta
Pass onsite would improve parkvisitors' understanding of the Civil War and the role that wa5 played in the West. The
impacts on local residents might or might not be beneficial. Impacts on the local economy would likely be beneficial.
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COMPLIANCE WITH NATURAL RESOURCE REQUIREMENTS
In implementing the approved General Management Plan for Pecos National Historical Park, the National Park Service
will comply with all applicable laws, regulations, and executive orders, including those listed below.
Architectural Barriers Act of 1968 (42 USC 4151 et seq.) and Rehabilitation Act of 1973 (29 USC 70 I et seq.) -:--All
facilities and programs will be accessible to visitors with disabilities.
Clean Air Act, as am.ended (42 USC 740 I et seq.) - Pecos National Historical Park is designated as ·a class II clean air
area. Maximum allowable increases (innements) of sulfur dioxide, particulate matter, and nitrogen oxides beyond
baseline concentrations established for class 11 areas may not be exceeded. Section I 18 of the Clean Air Act requires all
federal facilities to comply with existing federal, state. and local air pollution control laws and regulations. Pecos National
Historical Park would work with the state to ensure that all park activities r:neet all requirements.
Endangered Species Act of 1973, as amended ( 16 USC 1531 et seq.) - Section 7 of the Endangered Species Act
requires all federal agencies to consult with the U.S. Fish and. Wildlife Service to ensure that any action authorized,
funded, or carried out by the agency does not jeopardize the continued existence of listed species or critical habitat.
NPS policy provides prote·ction for species proposed for listing as well as any state-listed species. The National Park
Service is conducting section 7 consultation with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. Before construction and during the
design phase, further·surveys and consultation will be done to protect these species.
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Executive Order 11988 (" Floodplain Management") - This order requires all federal agencies to avoid construction in
the I 00-year floodplain unless no other practicable alternative exists. Trails, comfort stations, and roads are exempt
from compliance under NPS guidelrnes. No known floodplains would be affected by the proposed action.
Executive Order l 1990 ("Protection of Wetlands") - This order requires federal agencies to avoid, 1,vhere possible,
impacts on wetlands. Trails are exempt from compliance under NPS guidelines for implementing this executive. order.
During the design phase of any development, the most recent wetland maps will be consulted to ensure that facilities are
outside wetlands_No known wetlands would be affected by the proposed action .
Analysis of impacts on prime and unique agricultural lands in implementing the National Environmental Policy Act (45
CFR 59 I 89) - Federal agencies are required to analyze the Impacts of federal actio.ns on agricultural lands, in
accordance with.t_he National Environmental Policy Act. This policy was developed to minimize the effect of feder<~I
programs in converting prime, unique, or locally important farmland to nonagricultural uses. According to the Natural
Resources Conservation Service (formerly the Soil Conservation Service), the Canoncito unit may contain prime and
unique farmlands. However, no development would be proposed for these areas in the Canoncito unit.
During design, the New Mexi:co Environmental Improvement Division wil~ be consulted to ensure compliance with the
state's section 40 I water quality certification program, the national pollution discharge elimination srstem (NPDES) for
stormwater discharge, and the state's groundwater protection program .

COMPLIANCE WITH. CULTURAL RESOURCE REQUIREMENTS
The National Park Servk:e is mandated to preserve and protect its C1Jltural resources through the organic act of
August 25, 1916, and through specific legi~lation such as the Antiquities Act of I 906, the Natlonal Environmental Policy
Act of 1969 (as amended), and the National Historic Preservation Act of 1966, which is described below.
Cultural resources (including ethnographic resources associated with traditionally affiliated groups) in Pecos Nati_onal
Historical Parl< will be managed in accordance with these acts ahd in accordance with chapter V of the NPS Management
. Policies, the Cultural Resource Management Guideline (NPS-28) , the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation's
implementing regulations regarding "Protection of Historic Properties" (36 CFR 800), and the Secretary of the Interior's
Standards and Guidelines for Archeology ond Historic Preservation (FR 48:44716-40) . Other relevant policy directives and
legislation are detailed in NPS-28.

As part of its cultural resource management responsibilities, the National Park Service surveys and evaluates all cultural
resources on lands under its jurisdiction . Section I I 0 of the National Historic Preservation Act requires that historic
properties be id~ntified and evaluated for their eligibility for listing on the National Register of Historic Places. Cultural
resources-are evaluated by applying the criteria for the national register. All cultural resources in the park eligible for the
national register will. be recorded according to the highest professional standards. Section I I 0 also provides that historic
properties be managed in a way that preserves and protects their values, especially nationally significant values, in
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compliance with section I 06. Historic properties riot under the jurisdiction of the park, but which could be affected by
actions outlined In this plan, wen~ considered duri~g the planning process.
.
Before site selection a~d preliminary design. a prof~ss\o~al archeologist will determine the need for further archeological
inventory or testing evaluation . Any such studies will be carried out in consultation with the state historic preservation
officer and concerned t raditionally associated groups beiore constructi.on. Any iarge:seale archeologi~al investigations
wlll be ·undertaken in consultation with the state historic preservation office and traditionally associated groups. ·
Responsibility for prote°Cting archeological resources is inc;:luded under several laws mentioned earlier, as well as the
'Archeo/ogical Resources Protection Act of 1979.
·
·

'.
Section I 06 of the National Historic Preservation Act. of l 966 requires that federal agencies having direct or indirect
jurisdiction over undertakings .consider the effect of those undertakings on national re~ster properties or eligible
properties and afford the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation and the state historic preservation office an
·opportunity to comment. Toward that end the National Park Service will work with these entities to meet the
requirements
36 CFR 800 and the August 1990 programmatic agreement among the National Conference of State
Historic Preservation Officers, the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation, and the National Park Service. The
agreement requires the Park Service to work closely with the state historic preservation office and th.e advisory council
in planning for new and existing NPS areas. Typically NPS projects are reviewed at four stages - task directive, pol icy
.review draft, and draft and final documents.
·

of

Comments on the draft plan received from the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation aod ·the state historic
preservation office will be included in the finat plan.
This agreement also provides for a number of "programmatic exclusions" for specifi ed actions that are not likely to have
an adverse effect o.n cultural .resources . These actions may be implemented without further review.by the state historic
preservation office or the advisory council provided that NPS internal review finds the actions meet certain conditions .
Undertakings, as defined in 36 CFR 800, not specifically excluded in the programmatic agreement must be reviewed by
the state
htstoric preservation
office and the advisory
council as specified in 36 CFR 800 and before implementation .
.
.
.
Internally the National Park Service will complete an "Assessment of Effect on Cultural Resources" form (.XXX form)
before implementing any proposed actions. This is necessary to document any proiect effectS, outline actions proposed
to mitigate any effects, and document that the proposed action flows from the approved general management plan . AU
implementing.actions for cultural resources will be reviewed, using the XXX form , and certified by regio~a{ . office
cultural resource specialists as specified in NP.S-28.
·
·
To ensure that proposals which might affect properties eligible for the national register comply with the provisions of
section I 06, the Advisori Council. on Historic Preservation and the New Mexico state histqric preservation office w ere
invited to participate in the planning process. The N ew Mexico state historic preservat ion office and the Advisory
Council on Historic Preservation will have an opportunity to review and comment on the draft plan .

I

1·
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Actions requiring further reyiew in this plan are listed in appendix F. As eiements of the plan are Implemented,
sii:e-spec'ific'1nforr:nation. on selected proposed actions will be subm.1tted to the state historic preservat'1on office and the
advisory council for their section I 06 review and comment to· ensure ide_ntification and adequate mitigation of any
effects. These different action for each. alternative are delineated in the text of this plan and are summarized in appendix
F. Aooendix·F
contains
tables
that
summarize actions subiect
t6- ·further
section
I 06 consultation
with the
state
historic
.
-..
·- ·.
·-.... --· -···- .. - - - - . . ·- -,- -·. -·· ·---··--·-- · · •••
-··
';"' - .. · · · - - - · ·
preservation office and the advisory cou"ncil.
.
I~-

In the interim, rio potentially historic property will be unalterably changed without consulting the state historic
preservation office and the advisory council. This recent participation satisfies the future requirements of section I 06 of
the National Historic Preservation Act, as amended.
·
Especially relevant to the management of Pecos National Historical Park are the various laws, rules, arid regulations that
deal with. Am_erican Indian~ and other traditionally associated groups. Section I I 0 of the National Historic Preservation
act requires that NPS preservation-related activities be carried out in consultation with Indian tribes. Throughout the
planning process representatives from the National F'ark Service met with concerned Indian groups, and dialogue
-regarding the proiect is expected to continue in the future ..The principa"l concerns rai~ed in discussions have been
.continued access, the traditional use of resources, the protection of sites, and the development of facilities. In 1994 an
Ethnographic Overview (Levine et al. J 994) was conducted by researchers to help defir:ie the pre·sence and general
location of ethnographically sensitive areas in :the park and to gain an understanding of the concerns of traditionaliy
associated groups to guide NPS planning efforts. The overview outlined a consultation procedure for the park staff to
follow in future contacts with traditional communities.
The 1993 amendments to the National Historic Preservation Act provide means whereby information about the
character, location, or ownership of archeological sites, historic properties, or ethnographic sites', might be withheld
from public.disclosure. This provision is esp~cially important in cases where disclosur~. could risk harm to the resource·
or impede the u~e of.a traditional site.~ by practitioners. Park managers will honor traditionally associated groups'
requests for confidentiality of information received as part of ongoing s'urveys.
·
The American Indian Religious Freedom Act provides for the preservation of Indian rights to practice their.traditional
beliefs. h also provides for consultation with Indian groups in planning and management activities _that affect them.The
. Park Service would develop and accomplish its programs in a way that respects beliefs, traditions, and other cultural
values of the·lndiall tribes who have anc·estral ties to the park. The Park Service will also strive to ensu.re privacy for
American Indians to pu"r'Sue traditional activities without interference
inappropriate observation by thosl;'! who want to
learn about Indian culture.·
·
·

or

NPS training programs will cover the etitjuette to be fallowed when park staff encounter activities or sites and offer.ings
associated with traditional use groups. Consultation with American lndfan groups With recognition of differences among
tribal governments will continue in the future, helping to improve U nderstanding and to "achieve common goals.
Consultation is especially critical to reach mutually acceptable solutions to questions of arc.heological excavations,
. resource preservation, and visitor use. To comply With statutory legislation regarding tribal sovereignty and relig_ious
0
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freedom •. federal agencies must honor tribal requests for secrecy of privileged information ; All possible measures will be
taken to resolve differences reasonably so that park plans and actions respect the cultural and ethnographic context
sites.

of

Any discovery of significant archeological resources will be followed by prot~ctive measures. The Native American
Graves Protection and Repatriation Act addresses the rights of tribes with regard to certain human remains and cultural
items with which they are affiliated . Because of the park's long human historr and known association with Puel;ilo
comm.unities, there is a potential for discovering human remains and associated items of cultural patrimony.
.

.

Discovery provisions of the Advisory Council on Historic Preservati on ·~ regulations (36 CFR 800.1 I ) will be followed
when properties eligible for listing on .the national register are discovered during implementation ohhe plan.
To comply with the provisions of this act and its implementing regulations (43 CFR I 0), park managers will establish a
prompt and effective notification system to contact and .consult with concerned groups regarding the discove·ry of
human remains. Manag~rs will deal with burials on a case-by-case basis with informed awareness of Indian concerns.
Burials a·nd significant objects will be afforded the utmost respect , and the National Park Service will consult with tribes
· regarding remains associated with these groups.
·
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CONSULTATION AND COORDINATION.
Public involvement arid consultation have been key components in developing t his Draft General 1Vianagement Pla11 /
Development Conc.ept·P/an Environmental Impac t Statement ihe NPS planning te<im incorporated a variety of techniques
including open houses , newsletters , and meetings to includ e a broad base o f publi c p<lrti ci p~ti on in t he process . T he
purpose of public involvement was to gain infor mation r egarding resource and public concern s and to, keep t:he pubiic
in formed of the plan as it developed . The team invo lved government agencies, tradicional!y associated groups, loc1I
landowners, and other interested people throughout the planning effmt.

i

During the scoping and early planning phases of the project, con tacts.were established with traditio nal use groups. Jn
November I 992-1993 the superintendent contacted the following groups:
All Indian Pueblo Council
Apache Tribe of Oklahoma
Comanche
Jicarilla Apache Tribe
Pueblo of Cochiti
Pueblo of Jemez
Pueblo of Santo Domingo
Village of Pecos
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Individual meetings with representatives from each group were held to identify concerns and interests. In general their
primary considerations were for the Pecos Pueblo to remain unchanged, and to preserve and generate an understanding
for the cultures related to the Pecos Pueblo.
·
Traditional users are those who descended from the original inhabitants of the Pecos Pueblo, including the period of
Spanish occupation. A newsletter was prepared in November 1992 and sent to al l groups identified as having traditiona l
ties to the Pecos area. The r<cwsletter included an irttroduction to the planning process, preliminary puq:iose and
.
significance ideas
the par k, and an outline o f initial concepts for the park's future. Two open houses were also held in
the village of Pecos and in the park. Responses frorri the ~ newsletter and open houses geGerally included concerns about
the c~ntinued preservation of the Pecos Pueblo, educational .programs on the culttjral aspects of the park's heritage,
recreational opportunities, employment opportuni'ties for the local residents, and limits on development.

for

During the early planning phases of the project a newsletter was sent to the public with general information on the
p!inn111.g process, park ~;gnificance and purpose, and initial concept.<> for the park's fu'.'.ure. Two open houses were also
conducted in Santa Fe and the village of Pecos in February 1993. Responses from the public included cultural and natural
resource protection considerations, provisions for recreational opportunities, educational programs, employment
opportunities, and limited deve lopment.
'

to

Later in the planni ng process a news letter wcs serit t<:: t h-2-public
summarize the publ ic comments collected c0rlier
and to present draft alternative co ncepts. General response supported hiki ng, fishing, minimal new construction , and a
high \eve~ of resource protection. Little or no 5lipport W JS indicated for new !·oads, new construction, and cattle grazing
as pan of an int erpretive program. A meeting vvas held to solicit com ments from public agencies, including the Bureau 'of
Land Management, the New Mexico Department of Game rinrl Fish, the r\!ew Mexico Department of Forestry, the San
Miguel County Sheriffs Ornce, the Soil Conservation Ser1ice (sLibsequentiy the Natural Resources Conservation
Service), the U.S. Fish :.ind VVildlife Service, and the U.S. Forest Se;'vice (Pecos/Las Vegas ranger district). The
1·epreser:tatives 'Nho attended supported limiting new development and protecting resource~ and did not support new
roads or faci lities.
Pub lic open houses were held to describe t he alternative concepts in greater detail in December ! 993. The draft pla n
will be reviewed by the public during a 60-day public com ment period that w ill include public open hou'ses. Comments
on the plan will be analyzed, and appropriace revisions w ill be made in the final pla.n . The final document w ill inciude
responses to substantive comments.
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I

LIST OF AGENCIES AND ORGANIZATIONS TO

I.

WHOM COPIES OF THE DRAFT PLAN ARE
BEING SENT

I

L

Advisory Council on Historic Preservation
Advisory Council on Historic Preserva~ion
Advisory Council on Historic Preservation
Advisory Council on Historic Preservation
All Indian Pueblo Council
All Indian Pueblo Cultural Center
. Andover Foundation for Archeological Research
Apache Tribe of Oklahoma
The Archecilogical Conservancy
Bureau of Indian Affairs
Bureau of Land Management
Butler County.Historical Society
Colorado Historical Society
Hoblitzelle Foundation
Honorable Jeff Bingaman
Honorable Pete Campos
Honorable Max Coll
Honorable Pete V. Domenici
Honorable Edward J. Lopez
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l
l
I
I
I

I
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Honorable E. Kelly Mora
Honorable Roman Naes
Honorable Bill Richardson
Honorable Nick L. Salazar
Honorable Steven Schiff
Honorable Joe Ske.en
Honorable Angie Vigil-Perez
Institute of American Indian Ar:ts
Interstate Stream. Commission
Jemez State Monument
Jicarilla Apache Tribe
Kiowa.Business Committee
Laboratory of Anthropology
Lisboa Springs Fish Hatchery
MescaleroApache T~ibe
Museum of New Mexico
National Resources Conservation Servke (formerly Soil Conservation Service)
The Nature Conservancy
New Mexico Archeological Council
New Mexico Depannieht of Game and Fish
New Mexico Department of Natural Resources
New Mexicci Economic Development & Tourism
New Mexico Environment Department
. New Mexico Highway and Transportation DepartrnentNew Mexico Historic Preservation Officer
New Mexico Natural Historic Institute
·
New Mexico State Engineers Office
New Mexico State land Office
New Mexico Riparian Council
· New Mexico State Monuments
Nuh-ma-Nuh Busine:SS Commission
National Parks Conservation Association
Office of t he Governor
Pecos Benedictine Monastery
People for the West San Miguel Chapter
Pueblo of Cochiti
Pueblo of Jemez
Pueblo· of Santo Domingo
Rancho de Las Golondrinas
RandaU D~vey A~dubon Center
Richard King Mellon Foundation

Ust

of Agencies and .Organizations to Whom Copies of the Dra(I Plan are Being Sent

Sangre de Cristo Flyfishers
School of American Research
Southwest Parks and Monument Association
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
U, S. Forest Service
Village or'Pecos
. The Wilderness Society

'· .
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APPENDIX A: SQUARE FOOTAGE NEEDS FOR
ADMINISTRATIVE AND MAINTENANCE FAClllTIESPECOS UNIT ALTERNATIVES B, C, AND D

i_
' .GROSS
SQUARE
FOOTAGE

ADMINISTRATIVE FA(ILITIES
t - -· - . - · · --··· · ~- - - ·--·· ·

.

-- --- ·

Superintend ent

.. - - - . - - · · - · · ---1

I

800

Administration

500

Interpretation (chief, curation, visitor cente r operations)

4,000

C ultural Resources

"600

I ..

Natural
Resources
. ,
.

500

Vis itor Protection

700

Mai ntenance (Office Space)

+i

600

I

Common Areas

·

TOTAL
MAINT.EMANCE-,FACILITY ·· - - ..

10,300

·---· ··-

1.

Four Garage Bays, Shop, and Storage

TOTAL

2,600

·-.
5,000
5,000
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APPENDIX B: SUMMARY OF FINDINGS FROM THE VALUE
ANALYSIS STUDY
To identify t he best location for park operat ions facilities, including administrntive offices and mai.ntenance facilities, a
value analysis study was conducted. T he study considered I:; alr.ernatives, including each of the four general
management plan alternative locations. A multidisciplinary tearn identified and evaluated the alternatives. The
alternatives were screened using a pass (P) /fail (F) process to red uce the list to only the most reasonable alternatives.
The original 15 alternatives and their pass/fai l status.are listed below. The alternatives in bold are the ones cons.idered in
the Draft General Management Plan/ Environmental Impact Statement.

SITE ALTERNATIVES
I.
2.
3. ·
4.

Place outside park (F)

No Action (F)

Place at southern end (r)
Place at central location (P) ~-proposed under alternative C
5. Plac~ at northern end (P) --- proposed under alternative B
6. Upgrade faci lities at exisr.ing location (F)
.
7. Place new facilities at ranch and adaptively use and/or r·estore exbtir1g sJL.!ctL::es (F)
8, Add administrative facility to visitor cenu.~r a.rr.> 0J ~>id z. new maintenan ce facility at the ceP.tt"ai !o c;;.•tion
(P) ·- proposed under alternative A
9. Add 11ew fa cility at visitor center site (F)
I 0. Add new faci! ity at overlook site (F)
i I. Red uce th e need fo r rnntact functions (F)
12 . Retai n existing adm inistrative functions/facility , and build new rn<iimena;-, ce facility (F)

Appendjx B: SLJmmory of Findings from the Value Analysis Study

I 3. Retain existing administrative functions/facility, and build new maintenance facility at Kozlowski's Stage Stop (F)

14. Place administrative functions/facility at the ranch and maintenance at the central location (P) 'proposed under alternative D
15. Retain existing administrative functions/facility, place interpretation at visitor center, and locate maintenance
elsewhere (F)
The four final alternatives (shown in bold) were then screened using a set of criteria developed by the planning team.
The team prepared schematic site plans and cost estimates to aid in the eVa.iuation process . The criteria are ranked
below in order of importance, and the following table compares the positive and negative attributes ()f the four
remaining alternatives.

CRJTERIA FOR SCREENING
I. Protects cultural resources

2. Protects natural resources
3. Protects scenic resources
4.
5.
6.
7.
S;

Potential for expansion
Sustainability
Integrates wen with community
Availability of utilities
Efficiency of park operations

9. Life-cycle costs 0 .
10. Enhances visitor experience
I I . Building efficiency (how adequately building functions relate to each other)
12. Site accessibility
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POSITIVl AND N EC.ATIVE CONSIDERATIONS
-- ---- ·----~-· ·-·--· ,------.- · - --~- ---·-r · - - ---

ALTERNATIV£ AND RANKING i

. ---·---- - · - -

NEGATIVE ASPECTS

I

POSITIVE ASPECTS . .

~o~;n~:~~ =~-------1- Visuafyscree:.;;-;ro;primary use:e~~ - IMainten:ce wo~~:-0:e c:nmi.;;;-· - ·
! ties admir'Listration sp.atial!y and visually to I located; possible security issuedram being
administration village; does not interfere
with.other park activities: can be connected
\ to city uti(ities; c.asts the _least: maximum
bv tldmg site f1ex1btl1ty; rn1n1murn potential
.. far disturbing significant subsurface
1 resources ; easy entrance/exit roads free up
ranch house for other· uses; allows far
1 phased construction; a.11 operations would

dose ta vil!age of Pecos: minimum

I

I pratectiaf1 for ranch house .

I

I

j

.

·I
.

·------~~·--~--_____.,._.~-

Central Location--:- 2
..
.

.

~be
together. .

.

. .

.1

Vis itor Center/ Central Maintenance -

·

·

3

- --

---------·~.

Ranch House I Central Maintenance -

4

I
I

· .I

I

~

J

~~---··-----··~------

Visually intrudes on visitor use area;
physically intrudes on visitor experience;
intrudes on cultural landscape; could be
seen from Kozlowski's and the Pecos
Pueblo I mission ruins complex;· would
require _all new utilities; roads would have
co be upgraded.
Limited parl<irig; limited fiexibility for future
expansion; might increase visitor confusion;
would visually intrude on visitor center;
scale might not fit site.

-- -------------- ·1·----~·-~-------·

Maintenance would be centrally located;
\ adaptive use of historic building;
maintenance would be on disturbed site:
j would not inte rfe re with visitor activities;
] without resource education center would
have the lowest cost.

I
1·

I

\

I

·

1
·.

access to administrative offices from visitor
center. ·
.

I

I

Would keep functions together; centrally
located; uses previously disturbed ground.

I Existing utilities at visitor center: ·centr~lly

I

i

L

-

I located; could share parking facilities; easy

I
I

.

~-----~-~----- ---

.

I Visitors would have limited access to

historic ranch complex; historic buildings
would receive major interior changes;
upgraded access road would be required ;
would modify cultural landscap·e: most
difficult construction phas ing; restricted site ·
development and architectural ~exibiliry ;
openri:ions traffic would be highly vis·ible;
access would require extensive landform
modifications.

APPENDIX C: VISITOR USE AND PROJECTED. VISITATION
Recreational visits are w hen people enter lands or waters administered by the National Park Service for recreational
purposes.
Nonrecreational visits include the following: people going to and from inho!dings, commute r and other through-traffic,
t radespeople with business in the park, civilian activities that are part of or incidemal to the pur suit of a gainful
occupation (e.g., guides), government personnel (other than NPS employees) with business in the park, citizens using
NPS buildings for civic or other local government business or
attending public meetings-, and outside research activities if
NONRECREATIQNAL VISITS
independent of NP~ legislative interests (e.g., meteorological
3
,
5
0
0
.
--------------------,
research) . After 1990 nonrecre~tidnal visits were no longer
counted or reported for this park. Nonrecreational visits for
3,000 ..
the year~ 1982 through 1990 are shown in the accompanying
2,500 .
figure .
2,000 .

Forecasting visitor use was achieved using a simple linear
regression analysis based on limited time series data ( 12 data
points) . The high and low projections represent the ·
approximate 90 forecast interval, i.e., there is a 0.90
probability that the actual values of the forecast variable will
fall between the high and low projections .

1,500 ..
).000 .

500
0

1990 19B9 1988 19B7 1986 I 9B5

19B4 I 9B3

1"1B2
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Park use is affected by. a variety. of factors. Due to time and resource constraints, forecasted use of this park is based
solely on past use, which ls projected over time. This method implies that whatever factors influenced visitation in the
past will continue to do so in the future, and that the changes in those factors 'Nill follow the patterns of the past.
Extrapolation of a historic trend forecasts trend patterns and does not consider causes of the trend.
Forecasting in this manner is subject to a high probability of error because the method used is simplistic, relatively few
data points are available, and there is no cause and effect relationship between past and future uses. The addition of
another year's visitation figures (additional data) will affect the proiections. For those reasons, a range of values were
reported, and caution is warranted when interpreting and: using the results.

APPENDIX D: STAFFING NEEDS
Staffing needs were developed only for the Pecos unit alternatives as a primary basis for estimating. The proiected
staffing needs would not be significantly changed under the Glorieta unit alternatives

ALTERNATIVE A (NO ACTION)
Administration
Interpretation
~esource Management anc::I Visitor Protection
Cultural Resource Management
Maintenance
Superintendent and s:cretary
TOTAL FfEs
TOTAL COST

3.0 FTE""'
4.47FTE""'

6.1 FTE ~
S.55 FTE =::
8Al FTE ~

2.0 FTE

o-::

3 Permanent/ 0 Seasonal
3 Permanent/ 2.5 Seasonal
J.5 Permanent I 3 Seasonal
6 Permanent I ISeasonal·
7.5 Permanent/ 2 Seasonal
2 Permanent I 0 Seasonal

29.54
$1,026,071
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ALTERNATIVE B (PROPOSED .ACTION) .
Administration
l nterpretatio n
Resource' Manage ment and Visitor Protection
Cultural Resource Management
. Maintenan~e
·
Superif)tendent and Secretary

TOTAL FTEs. .
TOTAL COST

4.5 FTE =
8.97 FTE =.
9.1 FTE =
6.05 FTE =
· 10.82 FTE =
2.0 FTE =

4 Permanent/ I Seasonal
7 Permanent I 5 Seasonal
,4.5 Permanent I 4 Seasonal
6 Permanent I J .5 Seasonal .
7.5.Permanent/ 4.4 Seasonal
2 permanent/ 0 Seasonal

41.44
$1,420,641

· 1

ALTERNATIVE C
Adrninistratlon
I nterp re tat ion
Resource Management and Visitor Protect.ion
Cultural Resource Management
·
· M_aintenance
Super intendent and Secretary'

TOTALFTEs
TOTAL COST

4.5 FTE =
FTE ==
9.1 FTE =
6.05 FTE =
10.82 FTE =
2.0 fTE ~.
~.97

4 Permanent / 5 Seasonal
7 Permanent I 5 S.easonal
4.5 Permanent I 4.0 Seasonal ·
6 Perm anent I I .S Seasm1al
7.5 Permanent I 4.4 Seasonal
2 permanent I 0 Seasonal

4 l.44
$1,463,261

ALTERNATIVE D
Administration
Interpretation
Reso urce Management and Visitor Protect ion
. Cultural Resourc e Manage ment
Maintenance
Superintendent and Secretary
TOTAL FTEs
TOTAL.COST
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4.5 FTE
. 8.97 FTE
9. 1 FTE
. 6.05 FTE
I0.82 FTE
2.0 FTE

=

=

=

=
=.
=

41.44
$1,507,159

3 Permanent I I Seasonal
7 Permanent I 5 Seasonal
· 6 .6 Pe rmanent I 2.5 Seasonal
7 Permanent I 2 Seasona~
12 Permanent I 6 Seasonal
.. 2 permanent I 0 Seasonal

I

.

.

.

APPENDIX E: COST ESTIMATES
PECOS UNIT ALTERNATIVE A(NO ACTION)

·Location
Kozlowski's Stage Stop
Northern Boundary
Gateway Overlook
Ranch House
Pec~s Pueblo I Mission Ruins Complex
and Visitor Center
·
Trails

TOTAL

Construction
Cost·

· Construction
Planning Costs

$g93,704
0
0
1.510,168

$189,638

288,200

r ,798,368

242,000
0

.46,000
0

288,000
0

$2,745,872

$523,838

$3,269,710

0
. 0

Total Cost
$1, 183,342
0

0
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PECOS UN IT ALTERNATIVE B (PROPOSED ACTION)

Location
Kozlowski's Stage Stop
Northern Boundary I Park Administration
and Operations
Gateway Overlook
Ranch House I Resource Education
Pecos Pueblo/ Mission Ruins Complex
and Visitor Center
Trails

TOTAL

Construction
Cost

Construction
Planning Costs

$891,913

$! 70,212

$ ! ,062, l 25

J,893,909
168,66i
2,508,634

743,112
32, 187
478,747

4,637,021
200,849
2,987,381

589,270
246,935

112,456
47, 125

701,726
294,060

$8,299,323

$ ! ,,S:83,839 .

..

Total Cost

$9,883, 162

PECOS UNIT ALTERNATIVE (

Locatic:>n
Kozlows.ki's Stage Stop
Northern Boundary I Resource Educati~n
Gateway Overlook
Ranch House I Administration arid Operat.ions
Pecos Pueblo I Mission Ruins Complex
and Visitor Center
Trails

TOTAL

•186

Constrnction
Cost

Plannif!g Costs

Construction
Total Cost

$974, 149
972,184
J ,067,880
4,31 r .6 r r

$185,906
185,531·
203,793
822,826

$ r ,t 60,05S

1,023,970
113;970

195,414
21,750

l ,219,384
135,720

·$8,463,764

$1,615,220

$I 0,073, 984

l,157,715
1,271,673
5, i 34,437

Appendix E': Cost Estimates

..

PECOS UNIT ALTERNATIVE D

Location
KozloWski's Stage Stop
Gateway Overlook
Ranch House I Administration and ·
Operations I Resource Education
Pecos Pueblo/ Mission Ruins Complex .
and Visitor Center
Trails

TOTAL

Construction
Cost
$1,320,521
3,089,884

· Construction
Planning Costs
. $252,008
589 ,672.

Total Cost
$1,572,529
3,679 ,556

4 ,952,332

945,101

5,897,433

1,013,817
113,970

193,476
21,750

1,207,293
135,720

$I 0,490,524

$2,002,001 .

$12.492,sJ r

Construction costs include the construction of new facilities, exhibit and audiovisual production, constr uction
supervision, and contingencies . Constr uction· planning costs include aerial/topographic surveys, corr:iprehensive design,
utility negotiation, historic furnishings and structural· reports, archeological research, const rnction drawirigs a.nd
·
specifications, archeological data recovery, cultu.ral and resource studies, ex.hibit design, and ~udiovlsual design.
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Gl.OIUETA UNIT ALTERNATIVE 1
No Development Costs .

GLORiETA UNiT ALTERNA'flVE l

Location
Pigeon's Ranch
.Caiioncito

TOTAL

Construct ion
Cost.

Construction
Planning Costs

Total Cost

. 713,950
91,045

. 136,250
17,375

804,995

153,625

958,620

Construction
Cost

Construction
Planning Costs

Total Cost

999,399
91,045

190,725
. 17,375

1,190, 124
. 108,480

1,090,444

208,100

1,298,544

350;200 .
108,420 .

GLORIETAUN IT·ALTERNATIVE J

Location
Pigeon's Ranch
Cafioncito

TOTAL

•188
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APPENDIX F: POTENTIAL EFFECTS OF ALTERNATIVES ON
CULTURAL RESOURCES, PROPOSED PROTECTIVE
MEASURES, AND FURTHER 106ACTIONS NEEDED

HISTORIC

PROPERTY/ AREA

NATIONAL
REGISTER STATUS

DETERMINATION

PROPOSAL

OF EFFECT

--- - - ---- -- · ----"---- - ·--~-

Pecos Pu.eblo/ Mission Ruins
Complex

O n the National Register of
H istoric Places; former
monument area/ruins are
national historic landmark.

Reloq.te present administrative fur:ictions to rancti
house; co.nstruct two
housing units.

No adverse effect on
hist oric, ethnographic, or.
archeological r esources:
presence of.intrusive
nonhistoric administr ative
facilities would continue to
adversely impact the cultural
landscape.

FURTHER 106
REVIEW
REQUIREMENTS

PROPOSED
PROTECTIVE
MEASURES
Continue t o provide routine
maintenance and upkeep for
the area; site housi ng in
pr eviously disturbed areas
out of view from ruins.

------

-

- --

- - - --1

Consultation with New
Mexico state historic
preservation office (SHPO)
and Advisory Council on
Historic Preservation
, (ACHP) regarding housing;
review of preliminary plans
might be needed.

i
i
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HISTORIC
PROP£10'Y/ AREA
Kozlowski's Stage Stop

· Gate~ay Overlook,
Hispanic Frontier Site,
Golonias Road and Bridge

NATIONAL
R.£GISTER STATUS
Park is listed on the national
register; Kozlowski's Stage
Stop is a national historic
landmark. The archeological
sites and surrounding
landscapes and features are
also created as eligible for
listing on the national
register until SHPO concurrence with NP$ eligibility recommendations.

PROPOSAL ·
( I ) .Continue present park
administrative use and
routine maintl!nance of
stage stop and ancillary
structures; use existing shop
for part of mai nteoance
function.
(2) Construct new mainte~·
nance facility on previously
disturbed area near stage
stop, including new access.
road.

Sarne as above.

No change from existing
conditions.

Fogelson Ranch House
Complex, Road and Bridge
over Glorieta Creek,
Footbridge over River, and
Mill.Site

Same as above.

Adaptively.use facilities for
.administrative functio ns and
employee housing; develop
low-volume gravel access
road along historic ranch
roads.

Northern Boundary Area

Park is on the national
register.

No action.

•190

DETERMINATION
OF EFFECT
(I) No adverse effect;.
adaptive use of structures
:would have long-term
benefits for structures.
(2) Adverse effect on
cultural landscape due to
introduct\on of new modern
development incompatible
with cultural landscape.

PROPOSE I>
PROTECTIVE
MEASURES
(I) Continue routine main.tenance on structures:
adaptive use would respect
original design, function, and
architectural integrity of
historic structures; no
changes in stage stop
landscape features pending
completi6n of cultural
landscape report.
(2) Mitigate through sensitive design and vegetation
screening; survey road and..
development area for
archeological resources;
avoid sites and/or develop
mitigation plan.

'I No effect.

FURTHER 106
REVIEW
REQUIREMENTS
( I) Consult with New
Mexico SHPO and ACHP
regarding adaptive use of
structures.
(2) Early consultation with
SHPO and ACHP to help
develop t:iest site-specific
treatment fqr area; SHPO
and ACH P review of
preliminary designs; SHPO
review. of archeological .
reports .

Routinely monitor con·r;:tition of Spanish frontier site;
initiate protective measures
as needed.

No action.

No adverse effect; adaptive
use of structures would .
have long-term benefits for
structures.

Plans for adaptive use of
ranch house and other
facilities wciuld respect
original design, function, and
architectural integrity; road
alignment and upgrade
would avoid significant sites;
routinely monitor condition
ofmill site; initiate protective measures as needed . ·

Work with SHPO and
ACHP to develop appropriate adaptive use plans and
landscape designs; SHPO
review of archeological
reports; structural modifications for accessibility
require special considerati on.

No effect.

None.

No action.

Appendix F: Potential Effects of Alternatives on Cultural Resources, Proposed Protective Measures,. and Further I 06 Actions Needed

FURTHER 106
HISTORIC

PROPERTY/AREA

NATIONAL
REGISTER STATUS

DETERMINATION
OF EFFECT

PROPOSAL

REVIEW
REQUIREMENTS

Pecos Pueblo I Mission
Ruins Complex

O.n the National Register of
Historic Places; former
·monument area/ruins are a
national historic landmark.

Expand existing visitor
center and parking; add
picnic facilities; reconfigure
trail to ruins and construct
trail/bridge to stage stop;
reroute vehicle access; add
demonstration area near
ruins. Remove existing
administrative facilities and
employee housing and
revegetate area; relocate
ruins preservation functions
out of visitor view ..

No adverse effects on
historic, ethnographic, or
archeological resources
anticipated; positi.ve effect
on cwltural landscape by
removing intrwsive
nonhistoric facilities.

Most work would be in
previously distwrbed areas;
removing structures, construction, and revegetation
would avoid sites and would
be accompanied by appropriate archeological investigations and monitoring;
additions to visitor center
would recognize architectural integrity and cultural
landscape concerns.

Early consultation with
SHPP and ACHP to help
develop best site-specific
treatment for area and for
visitor center; SHPO and
ACHP review of preliminary
designs; SHPO review of
archeo.I ogical reports.

Kozlowski's Stage Stop

Park is listed on the national
register; Kozlowski's Stage
Stop is a national historic
.landmark. The ;ircheological
sites, and surrounding landscape(s) and ·features are
also treated as eligible for
listing on the national
register until SHPO
concurre.nce with NPS
eligibility recommendations.

Adaptively use complex for
staffed visitor facility,
maintenance; construct
access road; build staging
area (parking, restrooms,
picnic facilities, and orientation).

No adverse effects.

Continue routine maintenance on structures;
adaptive use would respect
original design, fu'nction, and
architectural integrity: new
roads would use historic
road alignment wherever
possible; no changes in stage
stop landscape features
pending completion of
cultural landscape report.

Consultation with SHPO
and ACHP regarding
adaptive use of structures;
structural modifications for
purposes of accessibility
require special consideration.

-+----------------<------------·~--·------,__

Gateway Overlook,
· Hispanic Frontier Site,
Colonias Road and Bridge

Same as above.

Build trails to the Gateway
011erlook, Pecos River, and
loop to ranch house/historic
mifl; provide restroom and
picnic facilities; rehabilitate
Colonias bridge.

No adverse effect;
rehabilitation of Colonias
bridge would have longrange benefit to structure.

Conduct archeological
survey for road, trails, and
' development area; avoid
sites and/or develop mitigation plan; locate facilities in
disturbed area, out of view;
routinely monitor condition
of La Placita and other significant s.ites; initiate protective measures as needed;
manage fishing; fence certain
areas to protect sites.

SHPO and ACHP review of
preliminary designs; SHPO
review of archeological .
reports.
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NATIONA~llC. · I

HISTORIC

o---PRO
-~M_Rn_Y_IA_REA
_ _,____._RE
_G_IS_T_£_R_S~
T~~
Fogelson Ranch House
Complex, Road and Bridge
over Glori eta Creek,

Same as above.

I
PROPOSAL

! Adaptively use ranch house
for resource education; use
c~ita for staff housi ng;

Footbridge over River, and

construct new footbridge

Mill Site

and trail network; maintain

,

PETE RMI NATION
OF EFFECT

,. No adverse effects; adaptive
use of structurewould have
long-term benefits for
. I' structures.
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Park is on the national
register.

Construct park administrative and operations
facility, employee housing. ·
parking storage, access
road, collections storage,
and RV hookups.

REVIEW
REQUIREMENTS .

MEASURES .
Plans for adaptive ·use of
ranch house and other
facilities would respect
original design, function; and
alignment/upgrade and t r ai l
construction would avoid
significant sites and wo uld
continue use of historic
Toute; survey. document,
evaluate mill site; ·routinely·
monitor condition and
initiate protective measures
as needed; fence sensitive
areas .

I

Northern Boundary Area

FU ITI"H ER 106

architectural integrity; road

·open pastures; upgrade
his.toric ranch road for ·
administrative use,

I.

PROPOSED
PROTECTIVE

No ·adverse effect; positive
effect on collections in n·ew
facility.

Conduct archeological
surveys, avoid sites, deve~
lop mitigation strategies;
area is out of view from
major park resources.

Work w ith SHPO and
ACHP. to develop appro priate adaptiv.e use plans and
landscape designs; SHPO
review of archeologicaJ
reports; structural modifications for accessibility require
special consideration.

Consultation with state
historic preservation officer
and at beginning of development project; review of .
preliminary design might be
needed.

.

.

' Appendix F: Potential Effects
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FUKl"H ER 106
HISTORIC

PROPERTY/AREA
Pecos Pueblo J Mission
Ruins Complex

NATIONAL
REGISTER STATUS
On the National Register of
Historic Places; former
monument area/ruins are a
national historic landmark.

PROPOSAL
Expand existing visitor
center and parking; add
picnic facilities: reconfigure
trail to ruins and construct
new trails: remove existing
facilities and revegetate
area: relocate ruins preseivatio.n functions out of
visitor view; build hot1sing:

REVIEW
REQUIREMENTS

DETERMINATION
.OF EFFECT
No adverse effect on
historic, ethnographic, o r
archeological resources
anticipated: positive effect
on cuJtural landscape by
removing intrusive nonhistoric facilities.
·

Most work wou ld occur in
previously disturbed areas;
remova~ of structures,
construction, revegetation
would avoid sites and would
be accompanied by appropriate archeotogical irwestigations and monitoring:
additions .t o visitor center
would recognize architectural integrity and cultural
landscape concerns.

Early consultation with
SHPO and ACHP to help
develop best site-specific
treatrrien~ for area and for
visitor center; SHPO and
ACHP review of preliminary
designs; SHPO review -0f
archeologicat reports.

·
~-~~~~~~~~-+-~-.--~~~~~~ l-~~~·~~~~~-+-~~~~--,-~~~-+-~~~~~~~~-t-~~~~~~~~--1
( 1.2) No adverse effoc:t:
(I) Continued routine
( I) Consultation with SHPO
.Kozlowski 's Stage Stop
Park is listed on the national · 1 ·( I) Rehabilitate and
maintenance of.structures ;
register; Kozlowski 's Stage
adaptively use complex :
and ACHP regarding adapStop is a national h i ~tcric
construct ne'..v .entrance
adaptive u.se would respect
tive use of structur es.
original design, function. and
· landmark. The archeoJogical
road, parking, orientation,
arch.1tectural integrity; new
.(2) Early consultation with
sites, and surrounding landrestrooms, piq1ic facilities.
scipes and features are also
and trai Is.
roads wouid use historic
SHPO and ACHP to help
·road <1lignmeht wherever
develop best site-specific
treated as eligible for fisting
on the national register until
(2) Construct maintenance
possible; no changes in stage
treatment for area; SHPO
st op tandscape' features
and ACHP review of preSHPO conc~rrence with
facility on previously disturbed area near stage stop,
pending completion of
liminary designs; SHPO
NPS eligibility recommendainduding an access road .
cultural lan~scape report:
review of archeological
. tions.
reports.
(2) Mitigate tfirough sensitive design and vegetation
screening: survey road and
development area for
archeological resources;
avoid sensiftv.e· resources
and/or develop mitigation
plan.

I
!
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HISTORIC
PROPEIO'Y/AREA
GatewaY. .Overlook,
Hispanic Frontier Site,
Colonias Road and Bridge .

NATIONAL
RlG ISTER STATUS

P.R0POSAL

Same as above.

. Build trail network and
gravel road to the Gateway
overlook; develop visitor
facili.ties (exhibits, parking,
restrooms) at f9rmer quarry
area; bui.ld trails and rehabilitate Colonias bridge and
road for pedestrian use;
stabilize frontier site;
maintain historic pastures.

I
\

No adverse effect on
archeological resources w.ith
mlttgation; r ehab\Jita.ticin of
Colonias.b<idge would have
lan·g-rarige benefit to
structure.

I

I
Fogelson Ranch House
Complex. Road and Bridge
over Glorieta Creek,
Footbridge over River and
Mill Site

Sarne as above.

Expand and adaptively use
ranch house arid complex
for administration and park
housing; construct new
gravel road and bridge;
replace footbric;lge. develop
trail to mill; maintain
. pastures an·d associated
landscape features.

.,

No ~dverse effect.

Conduct archeological
surveys, a,void sites, and ·
develop mitigation strategies; area is out of view.
from park's major ·resources.

·Consultation With preserva- ·
tion officer and advisory
council at beginning of deveiopment project; review of
·preliminary design might be
needed.
.
.

I
I

Construct new resource
education facility, access
road, and parking.

l

Work with state historic ..
preservati9n officer and
advisory coundlto develop
appropriate adaptive l..(Se ·
plans, designs for addition,
and landscape designs;
SHPO review of archeological reports; structural
modifications for accessibility require special consi·
deration.

I

I

Same as above.

i;>lans for addition to and ·
adaptive· use of ranch house
and other facilit ies wou ld
respect original desigri, function, and ar.chitectural integrity wherever possible;
design would also.be sensi- ·
'tive to the cultural landscape~ new roads would. use
existing historic roads wherever possible, and y;;ould
avoid significant $ites; sur~
vey, docum.ent, and ·evaluate
mill site and routinely monitor condition and initiate
protective measures as
needed; ·fence sensitive
areas.

I

i

·1

use of ranch
complex would have
long-term benefits b~t
expansion of. the ranch
house would be an adverse
effect; constructio'n of the
new road and bridge would
adversely impact the cultural
landscape. ·

I

Park is on the national
register.

SurVey road, trails, and
development area for .
archeologicai resource~;
.. avoid sites and/or develop
mitigation plan; locaJ:e faciUties in. disturbed.area, out of
view; rnutinely monitor
condition of Spanish frontier
s.ite; initiate protective measures as neede.d~ manage·
fishing and fence some areas
to protect sites; reuse histo·
ric roads and traces; design
road and facilities .so they do
no.t intrude. on landscape.

Ad~ptive

\

Northern Boundary-Area

FURTHER 106
REVIEW.
R.EQUiREMEHTS

·DETERMINATION
OF EFFECT

Appendix F: Potential Effects of Alternatives on Cultural Resources, Proposed Protective Measures, and Further I 06 Actions Needed

· · · · :<t ··•/·e

\ . n·
•·· · ······· ..

-""'=--"')""\=df > .·., ·

HISTORIC
PROPERTY/AREA
Pecos Pueblo I Mission
Ruins Complex

NATIONAL
REGISTER STATUS
On the National Register of
Historic Places; former
monument/ruins are a
national historic landmark.

PROPOSAL
Expand visitor center and
parking; remove existing
administrative facilities and
revegetate area; add picnic
facilities; reconfigure trail to
ruins and construct new
trails; relocate ruins preservation functions out cf
visitor view; build housing in
. previously disturbed area.

.·.
.
I

::x;:'<'.'?Y:'••

};i ' ·..)

lj: ' ·.··

.••/?/
·~
s ??H 3
·
·••••••c•}'f · · · · .·· · ..· :~ . .

DETERMINATION
OF EFFECT

I No adverse effect on
historic, ethnographic, or
archeologicaJ resources
anticipated; positive effect
on cultural landscape by
removing intrusive
structures.

.

1

·

~IE~
FURrHER104

PROPOSED
PROTECTIVE
MEASURES

REVIEW.
REQUIREMENTS
Consultation with SHPO
and ACHP to help develop
best s ite-specifrc treatment
for area; SHPO and ACHP
review of preliminary
designs; SHPO review of
archeological reportS .

1 Most work would be in
i

previously disturbed areas;
removal of structures,
construction, and revegetation would avoid sites and
would be accompanied by
appropriate archeological
imestigations and .rnonitor· ing; parking enlargement
and housing designs would

.I

recognize cultural landscap1·:·{,
concerns.
Kozlowski's Stage Stop

Park is .listed on the national
register; b.oth ranch
complexes, archeological
sites. and surrounding land. scapes are also treated as
eligible for iisting on the
national register until SHPO
concurrence with NPS
el igi bil ity re com rnendatio ns.

( l) Adaptive use o! complex
for visitor contact; construct
new entrance road, parking,
orientation, restrooms,
picnic area, and trails.
(2) Construct access road
and administrative and
operations facilities on
f)reviously disturbed area
ne.a r stage stop.

.

·

(I ) No adverse effect.
(2) Adverse effect on
cultural landscape due to
introduction of modern
development incompatible
with cultural landscape.

(2) Mitigate through sensitive destgn and vegetation
screening.
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HISTORIC
PROPErrrY/ AREA

NATIONAL
REGISTER STATUS

PROPOSAL

DETERMINATION
OF EFFECT

PROPOSED
PROTECTIVE
MEASURES

FURTHER 106 .·
REVIEW
REQUIREMENTS
Sarne as above plus develop
mitigation and preservation
plan for frontier site in
consultation with SHPO and
ACHP.

Gateway Overlook,
Hispanic Frontier Site,
Colonias Road and Bridge

Same as above.

Develop new park entrance
road, visitor center, parking,
trail network, overlook, and
picnic area at quarry; rehabk
litate Colonias bridge and
road.

Potential for adverse effect
on archeol ogical and ethnographic resourcedrom concentrated visitor use in the
(iateway overlook area;
large new development and
a paved road and its associated traffic would have an adverse impact on the cultural
1andscape; rehabilitation of.
the Colonias bridge would
have long-range benefit to
structure; other impacts
same as alternative B.

Survey.road, tr'ails, and
development area for·
archeological resources;
avoid sites and/or develop
mitigation pi~n; locate facilities in d.isturbed area, out of
view; initiate archeological
investigations, collect diagnasties, stabilize, and
rou'tinely monitor condition
of Spanish frontier site and
adjacent prehistoric sites;
initiate protective measures
as needed; manage fishing
and fence some areas to
protect sites; reuse historic
roads and traces; design
road and facilities to minimize intrusion on landscape.

Fogelson Ranch House
Complex, Road and Bridge
over Glorieta Creek,
Footbridge over River, and
Mill Site

Sanie as above:

Adaptively use ranch house
and complex for interpretation and resource education;
develop parking, bridge, and
roads; construct new gravel
road and bridge;. replace
footbridge and develop
trails; maintain historic
pastures.

Adaptive use of ranch complex would have long-term
benefits; construction of the
new road and bridge would
adversely impact the cultural
landscape.

Adaptive use of ranch comWork with SHPO and
ACHP to develop approplex would respect original
design, function, and archipriate adaptive use plans and
tectural integrity; design
landscape designs; SHPO
would also be sensitive to
review of archeological
the cultural ·landscape; new
. reports; structural modlfkaroadwould use existing
tions for accessibility require
· special consideration.
roads wherever possible
and would avoid significant
sites; survey, document, and·
evaluate mill site; routinely
monitor condition and initiate protective measures as
needed; fence sensitive
areas.

Northern Boundary Area

Park ·is on the national
register.

N·o action.

No effect.

None.
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HISTORIC
PROPERTY/ AREA

I

NATIONAL
REGISTER STATUS

PROPOSAL

PROPOSE I>
PROTECTIVE
MEASURES

DFrERMINATION
OF EFFECT

Canoncito

Park is on the national
register.

No change in present use.

No effect.·

Pigeon's Ranch

Park is o n the national
register; Pigeon's Ranch is a
national historic landmark.

No change in present use.

Adverse effect on structure ,
archeological resources , and
landscape from unstructured visitor use, natural
deterioration, and incom patible u~ of nearby areas.

I N one.
Provide routine main.te~
nance of structure; install
signs to prevent parking on
archeological ruins ; continue
archeological investigations
as funding allows; work with
,Private landowners to
protect resources,

FURTHER 106
REVIEW
REQUIREMENTS
No action.

Consult with SHPO o n ways
to deveiop appropriate
stabilization methods and
protection for resources on
nearby. private lands.
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HISTORIC
PROPERTY/AREA
Canancito

!----------------·-·---

Pigeon's Ranch

NATIONAL

REGISTER STATUS
Park is on the nation al ·
register.

PROPOSAL
Develop interpretive pullout
on access road:

FURTHER 106
REVIEW
REQUIREMENTS

DETERMINATION
OF EFFECT
No adverse effect.

Conduct archeological surveys, avoid sites, develop
mitigation strategies; ensure
that developments are compatible with cultural landscape. ·

Same as above.

----~·----· ~--~···----+------------~l-------~-~----+---~-----

Park is on the national
register; Pigeon's Ranch is a
national historic landmark.

If new freeway access is
provided and NM SO is
relocated·, remove intrusive
·structures and features;
stabilize ranch structure,
historic fe;i.tures, and land. scape; develop visitor facilities outsjde historic core
area: rehabilitate existing
road for foot travel; and
build loop trail: maintain
cleared areas; develop pullout and trail.at Windmill Hill.

1f NM SO is not relocated,
construct interpretive
exhibit and trail and stabil i.ze
building.

No adverse effects from
construction; positive benefits from removing highway
and stabilizing adobe structure..

Conduct archeological and
architectural surveys and
eya/uation, a)loid sites, and ·
develop mitigation strategies; ensure that developments are compatible with
cu lt.u ral landscape; work · ·
with private landowners to
protect resources.

Work with· SH PO and
ACHP to develop
appropriate strategies for
preser;vation of adobe
structure, restor.ation of
landscape' research. and
protection of resources on
nearby private lands.

Appendix F: Potentlaf Effects of Alternatives on Cuhuraf Resources, Proposed Protective Measures, and Further I 06 Actions Needed

HISTORI(
PROPERTY/AREA
Canoncito
Pigeon's Ranch

I

NATIONAL
REGISTER S!ATU~L PROl'OSAL

~:~,'°

<h• o><;oo.1

Park is on the national
register; Pigeon's Ranch is a
national historic landmark.

[. S.m• "'1rem><;,. 2.

l

DETERMINATION
OF EFFECT

IS•m•" ""'"'""'
~o

l

f 1r new freeway access is
adverse effect from
. provided and· NM SO is
, construction; positive
moved , .rehabilitate road for [· benefits from removing
trail use; s~b ilize ranch
, highway and st.abilizing
structure. historic features,
1· adobe str.ucture.
and landscape; construct
new visitor faCilities in
1
nonsensitive area; build new
, trails.

I
I
.
I

If NM SO is not relocated:
. construct inte rpretive
exhibit and trail to
Sharpshooter's Ridge.

I

I
I

·--r-

.

Same .as alternative 2.

Conduct archeological and
architectural investigations
and evaluation. ayoid sites,
and develop mitigation
strategies; ensure that developments are compatible
with cultural landscape:
work with private landowners to protect
resources.

I

FU1t1'H£R 106
REVIEW
REQUIREMENTS

·~

Same as alternative 2.
Work with SHPO and
ACH P to develop appropriate strategies for preservation of adobe structure,
restorat'1on of landSG\pe,
research, and protection of
resources on nearby private
lands.
·
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·APPENDIX G: WILDERNESS SUITABILITY ANALYSIS
The Park Service, as a matter of policy, evaluates all lands and waters under its iurisdiction for wilderness suitability, in
accordance with tne Wilderness Act (PL 88-577, USC 1131-36) and departmental and NPS guidelines for wildern~ss
p·reservation and management. These policies and guidelines delineate existing and future conditions and 'uses that are
compatible with wilderness designation. The following factors would be particularly relevant in determining the
wilderness suitability of lands in Pecos National Historical Park.
Existing developments - areas where evidence of people and their developments are obvious and are. expected to
remain ~re not suitable for wilderness designation. NPS development zones are not compatible with wilderness
designation. Lands containing aboveground utility lines and maintained roads also can not be recommended for
wilderness designation.·
·
·
Size of unit .:_the Wilderness Act requires that a wilderness area be 5,000 acres or larger to make practicable its
. preservation and use in an unimpaired condition .
'
Motorized use - areas where motorized vehicles are routinely used for recreational
not suitable for wilderness designation unless those uses are eliminated.

or maintenance purposes are

Based on the extent .o f curren~ development, presence of roads, and amount of past disturbance, the Pecos unit west of
the Pecos River would not be suitable for wilderness designation. Most of this area shows signs of~xisting or past human
use. Approximately I 09 acres ofthe unit have developments or structures, including the Pecos Pueblo I mission ruins
complex, visitor center and parking lot complex, employee housing, administrative and maintenance fadlities,
Kozlowskl's Stage Stop and corral/pasture, the Forked Lightning ranch house and attendant structures, wells, and
storage facilities. Another 24 acres have been heavily disturbed in the past by human activities, which: resulted in
lar:idscape scars. Other signs of past human use including fences, bridge ruins, and pastures, are also evident. The extent
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of present development and the amount of disturbed areas indicate that this area would not be suitable for wilderness
designation.
·.
Much of the Pecos unit west of the Pecos River also.is fragmented by roads. NM 63 bisects the unit and 1-25 forms the
unit's western boundary. The area is further divided by two powerline rights-of-way and old dirt/gravel ranch roads that
are maintained on an irregular basis. Some of these administrative roads are used for maintaining ranch structures,
p~trolling the park, emergency response, and maintaining the park's perimeter fence. They are important for managing
park resources - eliminating all of the roads would make it difficult for the Park Service to achieve its management
objectives. Finally, noise from nearby 1-25 can also be heard throug~out much of the park.
The area east of the Pecos River shows relatively few signs of past human activities. However, t.his area is too small'
(approximately 2,700 acres) to practicably manage as a wilderness area. The Forest Service lands near the park also are
not managed in a way that would be appropriate for a wilderness area~ these lands are used for public firewood
collection and traditionally have been accessed by motorized vehicles.
None of the Glorieta unit Is suitable for wilderness. Both the Pigeon's Ranch and Cafioncito areas are too small (345
aeres and 337 acres, respectively) to be managed as wilderness . The Pigeon's Ranch subunit also has residences and
commercial structures within its boundary and is crossed by NM 50, while 1-25 forms the Canoncito subunit'.s northern
boundary.
Based on these factors, there are no areas in Pecos National Historical Park suitable for wilderness designation.
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SUMMARY
PECOS UNIT ALTERNATIVES

z
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• Alternative A, the nocaction alternative. describes the
• Alternative B, the proposed action, would give visitors
• Alternative C would also focus on i11terpreting the historical
: conditions of the park that would exist .with no changes in
. : ·opportunities to learn about the continuum ofuse in the
• continuum from prehistoric periods to the 20th century.
the current management direction or without <1n approved
• Pecos area from prehistoric times through the 20th
• However, under this alterna~ive three easily accessible
• general management plan. The. purpose of this alternative is • . century. New visitor facilities would emphasize trail ·
• visitor staging areas would be used instead of two. Each
· to provide a basis for evaluating changes and impacts that
development and would direct visitors to interpretive .
' staging area would foci.is on a specific aspect of the
• would occur under the three action alternative. Under this • opportunities at trallheads arid over.looks. Two primary
• continuum, while also providing a brief overview..The
• staging areas would be provided·for visitors - the existing · • Fogelson visitor center would serve as one staging area and
• alternative some provisions would be made for ac:commo• datrng immediate administrative needs, for example,
• Fo_gelson visitor center and Kozlowski's Stage Stop. Both
• would continue to function as .a primary interpretive facility
• relocating existing administrative facilities out of the Pecos
• staging areas would have parking; orientation, trailheads,
• with a reduced emphasis on providing ari overview. This
• Pueblo (mission ruins complex. Tliis alternative would not
• and other support facilities : The Fogelson visitor center
• fadlity would be expanded to provide more olfke space,
• provide any new visitor facilities. The existing Fogelson
• would be expanded ta provide more office space, and
• and additional parking would be provided. Kozlowski's
• visitor center near the Pecos Pueblo I mission ruins ·
• parking capacity would be increased. Kozlowski's Stage
• Stage Stop would serve as another staging are;a and would
• complex would continue as the only interpretive arid
• Stop would be adapted to provide a staffed visitor
• provide a second staffed visit~r contact facility. The
• interpretive facility. A net-Nork of trails would be developed -_· • gateway overlook would serve as a third staging area and
• orientation facility for visitors iri the park. The ranch house
• · would become the administrative office, and Koz.lowski's
• . from th~e staging areas to other points of interest.
· • would have a comfort station and trailhead. Each staging ·
• stage stop would continue to serve.as park offices and
• area would have-vehicle access, parking, orientation,
• trailheads , and support facilities . This alternative would
• employee housing. A new rnaincenance facility would be
• A new park administrdtive and operations facility would be
· built in a previou_sly disturbed area southeast r;if the stage
allow more vehicle access in the park.
developed near the village of Pecos by the northern park
• stop.
• boundary. This facility_ would include offices, curatorial
The ranch house would be adapted to accommodate
space, a maintenance facility. -and employee housing, and jt
admi_nistrative offices. A new maintenance facility would be
would provide parking and storage areas. The existing
' developed between the ranch house and Kozlo\.vski's. The
• facilities near the Pecos Pueblo I mission ruins complex
• existing facilities near the Pecos Pueblo I mission ruins
• would be removed.
• complex would be removed. Primitive trails would be
" Th~ ranch ho~se would be adapted for use as· a resource
• provided in the rwgged terrain east of the Pecos River.
education facility for school and other groups, including the
possibility for overnight use for special programs. Primit;;..c
A new resource education facility would be developed near
' · trai!s would t>e providect in the rugged terrain east of the
• the northern boundary for school and other groups, as well
·Pecos River.
,
as_community functions .

...

.

.

•
"
•
•
:.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The focus of afternative D would be to interpret tlie
gateway and the historic travel patterns through Glorieta
Pass. Visitors· would be directed to a new entrance at the
south end and a new visitor center at the GateWay
overlook area. A broad interpretiv~ overview would be
provided at the new Gateway vis.itor center; as well as
parking, orientation, and trails. Specific and more focused
interpretation would be provided at Kozlowski's and at the
Fogelson visitor center near the Pecos Pueblo I mission
ruins complex. Kozlowski's would be adaptively used as an
unstaffed interpretive facility. The Fogelson visitor c.enter
would be expanded for office space, <1nd the parking
capacity would be increa5ed.

• A new park administrative and operations facility would be
devel°C>ped between Ko~lomki's and the ranch house . This_
• facility would have offices, a curatorial facility, a maintenance facility, and employee housing, as well as parking and
• storage areas. The existing facilities near the Pecos Pueblo I
mission ruins complex would be removed.
' The ran~h house would be ad?pted for use.as a resource
• education facility for schools and other groups, including
• the possibility for overnight use_for special programs._
Primitive trails would be provided in the rugged terrain east
of t~e Pecos River .

.

• Under· alternative A archeo/ogical and architecrural
• Under alternative B no adverse effects -on the ruins,
archeological resources, or ran ch facilities would be
resources would not be directly impacted by construction
• activities. Existing adminfstrative facilities would continue to • anticipated. Adaptive ·uses o.f historic structures would have
• a beneficial effect. The proposed actions and development
adversely affect the cultural landscape at the Pecos Pueblo/
• for the Pecos Pueblo I mission ru ins complex would be
• mission ruins complex. No significant advers_
e impacts .
• would occur on natural resources . Scenic r esources in t he · . •. beneficial to historic properties and the cultural landscape.
• No sigl)ificant adverse impacts w ould occur on natural .
: park could be adversely affect~ d by development outside
• . r~so urces. Over time the park would be restored co more
the park. No·significant adverse impacts would occur an
• .natural conditions, which woulcl hav_e a beneficial effect on
. • local residents or the local economy as a result of this.
• alternative. Local residents would be denied permission t o
• the ecosystem. Most of t he park's existing visual quality
, would be preserved. Visual quality at the "Pecos Pueblo I
• fish in the Pecqs River within park boundaries.·The visitor
• . mission ruins complex ,,.:,,ould be im proved by removing the
• experience would be adversely affected because only a
• small portion of the park would be open to visitation.
• existing administrative facil ity. Future deveiopme-nt outsidt~
• the park might have significant adverse j mpacts on park
scenic resources, depending on the amount and type of
' "d evelopment. Minor economic_benefits would accrue to
• . the village of Pecos and other nearby communities during
• construction activities in the park. Th~ £Ommunity and local
• school groups would ·experience positive effects fro.m
. e11v·1 ronmental education opportunities 'provi ded by the
• park. This alternative would have benefk ial effects on
visitors.

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
:

•

•

Impacts on cultural resources would be ·similar to those
under alternative B; however, more potential exists for
direct and indirect adverse impacts due to construction and
visitor use. Constructing new maintenance facilities.near
Koi;lowski's and roads to the Gateway overlook area
would adversely affect t he cultural landscape. Adaptive uses
of histor ic. structures· w ould have a beneficial effect. An
ac;idicion to the ranch house.would adve·rsely affect both the
cult~ral landscape and t he historic a;chitecture of the
ranch . Increasing vehicle access tJi roughout the park and .
accommodating greater numbers of visicqrs would_likely
result in more adverse irnpact.S on natural resources than
under alternative B. Constructing a maintenance facility
near Kozlowski's would increase the chance for adverse
impacts on the water quality and riparian habitat of Glorieta
Creek. Minor economic benefits wowJd occur in the village
of Pecos and other nearby communities during the
constrYction of new park facilities. This alternative would :
have beneficial. effects on visitors .

• Impacts on cultural resources would be simila:r·to those
under alternative C. The cultural laridscape would be
• adversely impacted by new roads. parking, and .
• administrative and maintenance facilities. Adaptive uses of
historic structures would have a benefici.al effect.
• Constructing a new visitor center at the Gateway overlook
• would increase the potential fo'. indirect negative impacts
• on nearby archeological resources. No significant adverse
impacts w ould occur on natural resources. Constructing a
• maintenance and admi.nistracive facility between the ranch
• house and Kozlov\lski 's would increase the chance for
• adverse impacts on the wate~ quality and riparian habitat of
• Glorieta C~eek. New facilities would adversely affect scenic
• resource5 in the park. The quality of the .scenery outside
the park might be adversely affected by future
• development, depending on the type and..amount of
• · development. Minor economic benefits would .occur in the·
• village of Pecos and other riearby c0mmunities during the
• construct ion of park facilities . A resource education·facility
would have a beneficial_eJfect on the local community. This
• alternative would hav_
e a beneficial effect on visitors ..

SUMMARY
GLORIETAUNIT ALTERNATIVES
I, the no-action alternative, would provide no new facilities in the
.•• ·Alternative
Glorieta unit. Visitor use in the area would.not be encouraged. NM 50 would
Z
0 . remain .in its present location·.

-t:

•
•
•
~
•
•
•
•

Under alternative I adverse impacts would continue on cultural resources from
inappropriate or unstructured public use. At Pigeon's Ranch, traffic and v(sitor
activities would continue to adver5ely·affect the historic structure and
arch~o!ogical resourc~. Lack of visitor facilities and educatio.nal opportunities
would result in significant parts of the park not being. interpreted for visitors.
There would be no effects on vegetation, wildlife, threatened or endangered
species, floodplains, wetlands, Water resources, or prime and unique farmlands
because no new development would occur in these areas. The sodoeconornic
environment would remain unchanged.
·

• Under alternative 2 (the proposed action) the battlefield would be preserved and
: interpreted. The Pigepn's ranch structu~ would be stabilized. A staffed visitor
contact facility in an existing structure, interpretive exhibits, and trails near
·Pigeon's Ran.ch would be developed. An exterior interpretive exhibit and pulloff
• parking would be provided at Cario_ncito. NM 50 would be relocated outside the
park boundary.

• The Gtorieta unit would have a visitor contac~ facility in a new structure. Other
• developments, such
interpretive exhibits and trails near Pigeon's Ranch and an
•. interpretive exhibit ar Canoncito,would be·the same as alternative 2.

•
•
•
•

•
:
•
•
•
•
•

Structured visitor use would have a beneficial effect on cultural resources. of this
unit. New facilittes would have no stgniflcant effects on vegetatlon, wildlife, or
·scenic resources because the areas of development have been previously
disturbed. No effects would occur on floodplains,·wetlands, hparian nabitat,
threatened or end1.1ngered species, or prime and unique farmlands becau.se
• development would not occur in these areas. Impacts on the socioeconomic
• environment would be positiye because visitors· would stay longer and gain a
• greater understanding of history from educational and visitor .experience
• opportunities. Under alternative 2 rernoval·of NM 50 would have a beneficial
•. effect on cultural and naturaf resources.

as

New facilities would not adversely impact vegetation and wildlife in this area
because (t has been previously disturbed. As in alternative 2, no effects would
occur on floodplains, wetlands, riparian. habitat, threatened or endangered
species, or prime and unique farmlands because development would not occur in
these .areas. Impacts on the socioecono_mic environment would be posi'tive .
because visitors would stay longer and gain a greater un.derstanding of history
from educational and visitor experience opportunities. Under alternative 3
removal of NM 50 and structured visitor use would have the same beneficial
• . effects on cultural arid natural resources.

J!i..s the nation's principal conservation agency, the Department of the Interior has responsibility for most of our nationally owned public lands and natural resources.
This includes fostering sound use of our land ~nd water resources; protecting our fish, wildlife, and biological diversity; preserving the environmental and cultural
values of our national parks and historical places; and providing for the enjoyment of life through outdoo'r recreation. The department assesses our energy and
mineral resources and works to ensure that their development is in the best interests of all our people by encouraging ste""'.ardship and citizen participation in their
care. The department also has a major responsibility for American Indian reservation communities and for people who live in island territories under U.S.
administration.
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